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We Are West!!
To the Cherry Hill High School West Educational Community - Especially the Graduating Class of 2008!

Whether the memories contained in the 2008 Edition of Rampant are from your freshman, sophomore, junior, or senior year they will be cherished for years into the future. When you look at yourself and your classmates through these pages, memories and emotions will come flooding back as you recall conversations and looks, and the inside stories that go along with each image. This yearbook will forever be the key that will bring you home.

For, it is within these pages that you will find who we are as a community, as a school. We are athletes, scholars, thespians, singers, musicians, artists, linguists, friends, and relatives, companions, young, impressionable, driven, and successful. We are family. We will forever be bound by our connection to Cherry Hill High School West. We are more than two thousand people who come together on a daily basis, with thousands of family members supporting our community. We have laughed together, we have cried together, and most importantly, our lives have changed together.

Cherish this book, remember the memories - remember the foundation you have established at West. If you are graduating from West this year, remember that you join an illustrious and accomplished group of thousands of other alumni represent us as well as you endeavor into the future, returning often to give back our community. If you are fortunate enough to be returning for another year at West, enjoy your summer read and reflect, dream and laugh, prepare for your return in September.

I look forward to seeing you all soon!
Fondly,

Joseph N. Meloche, Principal
1. Bridget Hanna enjoys working on the Smart Board.
2. Bhmika Patel and Dana Bryant hang out after school.
3. Daniella Di Menma and Megan Etchhord wait to use the Smart Board in their math class.
4. Anthony Taylor jokes around with Chrissy Basso and Megan Palma after class.
5. Jazmine Gonzalez works hard on her class work.
6. John Giblin takes a break from his note taking.

Friendships
Above: Christian King, Shisha Patel and Roselynn Walker enjoy being students at Cherry Hill High School West.

Algebra class gets a thumbs up!
Right: Rachel Dolan and Dezirée Green are excited to learn all about Algebra.
Friends
Maria David and Julie Hang are all smiles.

Algebra Lab
Isha Carson and Kiyonna Alford work on the computer.

World Civ. Fun
Dominic Sparacio and Timothy Chaparro are very attentive in class.

6th Period Lunch
Above: Stephanie Carafagna and Candice Vandridge hang out at the round tables during lunch.

Extracurricular Fun
Left: Stephanie Denning and Nicole Hemingway get ready for an exciting day of yearbook.

Class of 2011 >> 5
Picture Time
Dennis Palma smiles big for the camera.

Working hard
Alex Stridick and Juan Torres take time out of class to give us a smile.

Attentive
Judith Hagans listens carefully to the teacher's instructions.

Above
Amberlyn Hutchinson takes a moment to let the yearbook photographer snap a photo.

Right
Austin Parrish is always happy to smile for the camera.
1. Joann Still reads and takes notes during class.
2. Shayla Valentin smiles happily at the camera.
3. Anthony Haler asks a poignant question.
4. Dan Topf stopped at Wawa before going to school.
5. Dane Higgins diligently works on the lap top during class.
6. Joe Baxter, Manny Bonilla, Amber Champion, Mike Gibbs, Marjon Kadir and Adilah Matthews finish up an important Biology lab.

Left
LaFrance Hunter and Niquan Brown work collaboratively on a project together.

Above
Chelsea Burdick, Morgen Emers and Mattison Rodgers clean up after a lab.
1. Justin Greenberg eats some Italian food in class.
2. Zach Atchison listens to music in the hallways.
3. Leah Ryan and Emily Taylor laugh it up in photo.
4. Rob Emory, Vincent Deto, Justin Greenberg and Mike Meighan pose for the picture trying not to laugh.
5. Fallon Lehrner enjoys working in the library as an assistant.
6. Lunch time is a good opportunity for friends Anthony Diaz, Friday Odey and Sharonn Black to catch up with each other.

Celebrating Good Times
Above: Chrissy Teanone and Tiffany Reeve enjoy Italian class.

Spartan
Mike Ito dons a very unique hall pass from Mr. Munday’s Latin class.
Science Lab
Cameron Robbalt follows safety precautions in lab when he wears his safety goggles.

Homeroom Buddies
Ashley Ryan, Parisa Branch, Paige Santkin, and Shaina Hicks enjoy homeroom.

Cafeteria Connections
Melinda Korte and Danielle Patton have fun during lunch.

Above
Michelle Hermanns smiles sweetly while one of her classmates gives her bunny ears.

Left
Perry Alexander, Tim Faehner, Mike Meighan, Ryan Evans, Alex Shammar and Matt Altieri love eating lunch at 9:40 am.

Class of 2009 >> 9
Senior Year!!!
Marissa Fargo and Kyle Lewis show their excitement for their last year of high school!

Showing the love
Anthony Judilla sports an "Autobots" shirt.

Goofy Buddies
Chris Pawling and Marc Dezii love making faces for the cameras.

Mike Callahan poses for a picture on his way to study hall.

Right: Ryan Cafaro and Sarah Posterina wait for the movie "Bringing Up Baby" to start on an in-school field trip.

10 Class of 2008 >>
Left: Kelsey Thomas is hard at work.

Our seniors

1. Tory Masculli is so surprised in his forensic science class.
2. Marisa Furay is always giggling and happy.
3. Domara Menah works in the computer lab.
4. Justinn Canilao finishes up his work.
5. Steve MacDonald hangs a few sets of keys on his ear at lunch.

Left: Kelsey Thomas, Andrea Aguilar and Francesca Sinae "decorate" Ms. Smith's car on Halloween.

Left: Kristine Keating opens her locker before an exciting forensics class.

Above: Emily Adorno and Catherine Grella hang out in the tech room.
"Education is a shared commitment between dedicated teachers, motivated students and enthusiastic parents with high expectations."

-Bob Beauprez

we are...
ENTHUSIASTIC
student life
<< HELPING
Veronica Lance gets some help navigating the halls of West from Ms. Driscoll.

LISTENING >>
Jeffrey Dawson listens to the teacher review the guidelines for class.

<< CROWDED
Kyle Sheary passes through the crowded D/F intersection.

WALKING >>
Nadirah Maddox happily makes her way into the building.

WE ARE... EXCITED!

Making their way off the bus, this group of students is excited to begin a new year at West.

Ariel Givner poses for the camera as she heads into school to meet her new teachers.
NOTES
Joe Watson pays close attention as he takes notes.

HALLWAY >>
The time between classes in the hallway can be very crowded.

SCHEDULES
Ms. Driscoll is busy helping students out with their schedules.

WORKING >>
Trevor Reynolds dutifully takes notes.

COMBINATION
Alicia Colletti attempts to open her locker to start the school day.

EXPECTATIONS >>
Mr. Stern explains to his students what they need for the class.

Nick DePaul gets to school by riding his bike.

Keyona walks off of the bus feeling confident and ready for a new school year.

Evan Lechner secures his bike in the bike rack so he can head off to his first day of class.
<< REVENGE OF THE NERD
Ryan Applegate stands proudly.

SWIMMERS >>
Laura Pierce and Brittany Whitehead dress up as old-fashioned swimmers.

<< SCARY
Jane Truxell attempts to scare other with her dark costume.

ELF >>
Victoria Powers dresses up as an elf.

<< GEEK SQUAD
Mr. Meloche poses with members of the senior class dressed as geeks.

>> STRIPES
Gina Manfredi and Olivia Khoury enjoy getting into the Halloween spirit.

WE ARE... IN COSTUME!

Deneb Libo-On and Gina Terl both put a lot of effort into their costumes.

Lauren Sickels and James Corbett take a break during class in the tech. room.
*Halloween - October 31st, 2007*

**Kissing Booth**
Perry Hudicka makes others laugh with his creative costume.

**Variety**
Akea Nieves, Tatiana Stephan-Stephanowitch, Henry Hayes, Ryan Applegate, Brittany Spera and Hameedullah Habibi are stepping out of English class all dressed up.

**Scooby-Doo**
Patrick Hanna dresses up as his favorite cartoon character.

**80's Girls**
Lisa Trivigno, Nicole Kajkowski and Rachel Keenan dress up like girls from the 80's.

**Tooth Fairy**
James Bodine is the Cherry Hill High School West tooth fairy.

**Heroes**
Annie McNulty, Andrew Sturner and Megan Mannaruto get into the Halloween spirit.

**Macho Men**
Matt Springer, Connor Widerman, Bobby Sharpe and Kyle Smolksy are an amazing resemblance of the Village People.

**The Office**
Keith Bronke looks serious while wearing his Dwight Schrute costume.

**Scarecrow**
Kayla Slossar dresses up as a scarecrow.
<< BREAK
Becky Derer and Luiza Leite take a break during class to pose for a picture.

SMILE >>
Danielle Patton and Ryan Britton smile for the camera.

<< WORKING
Jessica Giampietro and Kristine Keating work together on a project in class.

HALLWAY >>
Jack Anderson and Brett Berdini walk to their next class.

WE ARE... PALS!

Best friends, Lauren Gill, Annie McNulty and Marissa Fargo pose for a picture.

Marisa Furey and TJ Sunstein hug before they leave class.
LUNCH
Shandy Hacker, Allyssa Ream, and Kristen Rienstra all sit together during lunch.

WORKING TOGETHER >>
Lexi Baker, Lauren Penn, Tori Powers, and Stephanie Denning hang out in the library.

POSE
Nina Gallardo and Mike Kuphal pose for a picture.

WALKING >>
Sierra Harrell, Morgan Wallace and Judith Hagans walk to class.

FOOTBALL
Michael Moloney and Kurt Knecht both play football together.

LAUGHING >>
Amanda Lapinski and Britney Love share a good laugh during lunch.

Alison & Kelsey
Allison Leyh and Kelsey Thomas have been friends for a long time.

Darich & Gillian
Darich Noble and Gillian Arbuthnot play volleyball together.

Adrianna & Adilah
Adrianna Duson and Adilah Matthews walk to their club after school.
<< SENIORS
The Senior class cheers loudly for support.

ANNOUNCER >>
Dr. Kosloff is the announcer for the pep rally.

<< SPEECH
Football players, Kyle Rosenthal and Andrew Purcell wait for the microphone to pump up the students for the big game.

SMILE >>
Krista Damirgian and her escort, Anthony Judilla walk together happily.

<< TUG OF WAR
Justin Higgs, Adam Campbell, and the other sophomores try their hardest to win.

SING >>
Richard Cramble sings West’s Alma Mater with pride.

<< FOOTBALL
The football team makes their way into the gym.

<< SOPHOMORES
The sophomore class shows their excitement during the pep rally.

<< SWIMMING
West students clap as the boys' swimming team makes its way into the gym.

20 Student Life >>
QUEEN
The Homecoming Queen, Laura Pierce and her escort, Alex Kasprowicz enjoy the assembly.

HOMECOMING >>
The Homecoming Court stands together to pose for a picture.

WE ARE LIONS
The lion mascot helps bring energy to the pep rally.

LADY IN RED >>
Walesca Delgado and her escort pose as they walk across the gym.

CHEER
Cheers are heard from the students in the bleachers.

FOOTBALL >>
The football players get pumped for their big game vs. East the next day.

WE ARE... PEPPED!

Francesca Anas shows her skills as a cheerleader.

Mr. Meloche proudly crowns Laura Pierce the 2007 homecoming queen.
**GET READY**
West gets ready to play the game against East.

**WEST PRIDE**
Steve MacDonald poses for a quick picture.

**CHEER**
Alicia Colletti brings spirit to the game.

**MARCH**
Mary Webster shows great concentration when playing the piccolo.

**ESCAPE**
Dom Caruso manages to escape from one of East's players.

**United**
The team walks out onto the field with pride.

---

**WE ARE... WINNERS!**

The West football team celebrates the big win against East.

Students and fans for West display a supportive sign for the team. Go Lions!
SMILE
Michelle Hermanns and Pat Doyle smile for the camera during the game.

TROPHY >>
Tim Alemi, Michael Moloney, Kyle Rosenthal, and Drew Purcell display the AJ DiBart memorial trophy with pride.

WATCH
Krista Damirgian and Ryan Applegate watch the game together.

TIMEOUT >>
Coach O'Connell rallies the team during a timeout.

RUN
Nate Owens speeds past East's defense to make a touchdown.

First Down >>
Dom Caruso fights for the first down.

Perry & Eric
Perry Hudicka and Eric Wesley show their support for West.

Beat East
The cheerleaders hold up an encouraging sign for West.

Jessie and Nicole
Jessie Tomasetti and Nicole Corcoran show their excitement for the game.
**Where will we be in 10 years?**

**TEACHER**
Jordyn Katz will be a teacher in Cherry Hill.

**BIOLOGIST**
Amberlyn Hutchinson will be a marine biologist.

**NEW YORK**
William Chan may be working in accounting and living in New York.

**EYE DOCTOR**
Lena Mazahreh will be an eye doctor.

**SEA WORLD**
Sammi Cheafsky will train whales and dolphins at Sea World.

**MATH**
Anastasia Pastino will have gone to a nice college and earned a math degree.

**Samantha**
Samantha Parkas will have graduated from Penn State and hopefully be beginning a career as an author.

**Jeff**
Jeff Resnick will be working as a biochemical engineer and living in Massachusetts.

**Roanne**
Roanne Fernandes will be a radiologist, probably married, and living in Cherry Hill.
NYU
Meliza Arnaoutovic will have graduated from NYU and become an international diplomat.

COMPUTER >>
Mike Rienstra will be pursuing a Masters degree in computer science.

HISTORY
Amanda Rhea will be a history teacher at West and will be starting a family.

LIVE ABROAD >>
Laura Bové will be living abroad and working for the foreign service.

THERAPIST
Sarah Rozov will work as a physical therapist.

WRITER >>
Amanda Lapinski will be a writer for soap operas.

WE ARE... DRIVEN!

Juan Rodríguez will be finishing up in the Marines and starting college where he plans to major in criminal justice. After that he will work for the F.B.I. or as a lawyer.

Chelsea Feast will be going to veterinarian school.

Where will we be in 10 years? >>
<< GET READY
Nate Owens is about
to begin his
performance as Mr.
Usher.

MR. CHRIS
FARLEY >>
Drew Purcell makes
people laugh as Mr.
Chris Farley.

<< TOGETHER
Nate Owens, Drew
Purcell, Gil Mason-
Butch and Tim
Alemi pose together
before the show.
MR. USHER >>
Nate Owens is
certain as Mr.
Usher.

<< STRENGTH
Tim Alemi shows
off his muscles.

ROCK ON >>
Gil Mason-Butch
sings like he is in an
80's rock band.

WE ARE... HILARIOUS!

Drew Purcell, as Mr. Chris
Farley, is crowned as 2008
Mr. West.

Drew Purcell
enters the
stage in a
bathing
suit.

Mr. West '08
**Mr. West: 25th Anniversary**

<< MR. 80's ROCK BAND
Gil Mason-Butch is perfect as Mr. 80's Rock Band.

LAUGH >>
Drew Purcell makes the audience laugh during his performance.

<< MR. WAYNE'S WORLD
Tim Alemi stands tall as Mr. Wayne's World.

STAGE >>
Mr. 80's Rock Band walks out onto the stage.

<< SING
Terrence Payton gets into the act.

EXCELLENT >>
As Mr. Wayne's World, Tim Alemi jams on his guitar.

<< Mr. 80's Rock
Gil Mason-Butch really gets into his performance.

<< Mr. Usher
Nate Owens dances on stage with enthusiasm.

<< Mr. Chris Farley
Drew Purcell consistently makes the audience laugh.
*Fashion Statements*

<< HOLLISTER
Dominique McDaniels-Baker, Arielle Caldas and Marisa Furey all love shopping at Hollister.

PROFESSIONAL>>
Jordanna Simmons shows off her classy style.

<< LAYERS
Warren Pearson pulls off the layered look nicely.

CLASSY >>
Omar Elswedy dresses to impress.

<< A & E
Ryan Applegate stands out in his orange American Eagle shirt.

CONFIDENT >>
Andrew Hoffman confidently poses.

<< ROTC
Jessica & Katherine Savercool wear their ROTC uniforms with pride.

<< VERA BRADLEY
Amanda Rhea loves her Vera Bradley bag.

<< AMERICAN EAGLE
David Bolles does his best thinking when dressed in American Eagle clothes.
STRIPE
Kayla Slossar looks stylish wearing a striped shirt and torn jeans.

BATMAN
Cortney Petrillo and Annie McNulty show their love for their favorite superhero.

HAPPY BUNNY
Danielle McElveya shows her love for Happy Bunny.

WELL PUT TOGETHER
Laura Corvino dresses in all white.

UNIFORM
Tony Gonzalez, Amberlyn Hutchinson and Hanan Goldstein wear their dress uniforms to help out with flu shots.

JACKET
Melisa Arnautovic stands tall in her brown tank top and a pink jacket.

WE ARE... STYLISH!

Vanessa Garcia displays a unique and fun sense of style.

Senior Christina Celona looks stunning in her outfit and her stylish purse.

Fashion at West
<< Scream
Anthony Judilla encourages the Seniors to cheer for the male cheerleaders.

DANCE >>
Alonzo O'Leary leads the Junior lip sync group.
Dom Sparacio, Kyle Sheury and Terrell Williams have a little fun with their 1960's costumes.

<< CHEER
The Sophomores cheer loudly for their class.

JUMP >>
Richard Crandle jumps rope during the Senior lip sync.

WE ARE... SPIRITED!

Tatiana Baeckstrom shows her spirit for the Junior class.

Doug Gilman stands tall during the Sophomore male cheerleading.
<< SPICE
The Sophomores show off their dance moves for lip sync by dancing to the Spice Girls.

70's ROCK >>
The Junior male cheerleading team forms a line during their hilarious routine.

<< SMILE
Andrew Aguilar smiles during the Senior male cheerleading contest.

GO SKIING >>
Anthony Zachrornucki, Chelsea Pete, Olivia Khoury, and Kyle Hughes do their best during the Alpine Skiing Competition for the Sophomores.

<< LIP SYNC
Clark Brown shows his moves during the Senior lip sync.

DANCE >>
The Dance Team shows off their skills during their entertaining routine.

<< Marilyn
Marilyn Bartusiak finishes her turn in the pie eating contest for the Sophomores.

<< Marlin
Fresman Marlin Harper shows a sign of support for the class of 2011.

<< Eric
Eric Capece tugs hard for the Juniors in the tug-of-war competition.

Spirit Week >> 31
* Dodgeball Tournament, 2007

**WINNERS**

**WATCH >>**
Teams standing on the sidelines watch the game.

**PREPARE**
Dave Bolles prepares to throw the ball at someone.

**SCORES >>**
Alexa Giampietro writes down the scores for the teams.

**RULES**
Mr. Gurst explains the rules of the game to the teams.

**NICE THROW >>**
Will Lichtenberger begins to throw the ball for his team.

**Greg**
Greg Sebazco makes an excellent throw.

**Jennifer**
Jennifer Harbora waits for her team's turn.

**Anthony**
Anthony Jutila gets a running start as he throws the ball.

32 **Student Life >>**
<< DODGE
Riley Falcone dodges the other players.

READY>>
The players prepare to run out to begin their game.

<< RUN
Kevin Noon runs quickly to throw the ball.

THROW >>
Vincent Voiro waits for the right moment to throw the ball.

<< STRENGTH
Ross Motta shows the strength he has for dodgeball.

CONGRATS >>
Mr. Gust congratulates Kevin Noon and Brett Berdini.

WE ARE... TOUGH!

Anthony Barbera is a strong part of his team.

Alex Kasprowicz shows his excitement as he cheers on his team.
"Show business is just like high school, except you get paid."
- Martin Mull

we are...
TALENTED
performing arts
* Vocal Workshop

Vocal Workshop is where it all begins for the West vocalist. It is a fun class where you experience all the basics of choral singing. A great place to get started with the rich legacy of West music.

Basses, Connor Quigley and Derek McIntosh, follow the lead of Mrs. Bass.

Cailun Mangini and Keely Donnelly are thrilled to be a part of the concert.

Tenors, Tony Kuang and Anthony Stewart, are ready to please the audience.

1. The young men in vocal workshop work hard to make the concert a success.
2. Music is a passion for Abigail Pagano and Meghan Watson.
3. Vocal Workshop members, Cailun Mangini and Danielle Iannetta, enjoy being a part of the vocal music program.
4. Vocal Workshop 2007-2008
5. Altos, Alexis Baker and Amulanga Chinkushova, make the night unforgettable.
6. Stephanie Denning and Sawyer Thomas project their voices to add to the performance.
Chansons is our "girls only" choir. This is the first level of auditioned groups where you continue to experience more challenging music using all the basics of choral singing that have been previously learned. This a great opportunity for the girls to really perfect their musical skills.

Cynthia Gerszewski vibrantly sings on key.

Diana Douglas is pleased to participate in the West choral program.

Amelia Cameron adds colorful tone to the repertoire.

1. Chansons never fails to impress their fans.
2. Mr. Boeckle conducts another entertaining concert.
3. Delores Oliver is an eager member of Chansons.
5. Chansons warm-up in preparation for the concert.
6. The ladies of Chansons put their hard work to the test.
* CONCERT choir >>

Concert Choir is a higher level choral group that performs a variety of challenging choral literature. They also sing with West Singers as the "Symphonic Choir" from time to time. It is a great place to have fun and meet new friends.

Kristen Hoffmann enjoys her first year with Concert Choir.

Bert Kovacs harmonizes with the tenors.

Ashley White prepares for an unforgettable night.

1. Ladies of concert choir sing the music of the night.
2. James Tilden assists Jillian Jastrzembski with the music.
3. Hard working altos and sopranos anticipate pleasing the crowd.
5. John Gaviola and John Fox wait for the next cue from Mrs. Bass.
6. The tenors never fail to amaze their fans.
Dan Faber has dedicated himself to expanding his musical ability over the years.

David Matlack performs an awesome bass line.

Julie Rubin supports her tone in the alto section.
* Chamber singers

Jeremy Silver has been a contributing member of Chamber for the past two years.

Lauren O'Connell adds her dance skills to the choreography.

Christian Kuphal takes his music seriously.

1. Members of Chamber add humor to their poses.
2. Chamber Singers perform a medley of nonsense holiday songs.
4. Chamber Singers 2007-2008
5. Gil Mason-Butch gets camera friendly.
6. Chamber Singers put their hard work to the test.
Chamber Singers take a comical picture.

Dasha Nenartovich follows Mrs. Bass's lead.

Above: Elizabeth Britton is a great asset to the soprano section.

Left: Chamber Singers sing "You Are So Beautiful" with passion.

Left: Musicians of Chamber participate in the All Eastern Honors choir.

Above: Jason Rubinstein gets carried away with his solo while Jeremy Silver, Elizabeth Britton, Dennis Palma and Laura Kampf add drama to the performance.
Men's A Cappella

* Men of Note >>

Men of Note are busting out with great music and fun, always enjoyable and entertaining. The two time National Champions of Best of High School A Cappella are going for a 'three-peat' this year by winning three Northeastern Championships and the right to compete in the finals again at Avery Fisher Hall in Lincoln Center NYC. They have been on the Best of High School A Cappella CD twice.

Dan Faber has not only been in numerous honors choirs, but has also been a member of Men of Note since his sophomore year.

Ryan Applegate is a terrific tenor who has been in the group for two years.

Marcel Sawyer adds spirit to the group and helps choreograph eye-catching choreography.

1. Richard Crandle loves to sing.
2. Men of Note rehearses after school.
3. Clark Brown entertains the ladies in the song "Hof Yo Han' Now".
4. Men of Note performs a spectacular medley.
5. Malcolm Cooper enjoys being a member of Men of Note.
Fermata performs a large variety of music from classical to pop and jazz. They have been recognized in many festivals where they have received first place awards as well as receiving superior ratings. In addition they were the first place winners in both the NJ Championship for High School A Cappella competition and the Mid-Atlantic Championship for High School A Cappella competition.

Lisa Trivigino is an energetic senior and a versatile soprano in Fermata.

Liz Bossov is a hard working student director and a two year veteran of Fermata.

Robyn Muse is a student director of Fermata. She loves music.
* Symphonic band >>

Kim McDevitt enjoys playing the flute with Symphonic Band.

Sara Holroyd concentrates on reading the music while playing the flute.

Savannah Martin makes her first year in Symphonic Band count.

1. Andrew Pae accompanies Symphonic Band with percussion.
2. Symphonic Band plays a well orchestrated piece.
3. David Washick enjoys playing the saxophone in the symphonic band.
4. Symphonic Band 2007-2008
5. Keith Michel concentrates on playing with the beat.
6. Brittany Taglienti attentively waits for her cue from Mr. Mark.
1. The gentlemen of jazz band amaze the crowd with great talent.
2. The bass provides powerful tone to enhance the music.
3. Josh Kwartler plays his heart out.
5. Andrew Home is admired for his instrumental talents.
6. The audience is pleased by the soothing sounds of the saxophone.

Richard Jordan's musical skills are essential to the Jazz Band.

The Jazz band surprises the audience with upbeat songs.

Shoshana Sutkin plays a well constructed piece of music on the piano.
Jill Jastrzembski and her fellow first violinists put on a great performance for the audience at the Festival Concert in March.

Frank McDevitt plays his viola harmoniously and with passion.

Dan Rozov and Marisa Carson provide a firm "bass" upon which the other instruments play.

1. Jill Jastrzembski, Jeong-Ah Seo and Julia Bilovol play Greensleeves together.
2. Andrew Sturmer concentrates as he makes music from his cello.
3. The orchestra stands to gather their congratulations on a job well done.
4. Mr. Mark cracks a joke about calling the piece "Dark Catacombs," "Light Dogbrushes".
5. Shelley Swartz focuses on perfecting her intonation and rhythm.
6. Dante Covert performs "Eine Kleine Nachtmusik" with great expertise after all his hard practice during class.
<<* Wind Ensemble

The Wind Ensemble plays "Variations on a Korean Folk Song" by John Barenes Chance.

Christian Kuphal stands proudly to perform his solo piece.

Kim McDevitt captures the attention of the crowd with her crafty flute skills.

1. Christian Kuphal, Dan Noar and Sam Provins receive a standing ovation.
2. The band concentrates on their music as they play the song, "Thunder and Blazes" by Julius Fucik.
3. Kim McDevitt plays her flute gracefully.
4. Chrissy Badaracco appreciates the support she gets from the crowd for making the 2008 University of Penn Honors Band.
5. Mr. Mark bows to the audience to thank them for their applause.
6. The band skillfully plays the song, "Hymn to the Fallen".

Wind Ensemble >> 47
Amanda Malik waits for her count to start swinging her flag during the song "25 or 6 to 4".

To get the Marching Band from one city to another, they used a taxi cab!

Piccolo player Mary Webster and flautist Kim McDevitt march in unison around the football field.

1. Kim McDevitt plays her flute during the homecoming performance.
2. Becky Derer plays her marimbas with perfection.
3. The band marches during half-time at a football game.
4. Rachelle Balagtas swings her flags during the song New York New York.
5. A few of the band and colorguard members strike a pose at the end of a phrase.
Dennis Palma bangs his drums to keep the whole band in time.

Mr. Mark, Steve Galan, Shelley Swartz, Emily Levine, and Marisa Carson all sit in the stands ready to play and cheer the West football team to victory.

Steve Galan plays a perfect note during the song "Viva Las Vegas".

Dave Rothkopf and Dan De Pasquale share a saxophone duo.

Brittney Taglienti plays the marimbas in the pit section of the band.
* Broadway Night >>

Simone Kosa adds some attitude to her choreography.

Justin Pappas spices up the night with festive clothing.

Gil Mason-Butch shines in his solo performance.

1. Clark Brown and Dan Faber get cozy while entertaining the audience.
2. Alicia Colletti perfects her dance routine.
3. Dennis Palma puts spirit in his debut performance.
4. The ladies of Broadway night strut their chorus line.
5. Sandy Huynh and Raelea Webster collaborate to snazz up the night.
6. West chorus follows the direction of Mrs. Bass.
Sara Biren awes the crowd with graceful dancing.

Dan Faber sings his heart out.

Richard Jordan and Liz Bossov sing a stunning duet to make the night unforgettable.

Gentlemen take center stage to melt the hearts of the ladies.

Members of the freshman class impress the crowd with a tropical twist.
* One Acts >>

Brianna Machinski displays confidence during her job interview.

Amanda Canavatchel adds attitude to her character.

Chris Kumpf is shocked after a surprising phone call.

1. John Fox loses his pants while trying to obtain a position at the firm.
2. Eager Holly Smith chokes up from the pressure.
3. The stage crew relaxes after setting up beautiful props.
4. Jeremy Silver counsels Briana Machinski on the ways of the cross.
5. Marcus O'Leary jumps for joy.
6. Jeff Resnick strives to convince the boss of his commitment to the firm.
Extreme Measures
Morgan Wallace goes to the extremes to beat Holly Smith for her dream job.

Vengeful
The vengeful Clark Brown conjures up a plan to win back his wife.

Make a date
Gabby Loveland and Eric Capece plan a date.

All Choked Up
Dan Faber is helped by the cast after he is poisoned.

Relax
Eric Capece enjoys the relaxing foot massage techniques of Ilana Ellis.
"God Bless Us, Every One..."

* A Christmas Carol: Scrooge and Marley

Ashley White, a senior, has helped stage manage many fall and children shows.

Clark Brown plays Ebenezer Scrooge. Clark is a veteran of fall shows. West theater will miss him.

Tom Holroyd, the master electrician, prepares the lights for the show's opening night.

1. Dan Faber scares the audience as the ghost of Jacob Marley.
2. Tiny Tim gets ready for his first performance.
3. Robyn Muse and Gil Mason-Butch review their music before going on stage to carol.
4. The ghost of Marley pays Scrooge, (Clark Brown), a visit.
5. Jayson Madara works diligently as Scrooge's humble assistant, Bob Cratchit.
6. Kim Choi assists Ilana Ellis with makeup.
"Bah! Humbug!"
The miser Scrooge, bickers with his nephew, played by Richard Crandle.

"You got his money?"
Two business men quarrel over Scrooge's money.

"Are there no prisons? Are there no workhouses?"
Jordan Friedman prepares for his role as Christmas Present.

"Dear, dear brother!"
A young Scrooge, Eric Capece, and his sister, Fan, played by Holly Smith, smile for the camera.

Meet the Cast
The cast poses for a picture.
* Briar Rose: The Tale of Sleeping Beauty >>

The classic fairy tale makes its stage debut with a twist. The princess, Briar Rose, falls asleep after pricking her finger on a cursed flower from a bitter fairy. Only her true love can awaken her, whether she likes it or not.

The West stage welcomes Samantha Bancroft to her first role as the benevolent 12th fairy.

Julie Skolnik, (The 13th Fairy), is no stranger to West theater. She is the president of Thespian Society and has held office positions in previous years, such as Secretary.

Dan Faber and Kara McGonigle sign autographs for the young children who attend opening night.

1. Briar Rose, (Kara McGonigle), admires a rose.
2. The Prince, played by Dan Faber, cringes at the thought of kissing a girl.
3. Eric Capece boasts about his strength in his role as a doomed prince.
4. The Prince finally meets Briar Rose.
5. The 13th fairy practices her knitting.
6. The cast listens attentively to notes from the director, Miss Carlson.
Curtain Call
The 12th and 13th fairy take their final bows.

"Royalty"
(Below) The king and queen sympathize with their daughter.

Help!
An arrogant prince meets his fate among thorny bushes after ignoring the 12th fairy.

Crew Call!
The crew comes forth from the darkness of backstage for a picture.

Ouch!
(Left) A bewildered Prince looks to his two-headed troll for guidance after Briar Rose slaps him.
"Please, sir, can I have some more?"

* OLIVER! >>

A musical based off the Charles Dickens novel, "Oliver Twist", follows an orphan boy from his escape from cruel captors to his new home among a young band of pick-pockets lead by an old man called Fagin.

The artful Dodger, played by Anthony Crosby, shows Oliver kindness and friendship.

Melinda Korte steals the show with her powerful performance of "As Long As He Needs Me."

Mr. Bumble proposes to Widow Corney during the comical song "I Shall Scream!"

1. Sarah Biren and Marcel Sawyer play cruel undertakers as Mr. and Mrs. Sowerberry.
2. Charlotte, played by Kara McGonigle, gawks at Oliver.
3. Nancy sings of wandering the streets of London in "It's A Fine Life."
4. Mr. Bumble, (Jayson Madara), and Widow Corney, (Julie Skolnik), scold Oliver.
5. A threatening Bill Sykes, played by Eric Capce, looks menacingly over the bar, The Three Cripples.
6. Fagin explains the concept of "picking pockets" to Oliver.
Consider Yourself...
The townspeople of London welcome Oliver to their world.

Be Back Soon!
Jeff Resnick, a Fagin’s boy, tips his hat before going out to pick a pocket or two.

"Dear old, kind old Noah"
Noah Claypole, (Ted Kail), and Charlotte make fun of orphan Oliver.

Rrrreviewing the Situation
Fagin, (Dan Faber), looks over his treasure as he contemplates his thieving ways.

You’ve got to pick a pocket or two!
(Left) Fagin’s boys tell Oliver how it’s done.
"The whole purpose of education is to turn mirrors into windows."

Sydney J. Harris

we are...

AMBITIOUS

activities
Christine Arnold, the student life editor, looks in the 2007 yearbook to identify students for her current pages.

Emily Taylor and Luiza Leite are writing passes for club picture day which will occur January 23rd.

Annie McNulty and Andrew Sturner are pleased to be members of the Rampant for all four years of high school.

Christina Celona, one of the editors for the clubs section, smiles as she works on the culture club pages.

Austin Parrish & Chris Vance enjoy interesting conversation while working on the 2008 Rampant yearbook.

Below: Kerwing Hy and Christina Celona are co-editors for the activities section of the yearbook.

Right: Ms. Wexler smiles for a picture while she's making a yearbook related phone call.

Above: Annie McNulty, Emily Weston, Christine Arnold, and Kerwing Hy take a break from hard work to snap a picture.

Right: Annie McNulty and Anastasia Pastino turn from their conversation as Mrs. Rick gives instructions for club picture day.
Far Left: Andrew Higgs diligently works on the 2008 yearbook DVD.

Left: Steve Galan, Kerwing Hy and Shelley Swartz enjoy some snacks as they work on their sections after school.

Far Left: Tiffany Ramos enjoys assisting her friend, Emily Weston, by working on the Girls' Swimming pages.

Below: Alex Nieves studies the ladder diagram to monitor the progress of the 2008 yearbook.

Shelley Swartz, Tiffany Ramos, Steve Galan, Andrew Sturmer, Emily Weston, Editor-in-Chief Annie McNulty and Megan Inmaurato

Row One: Shelley Swartz, Annie McNulty, Zakiyah Karimi, Christine Celona, Anastasia Pastino
Row Two: Steve Galan, Kerwing Hy, Tori Powers, Christine Arnold, Nicole Hemmingway, Olivia Khoury
Row Three: Mrs. Rick, Stephanie Denning, Tiffany Ramos, Megan Inmaurato, TJ Pearson
Row Four: Andrew Sturmer, Alex Nieves, Zoe McCormick, Andrew Higgs, Emily Weston, Emily Taylor
Missing: Bhumi Patel, Austin Purish, Chris Vance, Luiza Leite
The Red Cross Mascot, "Buddy the Blood Drop", poses with Senior Sean Phillips.

Molly Stout, Kelly Stout And Alyssa Myer put their talent into some creative artwork.

Meliha Arnautovic and Roanne Fernandes draw cartoons for the FOP party.

Andrew Pae and Nikki Tran enjoy their time drawing animated characters for the FOP party.

Jason Mattingly, Kevin Michell, Mike Longo, Kristina McLaughlin and Lauren Jaconelli enjoy being members of SGO.

Right: Elwyn Fernandes is smiling in the camera while drawing for the upcoming FOP party.

Below: Judith Hagans and Sierra Harrell pose for a yearbook staff member while drawing animation for the FOP party before winter break.

Above: Lauren Selnek, Kate Blandy, Daniel Hohwald and Sarah Wecht help out at the blood drive in November. They smile as they see more students arrive at the wrestling room to donate.

Miss Gerst jokes around with Meliha Arnautovic after school in the cafeteria.
Left: Luis Santiago donates blood that will eventually be given to someone who is in need.

Below: Seniors Laura Bartusis, Erika Italiano and Eileen Crowe patiently wait to get their numbers called to donate blood.

Row One: Jay Swanson, Steven Hargis, Andrew Schmogler, Kelly Stout, Sarah Wecht, Frank Grether, Heather Santos, Elizabeth Hartkopf, Alicia Colletti
Row Two: Maria Midler, Emily Besancon, Amanda Bickett, Kate Blandy, Kevin Michell, Lauren Jacomelli, Andrea Markos, Dana Damirgian, Ariel Givver, Allysion Midler
Row Three: Leigh Ann Paterson, Emily Bart, Angela Wang, Paula Broussard, Cortney Petrillo, Jason Poole, Jane Sini, Alonzo O'Leary, Matt Vaux
Row Four: Sam Suerder, Heather Lee, Perry Alexander, Sara Stevens, Allie Foley, Dan Conners, Rich Sims, Kelsey Nock, Chelsea Finn, Melissa Arnautovic
Row Five: Lauren Sellars, Alexa Lauchey, Mary O'Rourke, Ryan Errey, Bobby Rice, Nicole Shapiro, Kristie McLaughlin, Kimberly Knight, Olivia Khouri, Mike Longo
Row Six: Daniel Hofwald, Kevin Noon, Jordan McIntyre, Sam Kaushin, Paul Besancon, Wendy McCorkle, Jennifer Mitchell, Margaret Sundell, Amanda Otterstein

Andrew DiIks, Dominic Sparacio, Matt Falcone and Sam Suerder play with the West stuffed lions while helping to plan for the blood drive.
Daniel Miller folds the American flag at Cooper Elementary School.

James St. Clair and Bryan Meyers make boxes in preparation for the food drive.

Cadets work as a team to accomplish a task at the Leadership Reaction Course at Ft Dix, N.J. They use the obstacle and confidence courses to build teamwork and self-confidence.

Bradford Smith and Matthew Morrison take a break at the Leadership Reaction Course.

Bhumika Patel, Jessica Savercool, Katherine Savercool, Dana Bryant, James St. Clair, and Marc Protacio circle around to see the higher cadets presentation.

Presentation at Cooper Elementary School

Above: Cadets Blackman, Swander, Miller, and Ream fold the flag during a presentation.

Summer Leadership School

Right: Danny Miller, Matt Blackman, Avinash Parey, and Matt D'Arcy leaving for their AFJROTC Summer Leadership School at Fort Dix.
Matt D'Arcy prepares to leave for AFJROTC Summer Leadership School 2007 where he will serve as the Security Superintendent.

Below: Cadets from High School West work together to accomplish a task at the Leadership Reaction Course.

Row One: Kristina Serabo, Nancy Sanchez, Marie Hayes, Joseph Cardona, Jessica St Clair, Bhumi Patel, Jessica Savercool, Katherine Savercool, Chief Gargas
Row Two: Don Pham, Billy Perzival, Dana Bryant, Andrew Malik, Timothy Chaparro, Nick Kudlataki, Yoel Almonte, Breanna Hetef, Ray Duna
Row Three: Brandon Guess, Domonique Hargrove, Anna Didzniekis, Matt Ricchezza, Tony Gonzalez, Chris Zografos, Chris Strollo, Amberlyn Hutchinson, Veronica Lance, Saeed Ahadi
Row Four: Alex Nieves, Jimmy St Clair, Daniel DePasseau, Dennis Gibbons, Andrew Riley, Bradley Van Blunk, Daniell Cohen, Marissa Hutchinson, Hanae Goldstein
Row Five: Josh Schwarz, David Miller, Matt D'Arcy, Stephen Winter, Bryan Myers, Matthew Morrison, Shayla Valentin, Alyssa Ream, Eric Zapoley
Row 6: Brad Smith, Jonathan Davidson, Avi Pare, Matthew Hockman, Ben Swander, Nicholas Cox, Kaleb Chitty, Andrew Higgs, Zachary Alcheson, John Daly

Above: Staff meeting being led by Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Bradford Smith. ROTC is run by cadets in various positions such as commanders, Logistics, Personnel, much like a corporate organization. They are guided by two instructors.
Dance Team *

We are... Unstoppable!

Sarah Brown cheers for the players as they come onto the court.

Natalie Gibson and Morgan Wallace practice after a long day of school. The team is excited to learn the rest of the dance before the day is over.

Alannah Poulos and Heather Marchiano warm up before the game.

Morgan Wallace and Sarah Brown pay close attention to Mrs. Smith to get the dance moves perfect.

Stephanie Vitagliano and Denise O'Reilly listen closely to directions from Ms. Smith.

Right: Senior Heather Marchiano shows a lot of school spirit in her performance.

Below: The dance team practices their dance steps in the cafeteria after school.

Above: The members of the dance team pose for the end of "Get Up".

Right: Carolyn Segrest performs during half time.
Row One: Tina Acevedo, Lauren O'Connell, Ashley Ryan, Elizabeth Hartkopf, Alannah Pousatis, Heather Santos
Row Two: Heather Marchiano, Samantha Bancroft, Natalie Gibson, Emily Pyle, Denise O'Reilly, Stephanie Vitagliano, Danielle Iannetta
Row Three: Paige Giorla, Melissa Rivard, Becca Malaczewski, Rebecca MacLeon, Jill Trotman, Corinne Baker, Brianna Machinski, Carolyn Segrest

Left: Senior Jenica Balmes dances with spirit and shows her dedication to her team and the school.

Bottom: Heather Santos, Emily Pyle, Elizabeth Hartkopf, Corinne Baker and Danielle Iannetta line up to cheer on the team.

Row One: Jenica Balmes, Brianna Machinski, Carolyn Segrest, Paige Giorla, Heather Marchiano, Sam Bancroft, Lauren O'Connell, Melissa Rivard
Row Two: Heather Santos, Elizabeth Hartkopf, Natalie Gibson, Morgan Wallace, Sarah Brown, Ashley Ryan, Emily Pyle
Row Three: Corinne Baker, Rebecca MacLeon, Becca Malaczewski, Stephanie Vitagliano, Jill Trotman, Danielle Iannetta, Alannah Pousatis
Clarydia Adriatico and Luis Castanuela learn strategies for future chess games.

Jill Pacheco and Brianna Pacheco working on one of their Rotary Projects—making PB&J sandwiches.

Andrew Hu patiently waits for Cameron Rotblat's next move.

Tommy Lee and Saagar Sethi battle for the win.

Sam Wittman and Luis Castanuela battle it out for the trophy.

RYLA
Row One: Amanda Malik, Megan Matlack, Chrissy Badaracco
Row Two: Paul Besanceon, Jordan McFotyre

Mock Trial
Row One: Shoshana Sutkin, Evan Smith, Cameron Rotblat, Laura Flanagan
Row Two: Saagar Sethi, Nick Redman, Patrick Ream, Zach Yost, Coby Wittman
Not Pictured: Sam Wittman

Chess
Row One: Clarydia Adriatico, Derek McIntosh, Jeff Resnick, Saagar Sethi
Row Two: Coby Wittman, Luke Solano, Parthiv Patel, Cameron Rotblat
Row Three: Luis Castanuela, Andrew Pelinsky, Greg Proulx, Jin Myeong Lee
Left: Megan Rogers and Jennifer Mitchell show their dedication to Rotary as they make sandwiches to reach their goal before the day is over.

Below: Alex Schon and Bob Sharpe from Rotary Club try to encourage new students at West to join the club. Their smiles show how much they enjoy Rotary Club.
DECA & Project Graduation*

We are... leaders!

John Gaviola and Sam Stuender take a quick break to enjoy a snack.

Nicole Corcoran and Mike Jensen smile for the camera at Clubs Orientation.

Lauren Brown, Christina Nguyen, Chelsea Petre and Amanda Rhea wear their medals proudly.

Alexis Sepelli and Tori Powers take a quick picture during the award ceremony.

Ariel Bar-Or, Lisa Chung, Shiva Patel, Alex Nieves and Clark Brown enjoy their day at the Crowne Plaza for DECA.

We are the future of Business!

Project Graduation

Row One: Meghan Bruce, Amanda Rhea, Laura Bove, Anthony Judilla, Andrew Judilla, Andrew Aguilar, Carolyn Segrest, Kayla Slossar, Lilly Tran

Row Two: Elana Resnick, Nick Redman, Kathleen Keck, Frank McDevitt, Carissa Fast, Krista Damirgan, Sam Bancroft

Row Three: Ashley Smith, Allie Ely, Johnny Mehlr, Melissa Rivard, Brooke Singrey, Brittany Spiera, Amanda West

DECA

Row One: Mrs. Farrell, Brittany Del Rosini, Amanda West, Lilly Tran, Krista Damirgan, Lauren De Saint Martin, Barbara Bash, Christina Handy, Lisa Chung, Kevina Lark, Marc Bondel, Gabrielle Lukensick, Dara Damirgan, Chelsea Petre, Doug Gilman, Kelsey Nork, Liz Harknopf, Kyle Knable, Frank Gember, Trevor Reynolds, Ashley Ryan, Sarah Brown, Peggy Liung

Row Two: Mrs. Meleseby, Nikki Tran, Jay Swanson, Steven Hargis, Suzanna Marzaheti, Naha Musabari, Kelsey Quinn, Laura Schuck, Bridget Carroll, Hannah Buhr, Habib, Josie Bajres, Pierre Owens, Tim Fuehrer, Julia Allen, Alexa Lutecky, Kate Blandy, Amanda Rhea, Kathleen Keck, Brianna Machinski, Ariel Bar-Or

Row Three: Zanaara Shatikh, Tamara Cesar, Jennifer Dexter, Joanna Wolonetz, Pamela Loli, Christina Papamounou, Kim McDevitt, Lauren Jacotelli, Gia Bello, Paige Santini, Emily Addams, Harlan Hoffman, Van Dinh

Row Four: Bobby Krovicki, Ms. Minutolo, Ashley Trettia, Mary Flowers, Melissa McWilliams, Alyssa Myer, John Smyth, Kevin Recine, Jenny Malik, Heather Lee, Samantha Knox, Amanda Smythe, Richard Crandle, Ethan Collis, Nicole Stajino, Jill Valenza, Shaina Hicks, Mike Jensen, Clark Brown, Ashley Jensen, Les Efkava, Perry Nicholls, Tori Powers

Row Five: Dan Recine, Davis Fiedelman, Will Lichtenberg, Nick Shumaker, Ian Smithworth, Brandon Spevacek, Alex Dragan, Michael O'Donnell, Michael Leana, Rich Sims, Josh Saba, Mary Kate Workman, Chelsea Schororotz, Greg Schauz, Vincent Emamado, JD Husbond, Justin Greenberg, Mike Mochian, Mike Dowrey, Vincent Long, Howard Furry, Zach Papaccio

Row Six: Jake Hough, James Bosanski, Andrew Young, Xavier Streidig, Sean Hornor, Matt Jensen, John Zampieli, Parth Patel, Ryan Pierce, Chris Shimbick

Row Seven: Chris Hiltman, Chase Colby, Pat Doyle, Justin Camas, Nicole Corcoran, Alex Nieves, Alex Carson, Ihab Robinson, Kevin Benker, Sam Suarez, Matt Spackmann, Matt Vann, Dan Gruber, Mike Longo
Above Right: Steve Hargis and Megan Eichhorn taking a short break from DECA activities.

Above Left: Kevina Lark enjoys participating in DECA competitions.

Right: John Gaviola takes time from his DECA work to smile for the camera.

Below: Megan Palma and Lauren Penn eat lunch after taking the DECA test.

Above: Chelsea Pete, Kathleen Malone, Brittany Del Rocini and Ashley Tretina get in a huddle to prepare for the next DECA event.
Senior Kimber Ray represents Visions at Back to School Night.

Allessandra Foley, Tiffany Tran and Alyssa Taylor leaf through magazines for some creative inspiration.

Sam Gorelick turns for a picture while working on an assignment for Visions.

Youssef Abdalla, Meliha Arnautovic, William Chan, Joana Korumi, Arielle Weiss and Mr. Yanover take a group photo for Aspects.

Annie McNulty, Anastasia Pastino, and Amanda Rhea enjoy working on West's newspaper, The Lions' Roar.

Visions
Row One: Arielle Weiss, Ashly Weingardt, Kimber Ray, Megan Rogers, Brianda Messina
Row Two: Lauren Riess, Mariama Solomah, Demetri Stratis, Meliha Arnautovic, Diana Wu, Joana Korumi

Aspects
Row One: Ilana Ellis, Elizabeth Connolly, Tiffany Tran, Cristine Yumang
Row Two: Rachel Genovesi, Samantha Farkas, Allessandra Foley, Diana Wu, Mrs. Sharp
Row Three: Jane Truxell, Josh Bushta, Remy Williams, Alyssa Taylor, Daria Okhrimchouk

Lions' Roar
Row One: Sarah Segner, Brianna Pyle, Kelly Stout, Arielle Weiss, Meliha Arnautovic
Row Two: Amanda Nolette, Ashly Weingardt, Olivia Khoury, Kylie Dougherty, Brittni Coe
Row Three: Annie McNulty, Anastasia Pastino, Amanda Rhea, Brianna Machinski, Amy Sachs, Lauren Adorno, Nicolette Atkinson
Row Four: Andrew Higgins, Johnny Mehler, Alonso O'Leary, Danielle Cohen, Connor Widerman
Row Five: Mike Cordisco, Sam Gorelick, James Tilden, Cameron Widerman, Tim Balcavage, Nick Citraro
Above Left: Kim Lee, Anna Vervelakis and Megan Rogers turn to the camera before beginning their work on the Visions Magazine.

Above Right: Arielle Gilbert and Remy Williams discuss future publications.

Left: All Foley and Arielle Gilbert are encouraging new members to join Aspects.

Below: Anna Vervelakis, Megan Rogers and Kim Lee hang up posters to promote the movie "Pan's Labyrinth" for Visions.

Above: Molly Stout, Anastasia Pastino, Amanda Rhea, Amanda Nolte, Amy Sachs, Cameron Widerman and Brianna Pyle pose for a picture after meeting to discuss future newspaper ideas such as spring break, spring sports, currently released books and comedy shows that are popular.
Culture Clubs
We are... Cultured!

Christina Badaracco and Allyson Mitidieri represent the Italian Club at the freshmen activities fair.

Maggie Nguyen smiles for her picture while she greets middle school parents and students.

Shelbie Brown and Judith Hagans take a break from the club orientation.

Lisa Chung and John Gaviola talk about planned activities.

Shelbie Brown, LaBree Hunter and Judith Hagans display the African American Culture Club poster.

Right: Rob Emory, Vinnie Doto, Justin Greenberg and Mike Meighan are enthusiastic to get the first meeting of Italian Club started.

Below: John Gaviola and Duy Vu represent their culture by being involved in the Asian Culture Club.

Above: Members of the African American Culture club wait for everyone to arrive so they can begin the meeting.

Zach Bentley stands by while Ted Kail rocks the guitar.
Walesca Delgado and Sujeiny Dominguez are being helpful by answering questions students have about the Latinos at West club.

Juan Rodriguez proudly presents his project on Jose Campeche.

Ilana Zablin, Jennifer Sinacori and Christine Onorato represent the French Club during the 9th grade activities fair.

Mary Encarnacion is influenced by Diego Rivera's paintings. She adores his use of bold colors in the paintings.

Senior Christina Badaracco and Sophomore Allyson Mitidieri represent the Italian Club.

Right: Yanellie Pabon presents her project on Antonio Berni.

Below: Salvador Dali is the subject of Abelardo Castilla's presentation.

Above: Latinos at West students enjoy cooking their favorite meals.

Right: Mary Encarnacion and Yanellie Pabon enjoy getting together to celebrate their heritage.
Latinos at West
Row One: Monica Sandoval, Diana Castilla, Jazmin Bailey, Ray Bailey, Cindy Medina, Yanelita Palom-Garcia, Amy Rubio, Mary Encarnacion, Denise O'Reilly
Row Two: Priscilla Sanchez, Edith Castillo, Jasmine Gonzalez, Romina Martinez, Walewa Delgado, Juan Medina, Christian Perez, Amanda Sanchez, Laura Bove
Row Three: Victor Ibarra, Matthew Castillo, Alex Nieves, Erick Castillo, Carlos Rubio, Nancy Sanchez, Yoel Almonte
Row Four: Pierre Owens, Jordan Mcintyre, Luis Enrique Castanuela, Meliton Mendez, Jorge Arias Menendez, Juan Rodriguez, Richard Duran, Cesar E. Rijo, Bryan Ayala

Romina Martinez is inspired by Pablo Picasso.

Jorge Arias displays a project about Spanish artist Joan Miro.

Jason Madara encourages students to join French club.

International Club
Row One: Melina Arnaudovic, Quy Vu, Bhumi Patel, Peggy Liang, Roman Holis, Quaisia Niaz
Row Two: Youssef Abdalla, Alan Nguyen, Kaming Au, Ka Chun Fang, Nicole Marks

French Club
Row One: Matt Stevens, Arielle Weiss, Julie Sokolnik, Jennifer Caruso, Christina Migdalas
Row Two: Nick Economou, Andrew Economou, Ted Kail, Daria Okhrimchouk, Jennifer Yoo
Row Three: Trevor Potts, Zoe McCormick, Michelle Belmonte, Jayson Madara, Alexis Baker

Spanish Club
Row One: Holly Smith, Robyn Muse, Cristine Yun, Jenny Lee, Monica Versace
Row Two: Maria Misdieri, Laura Flamagen, Kaitlyn Knodler, Morgan Wallace, Maggie Nguyen, Lauren Jacovelli, Annalise Stojan
Row Three: Jordyn Katz, Elana Resnick, Ashley Weingardt, Nicole Shapiro, Andrew Malik, Mehak Khan
Row Four: Faith Hofroyd, Brianna Ehmann, Jordan McIntyre, Liz Godorov, Alyssa Myer, Sang Le, Naeqeeb Habibi
Delores Boone, Deziree Green and Alyssa Green show off the club T-shirts on the last day of Red and Purple Ribbon week.

Julia Montgomery received a stick from a friend and now must "pay it forward" to help others.

Alyssa Green convinces people not to get wrapped up in drugs and alcohol.

Meliha Arnautovic and Bhumika Patel like to help with the Red and Purple Ribbon week preparations.

Danielle DiBartolo, Alex Nieves and Mrs. Rakoczy wear t-shirts to influence students not to hang out with the wrong crowds and not to use alcohol and drugs.

Right: Brooke Sangrey and Warren Pearson point out the horrible consequences of using drugs.

Below: Meliha Arnautovic and Adilah Matthews are holding a bow for Red Ribbon.

Above: REBEL members, Andrew Tran, Monica Versace, Yanelle Pabon-Garcia and Nate Gross, try to get all of their ideas in for the year ahead.

Right: Delores Boone tells her peers, "Don't get wrapped up in drugs" while all wrapped up in red ribbons as a reminder of red ribbon week.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Margaret Sundell, Carissa Fast, Cathy Grella, Megan Matlack, Elizabeth Schopfer, Emily Hebden

REAL True Fellowship
Row One: Carissa Fast, Elizabeth Schopfer, Christina Kuphal, Angela Wan, Megan Matlack, Jill Pacheco
Row Two: Emily Hebden, Duane Wallace, Marcus Pollard, Andrew Pae, Brianna Pacheco, Jillian Winkoff

Red and Purple Ribbon
Row One: Bhumi Patel, Mehiha Arnautovic, Joana Korumi, Katherine Savercool, Mariana Messina
Row Two: Autumn Goodwin, Ashly Weingardt, Mariana Solomaha, Morgan Kazanjian, Emily Weston, Jessica Savercool
Row Three: Deziree Green, Alyssa Green, Alex Carson, Annie McNulty, Caroline Feyas, Tiffany Ramos, Maria Smith
Not Pictured: Dana Bryant and Danielle DiBartolo

REBEL
Row One: Meghan Watson, Monica Versace, Danielle Iametta, Yanelie Pabon-Garcia, Bhumi Patel
Row Two: Veronica Lance, Andrew Tran, Caitlin Mangini, Bridget Hanna, Mariana Solomaha, Mehiha Arnautovic
Row Three: Frank Zippel, Nate Gross, Steven Hargis
Mr. Frost talks to the new members of the club about the Environmental Club.

Emily Taylor and Tom Holroyd smile for their picture while representing their club during the freshmen activities fair.

Jenny Alava diligently listens to Mr. Owings' induction to the Psychology Club.

Environmental Club members, Jen Malik and Tom Holroyd sit back and listen while they are given instructions for the upcoming Eco event.

Kim McDevitt, Tom Holroyd and Xavier Stridick relax and socialize at an environmental club meeting.

Right: A member of Habitat for Humanity, Cameron Widerman shows his poster to the class of 2011 and encourages them to join the club.

Below: The Environmental Club gets ready for their first meeting of the year. Members Kim McDevitt, Jen Malik, Xavier Stridick, Alex Stridick and Tom Holroyd listen carefully to Mr. Frost review the club's goals for the year.

Above: Elana Resnick and Alex Migdallas try to encourage the class of 2011 to join the Science Club. On display in the picture are many of the club's trophies from past years.

Right: Cameron Rotblat is excited to be involved in the Psychology Club here at West.
Science Club
Row One: Alex Migaclias, Jordan McEntyre, Mital Patel, Anastasia Pastino, Ali Malin, Amy Huang
Row Two: Jernej Macece, Sami Suender, Eric Boxer, Bobby Ries, Duane Wallace, Elana Resnick

Environmental Club
Row One: Matt Stevens, Morgan Kazanjian, Sara Holroyd, Jenny Malik, Michelle Bruno, Kristine Velazco, Robyn Muse
Row Two: Nick Redman, Gil Mason-Butch, Andrew Malik, Andrew Economou, Ashley White, Faith Holroyd
Row Three: Emily Taylor, Alex Stridick, Xavier Stridick, Tom Holroyd, Michael Behmone, Mr. Frost

Psychology Club
Amanda Otterstein, Jenny Alava, Cameron Rotblat

Habitat for Humanity
Row One: Amanda Rhea, Laura Bove, Liza Connolly, Ashley Snyder, Arielle Weiss
Row Two: Kim McDevitt, Kate Blandy, Jenny Malik, Danielle Patton, Melina Amanutovic, Brianda Messina
Row Three: Drew Breswick, Cameron Wideman, Vinny Doto, Riley Falcone, Kathleen Keck, Danielle DiBartolo
Row Four: David Grzybowski, Nick Crivaro, Bob Sharpe, Kimberly Knight, John Truscott
Row Five: Bobby Ries, Mike Longo, Daniel Gruber, Sam Suender, Justin Greenberg, Perry Alexander
Cory Espinosa, Morgan Kazanjian and Ryan Lang come together to discuss photography techniques.

Juniors Leah Ryan and Emily Taylor enjoy photography club.

Kimberly Knight and Avraham Gittler are exited to have finished their project and are ready to move on to something even more challenging.

Daniel Faber is working on his Rubik's cube after school with Mr. Drury and the other club members.

Jenny Alava is doing her best to get the last colors matched up so she can move on to another cube.

Right: Morgan Kazanjian brings her own unique style to Photography Club.

Below: Members of photography club have a hard time choosing photos for their calendar because all the photos were so nicely shot and developed.

Above: Michael Falk, Annie Ngo, Chris Callan and James Stratis play a quick game of hacky sack while passing time after school.

Right: James Stratis shows his skills in playing hacky sack while enjoying an exiting game with his club members.

84 Activities >>
Photography Club
Row One: Leah Ryan, Rebecca Green, Bhunika Patel, Morgan Kuzanjian, Jenny Malik
Row Two: Gil Mason-Butch, Lauren Rieu, Liz Rossov, Ryan Liang, Cameron Rebollat
Row Three: Emily Heidt, Ashley White, Andrew Higgs, Cory Espinosa, Jessie Tomosetti, Emily Taylor, Mrs. Savidge (Advisor)

Ceramics Club
Row One: Katie Margiotti, Erin Pilla, Mehek Khan, Alyssa Pilla, Jessica Ostermann
Row Two: Nicole Corcoran, Jernej Mauceec, Brianna Pacheco, Kimberly Knight

Hacky Sack Club
Row One: Michael Falk, Cindy Cave, Morgan Emers, Mrs. Kronk
Row Two: James Gaughan, Anthony Haier, Chris Callan
Row Three: Steven Ellner, Jeremy Bell, Alex Albrecht, James Stratis

Rubik's Cube Club
Row One: Alex Migdallas, Mr. Drury, Lewis Bivona
Row Two: James Tilden, Jenny Alava, Richard Jordan, Keith Bremske
Row Three: Jeremy Silver, Andrew Stanney, Daniel Faber, Jin Myeong Lee
Row Four: Sean Kilgallon, Greg German, Sam Provins, Jason Rubenstein
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Leadership *  
We are... Leaders!

Maria Mitideri goes to Luiza Leite for advice while Courtney Petrillo talks to a friend.

Cherry Hill West delegates listen to the advisor while being given instructions for the work that needs to be done.

Laura Maier and Amy Moroz are happy to represent Cherry Hill High School West as Girls' State delegates.

Andrew Sturner and two of his fellow competitors pose for the camera after Andrew takes 6th place in the annual Jersey Boys' State Race.

Perry Alexander, Alonzo O'Leary, Sam Suender and Shaina Hicks listen to their instructor and take notes.

Right: Andrew Sturner and roommate Brian Suell are happy to go home after a long week at Jersey Boys' State.


Top: Andrew Sturner, Clark Brown, Vince Voero, Kevin Noon and Nick Redman are proud members of the 2007 Boys' State.

Right: Vince Voero enjoys the nice day by walking outdoors.
Girls' State Delegates
Row One: Laura Bove, Laura Maier, Kristen Hoffman
Row Two: Danielle DiBartolo, Laura Pierce, Amy Moroz, Meghan Bruce

Boys' State Delegates
Row One: Clark Brown, Nick Redman
Row Two: Andrew Sturner, Vince Voiro, Kevin Noon

Student Government Day
Row One: Maria Mitidieri, Jillian Jastrzembski, Laura Flanagan, Kevin Michell
Row Two: Ted Kail, Stephanie Thomas, Emily Taylor, Shaina Hicks, Perry Alexander
Not Pictured: Sam Suenader

Governor's School
Sarah Byron and Jeremy Silver
We are... Honored!

Book Club West
Right: Margalit Kirzner listens attentively to other Book Club members.

NHS Tutoring
Below: Matt Altieri and Mital Patel study Calculus after school in the library.

French National Honor Society
Row One: Amanda Malik, Paula Broissard, Jeong Ah Seo, Lizzi Connolly, Meghan Bruce
Row Two: Mital Patel, Stephanie Thomas, Daria Okhrimchouk, Danielle DilBartolo, Cameron Rothbart, Alex Migdalis, Amanda West
Third Row: Andrew Stumer, Paul Basanceon, Dan Faber, Jernej Masecic, Jahod Robinson, Daniel Noir

Italian National Honor Society
Row One: Stephanie Palena, Paige Giorla, Chrisy Badaracco, Laura Miler
Row Two: Jessi Tomaseetti, Michael Jensen, Vincent Vovo, Amy Moree

Latin National Honor Society
Row One: Ali Malin, Roanne Fernandes, Angela Wan, Chrisy Badaracco, Elizabeth Martinez, Cathy Grella, Liana Ellis
Row Two: Jeff Resnick, Esther Phillips, Lauren Gaudie, Denise Tsang, Maggie Nguyen, Danielle DilBartolo, Anastasia Pastino
Row Three: Andrew Stumer, Max Gross, Cody Witman, Prit Patel, James Tilden, Jeremy Silver, Chris Kumpf, Mr. Munday

National Honor Society
Row One: Alexa Lucekcky, Eric Bostet, Laura Pierce, Mital Patel
Row Two: Stephanie Palena, Laura Miler, Michael Kuphal, Meghan Bruce, Julie Skobak, Cathy Grella, Avital Levavi, Alex Migdalis, Ali Malin
Row Three: Paige Giorla, Amy Moroe, Brittany Whitehead, Krista Dimitriyan, Danielle DilBartolo, Amanda Rhea, Kristen Krenstra, Laura Bove, Roanne Fernandes, Amanda Malik, Chrisy Badaracco
Row Four: Kathleen Keck, Brianna Pacheco, Mary O'Rourke, Chris Kumpf, Brianna Machinski, Andrew Stumer, Nick Redman, Anthony Judilla, Sam Barnes, Anastasia Pastino
Row Five: James Stans, Jernej Masecic, Vince Vovo, Paul Bessaccon, Ryan Monahan, Chris Pawling, Michael Jensen, Nicole Concoran, Sam Provis, Jun Myungsing Lee
Senior Mital Patel

Megan Matlack and Jason Boxer work on homework after school.

Alex Migdalas smiles for the camera

Juniors Annie Ngo and Bhumika Patel

Character Education
Row One: Elias Wacht, Michelle Bruno, Kaitlin Veness
Row Two: Elana Resnick, Wendy Cecilia McCorkle, Margaret Sundell, Jordan McIntyre

Book Club West
Row One: Bhumika Patel, Arielle Weiss, Christine DeDeGuzman, Ms. Mary Ellen Funaro
Row Two: Jessica Sawyerco, Melina Arnaudovic, Jacyln Terranova, Amberlyn Hutchinson, Joanna Konumi

Spanish National Honor Society
Row One: Kim Lee, Kelly Stout, Mehak Khan, Laura Flanagan, Laura Bove, Jenni Alava, Roanne Fernandes, Kristine Velazco
Row Two: Kimber Ray, Elizabeth Schopfer, Lana Press, Amanda Phea, Kristen Rietz
Row Three: Avital Levavi, Meg Immamura
Row Four: Clark Brown, Jennifer Mitchell, Amanda Sanchez, Brianna Elman, Maria Mixiter, Perry Alexander, Eric Boxer, Alexa Lucey, Simone Kosa
Row Four: Jordan McIntyre, Brianna Pacheco, Wendy McCorkle, Ryan Monahan, Heather Lee, Emily Bart, Daune Wallace, Bob Sharpe, Sam Suender

Project Success
Row One: Sierra Harrell, Judith Hagan, Jordana Simmons, Annalise Strojan
Row Two: Mrs. Holiday, Ammar Abdelgader, Colleen Drummond, Melina Arnaudovic, Lilly Tran
Row Three: LaBree Hunter, Jaiden Robinson, Amanda West, Brandon Spewak
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Caitlin Cohen and Mary Cheetham help to make the musical, *Oliver*, the best that it can be!

Diana Wu brings out her artistic abilities when she paints for the upcoming plays.

Denise Tsang and Andrew Economou concentrate on their work.

David Rand, Nick Economou and Ben Barber look up for a picture while they enjoy a game on break.

Evan Lechner and Diana Wu take a break from their hard work.

TSA
Row One: RJ Barraciffe, Alan Nguyen, Adam McShay, Matthew Gerwitz
Row Two: Jeremy Bell, Demetri Stratis, Matt Koizin, Ken Pohler, Mr. Russo

Sound & Light Crew
Row One: Matt Stevens, Denise Tsang, Esther Phillips, Bijal Kakrecha, Jessica Hooker
Row Two: Gil Masen-Butch, Henry Hayes, Stephen Winter, Diana Wu
Row Three: Ben Barber, Tom Holroyd, Mr. Frost

Stage Crew
Row One: Robyn Muse, Ashley White, Tom Holroyd, Gil Mason-Butch
Row Two: Matt Stevens, Denise Tsang, Esther Phillips, Christina Nguyen, Bijal Kakrecha, Marie Hayes, Brittany Mallinger, Caitlin Cohen
Row Three: Faith Holroyd, Andrew Economou, Diana Wu, Sara Holroyd, Mary Cheetham, Jessica Hooker, Becca Green, Lauren Gaudette
Row Four: Stephen Winter, Mr. Frost, James Sherman, Ben Math, Nick Economou, Christina Arnold, Jennifer Yoo
Row Five: Henry Hayes, Ben Barber, Michele Belmonte, James Gaughan, Jayson Madara, John Fox
The stage crew relaxes after a tough day of building sets.

A-Chord Officers
Row One: Sarah Biren, Megan Mattick, Brooke Gellen, Marie Reyes, Monica Versace, Yanelle Pabon-Garcia, Shelby Brown
Row Two: Dan Faber, John Fox, Marcel Sawyer, Elana Rosnick, Mugaly Garcia, Andrew Aguilar, Don Pham
Row Three: Justin Pappas, Sam Gorelick, Patrick Brodick, Anthony Stewart, Jordan Friedman, James Tilden

GSA
Row One: Pam Sittixel, Diana Wu, Gil Mason-Butch, Lisa Zappley, Lauren Agustin, Brittany Mallinger, Jessica Hooker
Row Two: Christine DeSuzman, Ilene Ellis, Yanelle Pabon-Garcia, Caitlin Cohen, Becca Green
Row Three: Stephen Wester, Mary Cheetham, Ryan Lang, Ashley Weisinger, Jennifer Rivaland, Adalah Matthews, Gina Terif
Row Four: James Sherman, Jordan McIntyre, Zachary Atchison, Matt Kozzin, Jeremy Bell, Amber Champion, Ben Barber

Thespian Society
Row One: Andrew Economou, Robin Muse, Michael Belmonte, Jafie Skolnik, Kara McGonigle
Row Two: Gil Mason-Butch, Esther Phillips, Christina Nguyen, Kimber Ray, Laura Flanagan
Row Three: James Sherman, Diana Wu, Jennifer Yoo, Sarah Segner, Denise Tsang, Ashley White
Row Four: Amelia Cameron, Cooper Gorelick, Jordyn Katz, Dan Faber, Tom Holroyd

Theater Workshop
Row One: Sarah Segner, Ashley White, Tom Holroyd, Robyn Mase
Row Two: Kristen Hoffman, Matt Stevens, Morgan Wallace, Yanelle Pabon-Garcia, Sarah Biren, Cindy Medina, Rachelle Balagtas, Marie Reyes, Christina Nguyen, Sarah Raff, Keela Donnelly
Row Three: Jessica Hooker, Holly Smith, Julia Skolnik, Kimber Ray, Lisa Chang, Denise Tsang, Esther Phillips, Bijal Kaushica, Amber Kusheg, Diana Wu, Lauren Gaetano, Andrew Economou, Aubrey Sweeney
Row Four: Julie Rubin, Clark Brown, Stephen Witter, Jon Math, Leah McGonigle, Bridget Powers, Jennifer Yoo, Kimberly Chui, Kelly Hawssell, Alexis Baker, Sarah Holroyd
Row Five: Faith Holroyd, Gil-Mason Butch, Amelia Cameron, Richard Crandle, Kara McGonigle, Ben Barber, Eric Capece, Ben Math, Jordan Friedman, Cooper Gorelick, John Fox
We are... Helpers!!

Right: Sean Baines and David Soryal enjoy working at Shop West.

Below: Alex Schon and Bob Sharpe show their support for the hockey club.

Shop West
Row One: Kyla Connelly, Stephen Lynch, Mariissa Goldstein
Row Two: Ms. Reimagel, Sean Baines, Nicole Kelley, Mike Moran, Victoria Rosemary, Mrs. Cature
Third Row: Jamie Corbett, Matthew Castillo, David Soryal, Peter Jurcey

Hockey Club
Row One: Laura Bove, Laura Kampf, Alixyn Berenato, Megan Kazanjian
Row Two: Ryan Pierce, Steven Hargets, Andy Couler, Courtney Klewezn, Danielle Patton, Melissa Reuval
Row Three: Bob Sharpe, Billy Berenato, Dan Schuck, Blair Greene, Harlan Hoffman
Row Four: Chris Hillman, Trevor Sharpe, Ryan Monahan, Johnny Mehler

Varsity Club
Row One: Jessica Walton, Michelle Hermanns, Michelle Bruno, Laura Flanagan, Kelsey Thomas
Row Two: Anahi McIntyre, Gillian Arbothnot, Kary Bender, Joe DeSantis, Jussy Conte, Ryan Gordon
Not Pictured: Danielle Patton

One Wish Club
Nancy Sanchez, Clark Brown, Mariissa Hutchinson, Deolores Oliver
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Office Aides

Biology Office Aide
Nick Redman

Principal's Office Aides
Andrew Klumpp, Amanda Smythe, Jordana Simmons, Deirdra Ott

Student Activities Office Aides
Row One: Amanda Malik, Priscilla Salcedo
Row Two: Ashley Smith, Alonzo O'Leary, Ariel Givner

Nurse's Office Aides
Row One: Amanda Otterstein, Mary Nathan
Row Two: Siobhan Ott, Liz Boskov, Anastasia Johnson

Athletic Office Aides
Andrew Sturmer, Brianna Ehmann, Meghan Bruce, Kaitlyn Knoedler, Amanda Rickett, Anastasia Pastino

Trainer's Office Aides
Andrea Aguilar and Andrew Sturmer

Guidance Aides
Row One: Meg Immartato, Alexa Luzeccky, Candice Berinson, Laura Bove, Nicole Semola, Arielle Caltas
Row Two: Kerwing Hy, Aletha Rivera, Kimber Ray, Danna Tolemtino, Cortney Petrillo, Dominique Baker

Library Aides
Row One: Liesa Kim, Bhumika Patel, Christine Handy, Jessica Sarverood, Arielle Weiss
Row Two: Fallon Lehner, Tatiana Stephan-Stephanowich, Daria Okhrimtchouk, Melissa Arnautovic, Peggy Liang
Row Three: Candice Berinson, Gretchen Hess, Emily Adorno, Mrs. Wilsee
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"Sports do not build character they reveal it."
-Courtney Kleevenz quoting Haywood Hale Brown

we are...
ATHLETIC
sports
Baseball

Matt Speckman sprints for third.

Dan Hill puts all his effort into throwing a strike.

Swing Batter Batter!
Freshmen:
Front Row: Mike Cordisco, Eric Schaastzle, Will Bayne, Doug Gilman, TJ Maderia.
Second Row: Nick Still, Chris Norris, Adam Campbell, Jason Boker, Mike Giempietro,
Anthony Princella. Third Row: Will Lichtenberger, Brian Scheidramann, Andrew
Rinaldi, Evan Eichhorn, Bobby Sorg, Sean Brining, Coach Chris Estilow.

Varsity Seniors: David Bolles, Greg Sebazco,
Vince Voiro, Tim Alemi

Junior Varsity: 
Front Row: Garrett Taylor, Juan Torres, Brett Motta, Bob
Sharpe. Second Row: JD Husband, Mike Dowhy, Ryan Pierce,
Alex Bannar, Kyle Smolsky
Third Row: Coach Smith, Vinny Emanuolo, Dan Hill, Rich
Fletcher, Jimmy Brining, Kevin Bordner, Pat Moran

Junior Varsity Seniors: Bob Sharpe, Jimmy Brining, Rich Fletcher, Kyle
Smolsky, JD Husband.

Varsity:  
Front Row: David Bolles, Kyle Down, Ryan McNally, Tim Alemi, Greg Sebazco, Mike Cox, Frank Schmidt, DJ Nork
Second Row: Coach Sarno, Sean Stevens, Joe Calogero, Gary Sarno Jr., Jason Kelmer, Marko Smoijer, Matt Speckmann,
Vince Voiro, Drew Schneider, Aaron Beresin, Coach Crummy
Right: Rachel Gilman hits it out of the park!

Below: Sarah Penn scoops up the ball for an out!

Above: Michelle Hermanns bunts the ball before she makes her way to first base!

The girls run the bases
Kristen Rienstra pitches the ball.

The team brings it in before another inning.

Rachel Gilman looks to steal third.

**Varsity:**
Front Row: Allison Kleeman, Sarah Penn, Krista White, Shaina Bradley
Second Row: Shelley Swartz, Emily Besancon, Michelle Hermanns, Kristen Rienstra, Jordan Bannar, Ashley Harbora, Rachel Gilman
Third Row: Coach Gurst, Alli Hird, Laura Maier, Rachel Knable, Kaitlan Dolly, Laura Pierce, Jessica Walton, Alex Gotta, Maria Midieri, Coach Powers

**Junior Varsity:**
Front Row: Lauren Seinek, Erin Down, Jennifer Harbora, Jess Walton, Shelley Swartz
Second Row: Shandy Hacker, Chrissy Tosnone, Gina Manfredi, Kaitlan Dolly, Stephanie Thomas
Third Row: Coach Smith, Brianna Hacker, Maria Midieri, Shirley Still, Kristie Keating, Emily Besancon, Pam Lolli, Coach Pollock

**Freshmen:**
Front Row: Meghan Kelly, Lauren Pierce, Kelly Maisen, Sam Bradsky, Julia Allen
Second Row: Ariel Glmer, Meagan Koller, Alex Canavatchel, Chelsea Schmotzer, Brittnay Dunn, Kyra Holiday, Coach Koester
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Boys' Lacrosse

Right: Kurt Kneckt stares his opponent down.

Below: Mr. Torchia leads his team for another win.

Above: Sam Kaubin passes the ball.

Rockin' The Cradle
Sam Lyons protects the goal.

"Make Money West!"

Seniors:
Front Row: Mike Moloney, Austin Thomas, Jon Kozak, Pat Hanna
Back Row: Chris Pawling, Sam Kaubin, Colin Callaway, Kurt Knecht, Marc Dezii

Varsity:
Front Row: James Regensburger, Sam Dilks, Jake Bond, Rich Mcgrory
Middle Row: Rich Fieldman, Andrew Mound, Robert Krowicki, Jake Hough, Dan Recine, Dan Ricketti
Back Row: Mike Longo, Chris Baines, James Moloney, Alex Kasprwicz, Jon Kozak, Riley Falcone, Dan Gruber
Right: Brittany Whitehead shoot!

Below: Coach Brunswick encourages Alyssa Eichhorn to snatch the ball!

Above: Heather Lee rushes to beat the other team!

We are... Fast!
The team huddles and encourages each other before a big game!

"Looking forward to the future with the rise in Lacrosse players"

- Coach Brunswick and Coach Schwartz

Varsity:
Front Row: Alexa Giampietro, Annalise Trojan, Carolina Pissaro, Jessica Giampietro, Kellyn Riley.
Second Row: Hannah Rivers, Jackie Jamrogowicz, Brittany Whitehead, Bridget Carroll, Jennifer Stone, Stephanie Ottino, Marie Hood, Samantha Bianchi.
Third Row: Coach Brunswick, Lauren Quinn, Stacey Dykstra, Heather Lee, Alyssa Eichhorn, Katie Bender, Justine Conte, Nicole Semola, Coach Schwartz

Junior Varsity:
First Row: Maria Macri, Leanna Arcaro, Meredith Callahan, Alannah Pousatis, Lauren Adorno.
Second Row: Amy Sachs, Christa McGrath, Megan Schmidt, Angel Anas, Alyssa Alessandrini, Kim Choi, Courtney Ranzer.
Third Row: Miss Naumann, Mary Crowe, Rachel Keenan, Marissa Hart, Anahi Mc Intyre, Samantha Krezz, Chrissy Nguyen, Andrea Horne
Right: Tim Parisi sets up the play for a big win!

Below: West challenges their opponent to try to take the lead.

Above: Team mates congratulate each other for a successful play!

We Spike and Set!
"The team should be proud of their #4 rank in SJ and #17 rank in NJ after the adversity and challenges we faced throughout the season."

- Coach Sweeten

Junior Varsity:
Front Row: Kyle Knable, Duy Vu, Nick Versace
Second Row: Jason Nop, Max Gross, Ethan Arbuthnot, Keith Michel, Matt Morrison, Brian Girer, Phat Ly
Third Row: Prit Patel, Brad Smith, Fahad Jamil, Adam Majoros, Alex Stridick, Sam Fite, Andrew Pelinsky, Coach Russo

Varsity:
Front Row: Dave Elner, Vinnie Doto, Duy Vu
Second Row: Mital Patel, Jeff Wallin, Jordan Mc Intyre, Remo Cocco, Jon Santiago, Derek Bruno
Third Row: Chih-Wei Chan, Tim Pao, Luca Taormina, Adam Majoros, Brett Berdini, Tim Parisi, Coach Sweeten

Seniors:
Mital Patel, Brad Smith, Andrew Pelinsky, Adam Majoros, Brett Berdini, Jordan Mc Intyre
Below: Steve Washick makes his way to the finish line.

Above: Amanda Nolte stretches before her race. Right: Zuri Masud puts all her effort into a perfect jump.

We are... On The Run!
Anthony "Godzilla" Judilla and Steve MacDonald beat their competitors on 400 meter hurdles.

"When you race, you have to go into it thinking "I own the track." If that guy beats you it's because your on your best day you gave 100% of you effort and he was just faster. Never go into a race thinking you can't win." – Coach O'Donnell

Girls' Spring Track:
Front Row: Sierra Harrell, Lisa Trivigno, Denise O'Reilly, Brittney Love, Emily Pyle, Jen Ngo, Stefani Williams, and Ariel Bar-er
Second Row: Carissa Fast, Amanda Nolte, Meghan Bruce, Christina Migdalas, Gabby Lovelnd, Chelsea Feast, Sarah Rozov, Gabbi Emore, and Shaina Hicks

Senior Boys' Track:
Top: Marc Doyle, Ted Hansbury, Perry Hudicka, Drew Purcell, Andrew Stumer, Anthony Judilla, Kunal Sharma, Eric Wesley
Middle: Nick Redman, Mike Kuphal, Annie McNulty
Bottom: Josh Kwiffler holding Steve MacDonald

Senior Girls' Track:
Carissa Fast, Meghan Bruce, Lisa Trivigno, Sarah Poserina

Boys' Spring Track:
First Row: Mitchell Barin, TJ Dargati, Juan Medina, Frank Banecker, Darwin Nables, Drew Breswick, Steve Walsch, Mike Kuphal, Westin Orian, and Erik Werner
Second Row: Andrew Stumer, Yael AmsRITE, Steve Mac Donald, John McGoveren, Marc Doyle, Anthony Judilla, Marcus O'Malley, Connor Wildman, Cameron Wildman, Nick Redman, Dan Shroack, Jordan Bond, and Josh Kwiffler

Missing from the picture: Coach O'Donnell
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Golf

Right: Stephen Tily swings for the fairway.

Below: Matt Osorio watching his ball fly with pride!

Above: Jim Meyers sets up for the perfect shot.

We Strike Hard
Matt Osorio concentrates to reach par.

"Play the Course, not the Man."
- Coach Russo

Varsity:
Front Row: Jim Meyers, Erik Thorn, Brett Cybulski
Second Row: Matt Osorio, Pat Carey, Stephen Tily, Coach Russo

Seniors:
Ryan Monahan and Andrew Lee
Not Pictured: Chris Tadley
Right: Andrew Pavlicin is in complete focus!

Below: Ryan Erney strikes gently for an easy point!

Above: Ryan Roseman never takes his eye off the ball!

Always Concentrate!
Left: Shawn Roseman serves the ball to the other side of the court.

"Focus on the ball, not the opponent!"

"ABM- Always Be Moving" -Team First!

"Call questionable balls his way; you may lose a point, but not your concentration."

- Coach Brown

Varsity:
Front Row: Saagar Sethi, Jeff Resnick, Ryan Roseman
Second Row: Michael Falk, Eric Boxer, Derek Burkhoulder, Andrew Pavlicin, Hyun Kim, Joseph Rinaldi, Yaakov Wittman
Third Row: Ryan Ermey, Mikhail Chernyavskiy, Shawn Roseman, Daniel Trerotola, Bryan Yoo, Glenn Giron, John Maeng, Dr. Brown

Seniors:
Steve Jones, Sam Wittman, Hyun Kim, Eric Boxer, and Michael Falk

Ryan Roseman lobs the ball to Jeff Resnick for practice.
Right: Gretchen Hess returns the ball with power!

Below: Sujung Kim waits patiently for the serve!

Brianna Pacheco is happy to rush the net for the ball.

We are... Hard Hitters
SENIORS
Carissa Fast, Emily Adorno, Brianna Pacheco, Krista Damirgian, Gretchen Hess, and Chrissy Badaracco
Not Pictured: Christina Celona

"Lets Do It"
- Coach Russo

VARSITY
Front Row: Rachel Genovese, Elizabeth Schopfer, Sujung Kim, Maria Mitidieri, Christina Badaracco
Second Row: Coach Russo, Krista Damirgian, Gretchen Hess, Brianna Pacheco, Carissa Fast, Emily Adorno
Not Pictured: Lenna Stedman, Joanna Wolozen

Junior Varsity
Front Row: Jillian Pacheco, Anna Vervelakis, Kim Le, Kimberly Nguyen, Mary Flowers
Second Row: Coach Romello, Elena Bilovol, Christina Celona, Laura Grabowski, Daria Okhrimtchouk, Coach Russo

Maria Mitidieri is ready to win the point!
Right: Francesca Anas performs a perfect stunt at the pep rally.

Below: The cheerleaders show off some moves at the Homecoming Pep Rally.

The cheerleaders have some fun after practice.
Seniors
Heather Marchiano, Andrea Aguilar, Kelsey Thomas, Francesca Anas

The Cheerleading Squad after a rainy game.

Junior Varsity
Front Row: Callun Mangini, Tatiana Baeckstrom, Bichly Kim, Angel Anas
Second Row: Noa Ben-David, Sharina Black, Lauren Pierce
Third Row: Sam Knowlton, Marissa Hart, Mattison Rodgers, Carol Pyle, Becca Ritts

Varsity
Front Row: Erica Ortega, Alicia Colletti, Andrea Aguilar, Kelsey Thomas, Francesca Anas, Leanne Cioffi, Jane Sosi
Second Row: Jill Altimari, Gia Bello, Kaitlyn Knoedler, Heather Marchiano, Jen Matczak, Natalie Gibson, Mattison Rodgers, Chrissy Nguyen
Third Row: Brianna Ehmann, Carol Pyle, Parisha Branch, Marissa Hart, Nicole Shapiro, Jill Valente, Melissa Smith

"Giving up is not an option"
"One more time and that's fabulous!"
-Ms. Smith

Andrea Aguilar ends the cheer with a great smile!
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Right: The offensive end sets up the play to rush the defense.

Below: The CHW team claps after the signing of the National Anthem.

Above: The team patiently awaits the next play.

Prepare For... Glory!
**Seniors**
Front Row: Tim Alemi, Mike Iannetta, Colin Callaway, Duane Wallace, Brendan Schoepflin
Second Row: Jimmy Shewchuk, Kyle Rosenthal, Nate Owens, Jordan Bond, Mark Doyle
Third Row: Tom Siller, Dom Caruso, Kurt Knecht, Mike Moloney, Paul Stewart, Drew Purcell

---

**Freshman**
Front Row: Ray Bailey, Jenayth Dickerson, Dan Mohrfield, Jay Swanson, Julian Bond, Kevin Recine, Dante Covert
Second Row: Jarrett Capreosenco, Zack De Joinville, Chris Strollo, Edwin Cortez, Bryant Johnson, Alex Patton, Dan Steele, Bobby Olbrati, Larry Simms
Third Row: Ben Machtinger, Leonard Fusseil, Graham Haines, John Smythe, Joe Murphy, Terrell Williams, Richard Derer
Fourth Row: John Daly, Terrell Lee, Kevin Cataneilla, Brian Smolinsky, Michael Rodgers, Martin Harper, Kyle Farley, Justin Kelhower, Kyle Sheary, James Knox, Willie Shuler
Not Pictured: James McCarr

---

Dom Caruso makes a 45 yard touchdown run against Willingboro.

---

**Team Motto**
"Prepare for Glory"

**Team Quote**
"Lions, what is your profession?"

**Coach Stoitz**
"Leave it all on the field"
Field Hockey*

Left: Laura Maier and Samantha Bianchi double team!

Below: The varsity team demonstrates good sportsmanship after a well played game.

Above: The team gets pumped before a big game!

We are... Big Finishers
Kaitlin Vencus Hits the ball towards the goal for a score.

VARSITY
Front Row: Molly Stout, Annalise Strojan, Samantha Bianchi, Kayla Bruhn
Second Row: Kristen Hoffmann, Kaitlin Vencus, Lana Press, Laura Maier, Nicole Baker
Third Row: Coach Schwartz, Andrea Markos, Mary O’Rourke, Laura Pierce, Stephanie Thomas, Liz Godorov, Alyssa Ream
Not Pictured: Paula Broussard, Coach Brunawick

JUNIOR VARSITY
Front Row: Dana Dearing, Chelsea Peirle, Brittany Del Riento, Brittany Love, Gabby Lakeick
Second Row: Nicole Baker, Alix Powers, Jennifer Daster, Jessica Walton, Kelsie Quinn, Erica Badelkas, Jia Qin, Seo
Third Row: Emily Close, Brittany Dunn, Allie Husband, Lauren Brown, Jessica Sefino, Alyssa Myers, Rachel Keenan, Kathleen Marone, Body Derog

Seniors
Front Row: Anni Strojan, Kaitlin Vencus, Alyssa Ream, Laura Maier
Second Row: Kristen Hoffman, Mary O’Rourke, Laura Pierce, Samantha Bianchi

Freshmen
Front Row: Bridget Hanna, Stephanie Cerfegno, Natalie Hughes, Alyssa Tiedeken-Willis, Taylor Kremer, Monica Versace
Second Row: Coach Sukr, Linda Myer, Michelle Ehrmann, Candice Dandridge, Dezreee Green, Danielle Iannello, Meghan Watson, Tyler Bishop (not pictured)
Right: Ryan Pierce kicks the ball with tremendous strength

Below: West Students come out and support the boys' soccer team.

Above: Paul Besancon passes to Joe DeSantis for an assist in his goal!

We are... Mighty Kickers
Connor Widerman encourages his teammates to score another goal.

VARSITY
Front Row: Brad Smith, Marc Dezi
Second Row: Pat Doyle, Eric Wesley, Michael Kuphal, Vincent Carbone, Jake Bond, Dan Davies, Connor Widerman, Alex Blaney, Michael Perrotti
Third Row: David Neblock, Chris Kumpf, Perry Hudica, Ryan Gordon, Ryan Perce, Chris Taddey, Connor Quigley, DJ Stieher, Jorge Arias-Menendez
Fourth Row: Coach Butler, John Boswell, Eric Burnett, Paul Beauchon, Sam Klauba, Kyle Kosa, Trevor Sharp, Jordan Montoya, Chris Balnes, Joe De Santis, Amanda Ricketti

Jorge Arias-Menendez fends off his opponent with fancy footwork!

JUNIOR VARSITY
Front Row: Davis Feldman, Josh Park, Trevor Reynolds, Brett Motts, Faith Almali
Second Row: Chris Balnes, Nick DelPace, Perry Alexander, David Graytowsk, Jake Bond, Steven Washick
Third Row: Nicholas Celino, Brian Scheidemann, Andrew Risco, Stephen Pyle, Ryan Emen, Chris Duma

Freshmen
Front Row: Alex Dragani, Matt Nguyen, Ben Reiner, Ray Duma
Second Row: Scott Trainer, Aazed Mustafieh, Brad Dzikstra, Schall Abbas, Jason Poole, Andrew Schmitz
Third Row: Dare Perrotti, Evan Taylor, Kevin Ryan, Derek Padron, Michael Manalo, Brian Dookey, Hermie Bajwa, Coach Smer
Right: Katy Bender blocks her opponent.

Below: Laura Sharp makes a nice header!

Sheray Anthony glides past the other team with lion pride!

We are... Strikers!
Crissy Toanone steals the ball as Sheray Anthony comes up for assistance.

Seniors
Alexa Giampietro, Brittany Whitehead, Arielle Caldas, Lisa Trivigno, Jessica Giampietro, Jacquelyn Jamrogowicz

"Invincible"
-Coach Garity

VARSITY
Front Row: Alexa Giampietro, Lisa Trivigno, Kendra Griffith, Heather Santos, Sheray Anthony
Second Row: Crissy Toanone, Laura Sharp, Julie Coulter, Tiffany Reeve, Emily Resarcon, Jessica Giampietro, Jacqueline Jamrogowicz
Third Row: Bridget Garty-Bentele, Brittany Whitehead, Jennifer Store, Katy Bender, Heather Lee, Lauren Quinn, Jussy Conte, Jeney Smercik, Arielle Cildas

JUNIOR VARSITY
Front Row: Chelsea Monahan
Third Row: Maggie Nguyen, Alyssa Borgesi, Lisa Kostelenski, Marilyn Bertusia, Krista De Christopher, Olivia Khoury, Tamara Gonzalez
Fourth Row: Veronica Lance, Alaina Canuso, Lauren Riess, Sarah Rozov, Chelsea Feast, Laura Covino, Samantha Kress, Rebecca Mlaczewski, Emma Lisa Zapfe, Breanna Heiflet

The Competition is fierce!
Right: Yoel Almonte races fast past his opponent.

Below: Jeff Resnick runs up a sweat.

Above: The boys take a break after their long hard run.

*We are... Runners!*
Senior Boys' Cross Country
Front Row: Cameron Wideman, Yoel Almonte, Stephen MacDonald, Anthony Judilla
Second Row: Brandon Spewak, Sam Prowsn, Chris Pawling, Andrew Sturner, Nick Rodman, Ryan Briton, Kunal Sharma

Members of the girls' cross country team take on their opponents with speed and agility.

It's October!
"Anyone can run 100 meters, it's the next 4900 meters that count."
- Coach Middieri

Girls' Cross Country
Front Row: Ashley Smith, Samantha Farkas, Danielle Patton, Alyssa Smith
Second Row: Meghan Bruce, Romina Martinez, Shaina Hicks, Kelsey Thomas, Abigail Pagano

Boys' Cross Country
Front Row: Weston Urian, Mitchell Berlin, Drew Breswick, Andrew Economou, Rafael Bravo, T.J. Dragani, Juan Medina
Second Row: Yoel Almonte, Cameron Wideman, Ian Coyle, Stephen MacDonald, Tim Balcavage, John Zampitella, Jeff Resnick, Kunal Sharma
Third Row: Eric Werner, Brandon Spewak, Alex Hays, Tony Kung, Alonzo O'Leary, Ryan Evans, Ted Mac Leon, Duy Vu, Anthony Judilla
Fourth Row: Coach Middieri, Joe Becica, Jason Boxer, Sam Prowsn, Zach Atcheson, Greg Proulx, Chris Pawling, Bo Stamatelos, Andrew Sturner, Nick Rodman, Ryan Britton
Not Pictured: Josh Kwartler

Sports 125 >>
Girls' Volleyball*

Right: Denise, Gina, and Anahi pump up the team for another set!

Below: Gillian Arbuthnot saves the ball with a beautiful dig!

Above: The whole team jumps in to give a helping hand!

We are... Unstoppable
Seniors
Duygu Kaya, Gillian Arbuthnot, Kristie Keating, Gina Manfredi, Aia Nable

"Play defense like it's your job!"
- Team Motto

Varsity
Front Row: Gillian Arbuthnot, Kristie Keating, Gina Manfredi
Second Row: Linh Nguyen, Samantha Mac Carter, Maria Versace, Aia Nable, Denise Tsang
Third Row: Coach Naumann, Antoinette Pineda, Brieanna Hacker, Anahi McIntyre, Chelsea Schmutzer, Duygu Kaya, Coach Gurst
Not Pictured: Sandy Huynh, Judith Hagans, Julia Allen, Zoe McCormick, Mary Workman

Junior Varsity
First Row: Linh Nguyen, Tori Berenato, Ariel Pappas
Second Row: Jazzmine Ramirez, Maria Versace, Sawyer Thomas, Marta Bravo, Liza Connolly, Brianna Pyle
Third Row: Coach Naumann, Brieanna Hacker, Danielle Calogero, Julie Ruben, Rianne Cuelo, Amanda Nolte, Tory Powers, Coach Gurst

Denise Tsang and Gina Manfredi congratulate each other on a great play!
Right: Chris Gebhart goes up in traffic to score two.

Below: Coach Allen prepares his team for the second half.

Matt "Speck" Speckmann reads the defense.

Winning Right Now!!!
“Winning has all the answers, but losing brings about a lot of questions. You learn a great deal from people and about their integrity when the questions outweigh the answers.”

DA

Seniors:
Duane Wallace, Kevin Noon, Robert Wardlow

Mickel Orr prepares to knock down a 3 pointer.

Freshmen
Front Row: John Donegan, G. Samuels, Willie Shuler, Dante Covert, Thomas Hays
Second Row: Coach Tarrant, Jason Poole, Lucius Atkines, Leonard Fussell, Terrell Williams, Julio Camacho, Coach Shaen
Not Pictured: Kevin Montufar, Jenayrh Dickerson

Varsity
Front Row: Mickel Orr, Kevin Noon, Anthony Ruffin, Coach Allen, Matt Vann, Darryl Nible, Joe De Santis
Second Row: Robert Wardlow, Jonathan Smith, Duane Wallace, Matt Speckmann, Christopher Gebhart, Justin Orodenerk, Pat Brodrick, Anthony Di Battista, Coach Butler

Junior Varsity
First Row: Matt Vann, Kevin Bordner, Kyle Turco, Anthony Ruffin, Anthony Di Battista
Second Row: Coach Butler, Alex Stricklack, Patrick Brodrick, Matt Stauder, Robert Sorg, Marcus Pollard
Right: Allyssa Ream boxes out her opponent from Winslow.

Below: The JV team and Coach Koester carefully watch the game.

**Team Captains:**
Lee Ann Still, Allyssa Ream, Shelbie Brown

*It's a Matter of Pride!*
Seniors
Courtney Klevenz, Allyssa Ream, Ashley Jensen

Katy Bender and Lauren Quinn rush back to play defense.

Chelsea Schmotzer, Courtney Klevenz, Taylor Klevenz and Ashley Jensen

Coach's Quote:
"We are very young and I look forward to seeing these girls put our program back into playoff contention."

VARSITY
Front Row: Stephanie Carfagno, Lisa Kostaleski, Shelbie Brown, Taylor Klevenz, Lauren Quinn
Second Row: Ashley Jensen, Chelsea Schmotzer, Allyssa Ream, Katy Bender, Courtney Klevenz, Lee Ann Still, Kendra Griffith, Coach Garrity-Bantle

JUNIOR VARSITY
Front Row: Stephanie Carfagno, Ali Knellwolf, Lindsey Myer, Marjon Kadir
Second Row: Coach Koester, Diamyn Robb, Natalie Hughes, Michelle Ehrmann, Alaina Caruso
Right: Meghan Bruce rounds the bend with great speed.

Below: Coach Bova and Chelsea Monahan discuss strategies for the next race.

Perry Hudicka speeds through his leg of the relay.

We are... Strong!
Corey Simmons races for the finish line.

At shotput, Adilah Matthews demonstrates great skill and perfect form, signs of a truly great athlete.

Team Quote
"It's Never too Cold"

VARSITY
Front Row: Clara Woods, Brittney Love, Erin Down, Chelsea Feast, Perry Hudicka
Second Row: Mitchell Berlin, Ted Mac Leon, Brittany Whitehead, Zuri Masud, Monica Versace, Anthony Judilla, Chelsea Monahan, Andrew Tran, Chris Poresky
Third Row: Coach Madison, Kelsey Thomas, Christina Migdalias, Romina Martinez, Edward Cashill, Chris Kachenko, Cameron Widerman, Duy Vu, Ryan Britton, Jason Boxer, Adilah Matthews
Fourth Row: Andrew Sturmer, Maria Salomaha, Maria Smyers-Smith, Solomon Lord, Corey Simmons, Nick Wright, Juan Medina, Alonzo O'Leary, Eric Wesley, Rafael Bravo, Coach Bova

Seniors
Top Row: Meghan Bruce, Andrew Sturmer, Brittany Whitehead, Ryan Britton
Bottom Row: Anthony Judilla, Eric Wesley, Perry Hudicka, Cameron Widerman
Right: Shelley Swartz rolls a perfect ball as her team mate Brittany Taglienti cheers her on.

Below: Mr. Meloche shows his school pride by supporting the bowling team at the East vs. West match.

Ray Britton approaches the foul line to warm up for the big match.

We are... Bowlers!
Mr. 801
Andrew Riley has a nice follow through to show yet another strike.

Seniors
Shelley Swartz and Andrew Hoffmann

Boys Bowling
Bottom: Ray Britton, Mike Zanghi, James LoCastro, Alex Burkholder, Tyler Good, Matt Gerwitz
Standing: Mr. Wolf, Jim Foley, Kurt Honas, Andrew Hoffmann, Dan Hill, Mike Giampetro, Andrew Riley

Girls Bowling
Bottom: Christine Onorato, Ilana Zablin
Standing: Shelley Swartz, Chelsea Burdick, Emily Coates, Brittany Taglienti, Mr. Wolf
Missing: Melissa Smith, Victoria Berenato

Chelsea Burdick concentrates on the pins as she prepares for a spare.
Right: Anthony Sarlo prepares to dominate his opponent

Below: Brandon Spewak going for the takedown.

Above: Ryan Worley and Ryan Cafaro wait in anticipation of their match.

We Never Stop!
Left: Paul Stewart throws his opponent into a half nelson.

Team Quote: Through the struggle and strife, hard work helped to bring the team to greatness.

Seniors
Row One: Ryan Worley, Andrew Aguilar, Ryan Cafaro, Kyle Dexter
Row Two: Ron Glass, Richard Fletcher, Tom Siller, Nick Fillari, Paul Stewart, Anthony Sarlo, Brandon Spewak

Varsity Pins

Varsity
Row One: Dominique McDaniels-Baker, Nick Versace, Michael DiBella, Frank Genther, Gideon Giardinelli, Andrew Aguilar, Stephanie Fillari
Row Two: Ryan Worley, Dom Sparacio, Brandon Spewak, Douglas Gilman, Ryan Cafaro, Kyle Dexter, Coach DiCicco
Row Three: Coach Semar, Coach DPatri, Tom Siller, John Boswell, Nick Fillari, Ron Glass, Richard Fletcher, Paul Stewart, Anthony Sarlo, Coach Semar, Tom Cunningham

Doug Gilman goes for the reversal.
Boys' Swimming

Right: Austin Thomas concentrates before beginning the next race.

Below: Rory Watkins performs a back summy to earn points.

Above: Mark Garbowksi takes a deep breath before swimming faster.
Left: Paul Besancon (Ice Man) gets ready to begin the race.

Below Left: Trevor Reynolds performs the backstroke.

Team Quote: Something "Sahhweeet" on the back window.

Boys' Swimming
Front Row: Matthew Altieri, Sam Kaubin, A.J. Mercincavage
Second Row: Mitchell Thomas, Bobby Waldner, Sam Dikos, Rory Watkins, Trevor Reynolds, Andrew Economou, Andrew Malik, Dan Connors
Third Row: Alex Hays, Kyle Ryan, Brian Schiedemann, Bobby Ries, Robert Stamatelos, Robert Horner, Dan Lyndell, Coach Naumann
Fourth Row: Jason Mattingly, Austin Thomas, Marc Dezili, Chris Pawling, Eric Burnett, Paul Besancon, Dave Washick, Mark Garbowsk
Not Pictured: Andrew Vrana, Ian Coyle, Nick Merton, Kevin Kelley

Above: The boys' swim team celebrates on the bus after beating East for the sectional title.
Right: Emily Bart performs the butterfly striving for first.

Below: Tiffany Ramos performs her dive with amazing strength and agility.

Above: Kate Blandy performs her dive with grace to get a high score.

Right: Jess German takes a deep breath before continuing her stroke.
Left: The team screams their chant, "W-E-S-T, WEST" before the meet begins.

Below Left: Laura Pierce takes a deep breath before going back under.

Team Quote:
*Teamwork is what we are all about. We don't do it for the individual glory. We do it because we love one another.*  
-The '07-'08 Lady Loins

Above: The team cheers on the swimmers as they swim past.

Girls' Swimming
First Row: Carolyn Holloway, Liz Godorov, Kayla B ruhn, Amy Stelmaszyk, Laura Pierce, Tyler Bishop, Alex Auletto
Second Row: Jessica German, Paula Broussard, Kelsey Nork, Emily Besancon, Allyson Midlieri, Leigh Anne Patterson, Coach Sweeten, Alyssa Borgesi
Third Row: Heather Kates, Paige Santhin, Kate Blandy, Alessandra Foley, Kathleen Keck, Emily Hebben, Caitie Howard
Forth Row: Heather Lee, Jussy Conte, Emily Bart, Amanda Malik, Michelle Bruno, Cathy Howard, Jenny Malik, Tiffany Ramos, Rachel Walsh, Liza Connolly

Seniors
First Row: Paula Broussard, Jess German, Laura Pierce, Amanda Malik
Second Row: Heather Kates, Kate Blandy, Kathleen Keck, Emily Hebben
"A teacher affects eternity; one can never tell where their influence stops.
~Henry Brooks Adams

we are...

EDUCATORS

faculty
Julian Bond is an extremely dependable and responsible student. He has been very helpful to me in his 9th grade homeroom. His honesty and selflessness are character traits worthy of recognition.
- Mr. Torchia

Juan Medina has shown integrity and great spirit to improve himself as a student. He is kind to students and teachers, extremely polite and always willing to help. Juan has a positive outlook about everything and is well liked by peers and teachers.
- Mrs. Rivas-Mintz

Josh Hitchman is an extremely hard worker. He is well-read and intelligent. Joshua is kind to all the students in his class. When asked to do something Josh is extremely dependable and productive with his work.
- Mrs. Orrio

Ashley is just a kind and sweet girl. She consistently displays a positive outlook and a sincere motivation to learn. These character traits, among others, make her an absolute joy to teach.
- Mrs. Rickansrud
Maria deserves to be recognized for her compassionate and responsible demeanor. She is kind and respectful to her teachers and peers. She is a pleasure to have in class.
- Mrs. Lignana

Juan, who is new to the district this year, demonstrates leadership qualities through his actions in the classroom. He is kind and compassionate to everyone. His intellectual curiosity is a trait admired by those around him.
- Mrs. Lignana

Sierra is a very hardworking student in math class. She is always engaged in the class lesson and willing to be an active learner. She is compassionate and honest.
- Ms. Hosgood

Jazmin puts a lot of effort into her work. She is a pleasure to have in class. Her attendance is impeccable, which helps her to be productive during class time. She is a great kid!
- Ms. Garrity-Bantle
Corey is an outstanding student and individual in math class. He is an active participant in class, completes his homework, and is always willing to lend a helping hand to other students. He is a pleasure to have in class.
- Mrs. Garrity-Bantle

Emily is a young woman who works extremely hard and always gives 100%. She is very productive with her work in the class. She is considerate and respectful to everyone around her.
- Mrs. Orrio

Alyssa habitually arrives beautifully prepared for class and with a great attitude. She is kind and polite to both teachers and peers. I look forward to seeing her in class each day.
- Mrs. Driscoll

Harneet always comes to class prepared and ready to work. He is respectful and soft-spoken. I look forward to hearing what he has to say. Harneet is a very dependable student.
- Mrs. Driscoll
Bryan is always positive and eager to participate. His big grin and fun sense of humor always make me smile and I can depend on him to help make my class even more enjoyable.

-Mr. Allen

Russ is very responsible; he always comes to class prepared and always makes sure to ask for work to make up when he is absent. He is extremely kind and compassionate, open-minded and willing and able to learn from his mistakes. I'm so grateful to have him in my class. I have learned to be a better person from him.

-Mr. Allen

Rajeer is a young man with integrity. He is sincere, hardworking, and a gentleman. As a mother I can only hope that my own child will grow up to be as nice as Rajeer. He is a role model.

-Mrs. Sablich

Kiyonna is dependable, honest, compassionate, and kind; these are just a few words that can be used to describe Kiyonna. She is an amazing young woman who performs to the best of her ability in Algebra at all times.

-Mr. Patel
Erica is the student that every teacher wants to have in class. Her motivation, honesty and kindness make her stand out as a person with exemplary character. I enjoy teaching Erica and I am proud of her for being such a terrific person.
- Mr. Patel

Connor, who is new to the district this year, has a positive impact on our class each day because of his positive attitude and endless optimism. I am thrilled to have him in class.
- Mrs. Lignana

Mark is the exact definition of selflessness. He was a consistent hard worker on the field and in the classroom for me. Mark is an excellent guy.
- Mr. Brocco

Yoel is a hardworking, kind and productive student during class. He always comes to class prepared and ready to work. I never have to ask him to take out his books or his homework planner because he already has them out!
- Ms. McClain

---
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Faculty and Staff
Jonathan is an all around great kid. He has a great sense of humor but knows when it is time to focus on his academics. He is a leader in the classroom with a positive attitude. His upbeat personality can be seen in all that he does. -Mrs. McCarron

Dan is the model student. He is polite, prepared, and a hard worker. Dan shows great integrity. His attendance is very dependable. He is very responsible as well. -Mrs. Duffy

Josh is an absolute pleasure. He is a student with a healthy sense of humor. Josh always has a positive outlook no matter what the situation is. Some other qualities that Josh has is that he is kind and compassionate. -Mrs. Orrio

Tara is always "there" for the library ladies. She worked very hard to help make the book luncheon a success. She shows initiative to help other students when library staff is busy. She quietly assists everybody. -Mrs. Wilsee

Mrs. Manzella
Science

Mr. Mark
Instrumental Music

Ms. Marks
English

Mrs. Marshall
Special Education

Mrs. McCarron
Special Education

Mrs. McClain
Special Education

Mrs. McDonough
Administrative Assistant
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Faculty and Staff
Brandon is an enthusiastic participant in Math class discussions. He asks informative questions and wants to clearly understand the material.
-Mrs. Garrity-Bantle

Dom is a really good kid who deserves positive recognition. He is responsible and dependable. Dom has a healthy sense of humor.
-Mr. Torchia

David is a quiet member of the class but is always prepared and willing to do whatever is asked of him even if it means to answer a question if called upon in class. David is productive and dependable.
-Mrs. Duffy

Bradley is a fabulous student who works really hard and tries to achieve the best that he can. He is prompt and responsible. He also possesses excellent manners. He is a very trustworthy young man.
-Mrs. Orrio

Sgna. Nicoletti
World Language

Ms. O'Brien
Physical Education

Mr. O'Connor
Social Studies

Mr. O'Donnell
English

Mrs. Orrio
Special Education

Mr. Owings
Social Studies

Mr. Patel
Mathematics

Mrs. Patterson
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Mrs. Poeschl
Administrative Assistant

Ms. Pollock
Science

Mrs. Powelson
Science

Mr. Price
Science

Mrs. Princiotta
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Mrs. Prough
Science

Mrs. Pryor
Guidance

Ms. Rader
Administrative Assistant

Mrs. Rakoczy
Guidance

Ms. Reifnieder
Educational Assistant

Mrs. Reilly
Administrative Assistant

Ms. Reinagel
Special Education

Mrs. Kickansrud
Special Education
Marquise is a very hard working kid. He always participates and asks great questions in class. He puts forth a great deal of time and effort into his work.
- Ms. Abrams

Ian is one of the best students I've ever had. He is responsible, accountable, and always has a positive outlook. I expect great things from Ian. I think West is fortunate to have Ian as part of its learning community for three more years.
- Mr. Allen

I can always depend on Aziza to be prepared for class, to participate in our discussions and to set a good example for the class. She is always helpful, kind, and polite to her fellow students and teachers.
- Mrs. Driscoll

Amanda is the epitome of character. Her character traits are too numerous to name. However, if I had to choose, selflessness, integrity, and leadership would be at the top of her list. She is what every student should strive to be.
- Mr. Allen

Faculty and Staff
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Tim is an amazing kid. In class he is one of my most productive students. He always makes us laugh in class with his healthy sense of humor. Also Tim is a great leader in class.
-Mr. Torchia

Shelbie is a really REALLY awesome individual. She is supportive of everyone around her. She is completely honest, and I think that is an excellent quality to have. Her integrity is fantastic.
-Mr. Torchia

Sheyla is one of my best helpers in class that I have ever had in my teaching career. I have a lot of respect for this kid. She is passionate about her school work and that is a very good characteristic to have.
-Mr. Torchia

Isaiah is really putting forth a tremendous effort. He is responsible, accountable, and has a healthy sense of humor. I admire the way he works hard in my classroom.
-Mr. Torchia
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Ms. Tan  
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Mr. Torchia  
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Security

Mr. Vanni  
Guidance

Ms. Velazquez  
Educational Assistant

Mrs. Vitalis  
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Mikolajczyk</td>
<td>Adrian continues to amaze me every week. Adrian is very productive when he knows it is time to be. A kind kid who tries his hardest deserves to be recognized. -Mr. Torchia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aletha Rivera</td>
<td>Aletha, who is new to West this year, demonstrates leadership qualities through her actions in the classroom. Aletha has a compassionate and responsible demeanor. Aletha is a joy to have in class. -Ms. Wexler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Cullen</td>
<td>Ryan is like a ray of sunshine. He always brightens your day with a warm smile. Ryan is an extremely hard worker and active participant in class. I enjoy teaching Ryan and am proud of his accomplishments. -Ms. Wexler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shisha Patel</td>
<td>Shisha is very productive in class and takes great pride in her work. She shows compassion and understanding when working with her peers. These traits among many others make her a pleasure to have in class. -Ms. Wexler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Faculty and Staff |
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It is a pleasure to have Dom in Algebra class. He actively participates in the lessons and is diligent about completing his assignments. Dom is always respectful and polite.
- Mrs. Rickansrud

Rahul comes early to homeroom everyday and helps with fund raising for DECA. This is so helpful to me. In class he is punctual, helpful, and caring. I am glad to have him class.
-Ms. Minuolo

Andrea is a senior who is warm, thoughtful, respectful, and dependable. She tries her hardest at all times. Her integrity is enormous. She will exceed in anything that she does.
-Ms. Grossman

Sara is a sweetheart. She always has a positive outlook in life. She is one of the most honest and kind people in the school. Sarah is a responsible student.
-Mrs. Pyor

I think David is amazing. He is really such a great kid. David is productive in his classes and I admire that. David is very accountable. His integrity is outstanding.
-Mrs. Pyor

Kristen is always prepared and demonstrates a strong desire to achieve academic excellence. She is a pleasure to have in class. There are not many of the good qualities in life that she does not have.
-Mrs. Duffy

Katima always tries her best. She will be honest when assignments are not complete because she may not have known how to do them. She comes in for extra help to further her understanding of the topic.
-Mrs. Garrity-Bantle

Jussy is an outstanding young lady. Jussy will truly make a difference in the lives of others. Her attendance is impeccable. She has a healthy sense of humor that brightens up the atmosphere of a group of people.
-Mrs. Garrity-Bantle

David Neblock
Kristen Balabuch
Katima Bey
Jussy Conte

Faculty and Staff
Amanda Malik and Andrew Sturmer serve as West's 2007-2008 student representatives to the Board of Education. They attend all monthly Board of Education meetings where they represent the best interests of the West student community. Perhaps the most influential "government" post a senior can hold, this job provides student input on educational policy and practice to the Board members and Central Administration. The Board has welcomed this student participation since April, 1993.

**Amanda Malik**

Before serving as the student representative to the Board of Education, I was unaware of the central role that the Board of Education plays in student life. However, this year, I was able to learn about the decisions the Board is responsible for making and how they affect the lives of students in our district. Not only did I speak and listen, but I also became a contributing member of the Board. Sometimes members asked for my opinion on student issues and I was able to speak for my fellow students on what I thought was best for all of us. My thoughts influenced the members of the Board and aided them in making wise decisions. Overall, it has been an enlightening experience and I am glad I was able to serve such an integral role.

**Andrew Sturmer**

I greatly enjoyed my time representing West to the Board of Education. Anyone who attends meetings on a regular basis realizes that this is a body established on a foundation of respect, integrity, and good intentions. Each one of these elected officials is a parent who is concerned with the success of every student in the district. The Board consistently looks to compromise and preventily endorse to provide the best possible education. They maintain a policy of courtesy and respect, even when dealing with extremely emotional issues. These values are role models of character education and deserve a tremendous amount of respect.

Front Row: Amanda Malik, Mrs. Conn, Mrs. Giacco, Mrs. Badaracco, Mrs. O'Dowd, Mrs. Einhorn
Back Row: Dr. Hartman, Mr. Robbins, Dr. Campbell, Mr. Russo, Mr. Trentacoste, Andrew Sturmer
"Only a few more years till we are outta here!"

we are...
DRIVEN
underclassmen
Freshmen

Rachel Genovese
Edward Gerlach
Peter Gianbrone
Marisha Gibbs
John Giblin
Colin Gowan
Elizabeth Godorov

Marissa Goldstein
Jazmine Gonzales
Tyler Good
Autumn Goodwin
Laura Grabowski
Alyssa Green
Dezirée Green

Blair Greene
Jayda Grimes
Nathan Gross
Evan Hacker
Graham Haines
Caitlin Haller
Julie Hang

Bridget Hanna
Steven Hargis
Dionneique Hargrove
Martin Harper
Kelly Haswell
Thomas Hayes
Breanna Heift

Nicole Hemmingsway
Daniel Hinger
David Hinsbun
Harlan Hoffman
Tyler Hoffman
Carolyn Holladay
Sara Holroyd

Rebecca Houser
Alexander Horowitz
Caitlyn Howard
Joshua Hudnall
Emily Hudson
Brianna Hughes
Natalie Hughes
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Kewiing Hy
Danielle Iannetta
Timothy Iantosca
Jacquelin Bartel
Bryant Johnson
Christopher Johnson

Christopher Kachenko
Raymond Kane
Julian Kelhower
Alexandra Kelly
Michael Kemen
Samuel Kenny
Emily Kim

Hannah Kim
Jiyoung Kim
Christian King
Taylor Klevenz
Alexandra Knellwolf
Daniel Knox
James Knox

Julie Knox
Peter Kobas
Lisa Kosteleski
Daniel Kraus
Nicholas Krienes
Jorggin Kuang
Nicholas Kudatzky

Amber Kusching
Joseph Lu Morgia
Brandon Lam
Veronica Lance
Yardena Lane
Evan Lechner
Alex Lee

Terrell Lee
Amy Liu
Emily Levine
Anthony Lizzi
James LoCastro
Connor Lovettin
Damon Lu

162 Freshmen >>
Freshmen

Miles Luciana
Benjamin Machtinger
Marielisa Maggio
John Madatino
Michael Mambro
Cailin Mangini
Savannah Martin

Nicholas Marton
Benjamin Math
Jonathon Math
Shira Math
Aseel Mazahreh
Nahla Mazahreh
Jessica Mazzaferri

Zoe McCormick
Leah McGonigle
Derek McNamara
Matthew McKenna
Adam McGay
Cynthia Medina
Jenna Mehler

Jennifer Melo
Bryan Meyers
Jennifer Mikes
Amber Mikiten
David Miller
Steven Mitropoulos
Zarinah Mixon-Gibbons

Daniel Mohrfield
Tara Monahan
Chelsea Monti
Julia Montgomery
Kevin Montufar
Joseph Murphy
Lindsey Myer

Darlene Nable
Himanshi Nanda
Kimberly Nguyen
Matthew Nguyen
Quaisia Niaz
Penry Nicholls
Cynthia Nieves

<< Class of 2011 163 >>
Desiny Nieves
Adam Nushbaum
Michael O'Donnell
Robert O'ldrati
Christine Onorato
Yanelie Pabon
Jillian Pacheco

Philip Poe
Abigail Pagan
Alyssa Pak
Megan Palma
Vasillos Papas
Ariel Pappas
Elbi Paredes

Deep Patel
Shiba Patel
Alexander Patton
Lauren Penn
William Percival
Christian Perez
David Perrotti

Don Pham
Jessica B Pikovsky
Nicol Pilic
Alyssa Pillia
Tarajee Pitts
Jason Poole
Christopher Poresky

Bridget Posey
Victoria Powers
Connor Quigley
Shayne Raab
Derek Radzian
Sarah Raff
Kevin Recine

Phillip Reed
Taylor Reeve
Benjamin Remer
Marie-Bernadette Reyes
Jasmine Riel
Lauren Rues
Freshmen

Rachel Walsh
Joseph Watson
Meghan Watson
Alessia Weatherspoon
Terrell Williams
Clara Woods
Alicia Worrall

Zachary Yirizi
Ilana Zablin
Emma Zaple
Frank Zippel
Chris Zografos

Camera Shy

Decoda Blake
Tisha Carson
Tre'von Smith
Sierra Thompson McVay
Planning Time
Alyssa Green, Lieutenant Governor
Chelsea Monahan and Alyssa Pilla get together to plan spirit week activities.

Cailun Mangini enjoys working with freshmen class advisors Mrs. Lignana and Mrs. Chinn-Parker.

Fabulous Helper
Sara Holroyd is always willing to help out with any task asked of her by the advisers.

Freshman Government
Row One: Alyssa Pilla, Monica Versace, Chelsea Monahan, Tyler Bishop
Row Two: Bridget Hanna, Cailun Mangini, Danielle Jannetta, Steven Hargis, Dan Mohrfeld
Row Three: Alyssa Green, Karen Cieslewicz, Rachelle Balatag, Penny Nicholls
Row Four: Sara Holroyd, Breanna Heidt, Fotini Velasquez, Terrell Williams, Mrs. Chinn-Parker
Freshman Governor
The freshmen class governor, Dan Mohrfield, is responsible for planning all of the freshmen class fundraisers and activities.

Homecoming Banner
Monica Versace, Bridget Hanna and Danielle Iannetta proudly display the freshmen class banner.

Bridget Hanna enjoys being a member of the freshmen class government.

During homeroom, Lionel Forrester manages a quick smile for a yearbook photographer.

Sara Holroyd and Chelsea Monahan are busy planning events for the freshmen class.

Rachelle Balagtas is beginning preparations for the sophomore cotillion.

Terrell Williams is planning a 60's themed strategy for the male cheerleaders for spirit week.

Class of 2011

Friends Forever
Sara Holroyd, Chelsea Monahan, Fotini Velasquez and Taylor Reeve joined government to spend some quality friend time together.

Penny Nichols takes a minute out of her busy schedule to pose for a picture.
Amna Abdelgader
Lauren Adorno
Alyssa Alessandrini
Julia Allen
Fatma Almalı
Angelica Anas
Lauren Anderson

Sean Anderson
Sheray Anthony
Ariel Arb exploitation
Ethana Arbushni
Leanna Arcaro
Jorge Arias Meneñez
Melha Arrutovic

Christine Arnold
James Arroliga
Nicole Atkinson
Frederick Badgaskas
Quetsy Bailey
Timothy Balicavage
Anthony Barbera

Shariff Barron
Vincent Bartrone
Marilyn Bartasii
Joseph Baxter
William Bayne
Francis Beitz
Michael Belmonte

Katherine Bender
Mitchell Berlin
Kevin Black
Jake Bond
Breanna Boutasis
Jason Boxer
Andrew Breswick

Sean Britsing
Raymond Britton
Fakira Brooks
Lauren Brown
Niquan Brown
David Bruner
Dereck Burchette
Sophomores

Thomas Draganii
Colleen Drummond
Christopher Dunar
Britney Dunn
Melissa Dymoff
Richard Duran
Adrianna Dutson

Andrew Economou
Nicholas Economou
Evan Eichhorn
Steven Ellner
Morgan Emers
Gabrielle Eimore
Daniel Esola

Jonel Espinosa
Michelle Falcone
Kristi Fanelli
Jarrett Farkas
Eric Farmer
Chelsea Feast
Elwyn Fernandes

Davis Fieldman
Joseph Figueroa
Sean Fisher
Timothy Flynn
John Fex
James Fung
Dittmar Gagnon

Igor Galitskiy
Lauren Gandelne
James Gaugham
Christopher Gebhart
Kyle German
Cynthia Gerszewski
Matthew Gerwitz

Michael Giampetro
Michael Gibbs
Natalie Gibson
Douglas Gilman
Brian Girner
Avraham Gitter
Ariel Givner
Sophomores

Tamara Gonzalez
Monika Goodman
Ronald Goodwin
Douglas Gorelick
Jonathan Gorman
Daequan Green
Rebecca Green

Kendra Griffith
Brandon Gross
Max Gross
Jennifer Gutey
Amanda Gunpper
Naqeb Habibi
Judith Hagens

Anthony Huler
Kiarol Hanna
Mina Hanna
Ashley Hardwick
Alissa Harrell
Marissa Hart
Elizabeth Hartkopf

Marie Hayes
Alexander Hayas
James Hertkorn
Dane Higgins
Justin Isaiah Higgs
Rachel Hill
Christopher Hillman

Lan Ho
Faith Holroyd
Jessica Hooker
Andrea Horn
Andrew Horne
Jahed Hossain

Jacob Hough
Kyle Hughes
Cree Humphries
Jessica Hun
La Bree Hunter
Alexandra Husband
Amberlyn Hutchinson
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Sandy Huynh
Emir Ilano
John Jordan
Stephanie Juliano
Tara Juliano
Marjon Kadir
Bijal Kakcheta

Joseph Kavanagh
Rachel Keenan
Meghan Kelly
Olivia Khosary
Bichly Kim
Kimanh Kim
Margalit Kurzer

Kyle Knable
Meagan Kollmer
Joana Korumi
Matthew Kotzin
Brandon Kozak
Samantha Kresz
Robert Krowicki

Gabrielle Lakernick
Nicholas Lahwani
Amanda Lapinski
Kevina Lark
Sang Lee
Michael Leonza
Eunji Lee

Jason Lee
Lisa Lewandowski
Deneb Libo-On
Nicholas Licata
William Lichtenberger
Hettney Lowe
Trevor Loveland

Phat Ly
Stephen Lynch
Daniel Lynndell
Ben Mac
Stephanie Mac
Samantha Mac Carter
Rebecca Macleod
Sophomores

Maria Macri
Jayson Madara
Nadirah Maddox
Thomas Maddox
Keith Mailahm
Rebecca Malaczewski
Andrew Malik

Brittany Mallinger
Kathleen Malone
Kelly Malson
Megan Maret
Joshua Martinez
Deja Massey
Waajidah Mateen

Anthony Matteo
Aditi Matthews
Parker May
Lena Mazahreh
Nicole McDaniel-Baker
Danielle McElyea
Albert McFadden

Christa McGrath
Richard McGrory
Anahi McIntyre
Catherine McKinstry
Juan Medina
Rosa Mercado
Aynsley Meshanic

Christina Migdalis
Allyson Middleri
James Moloney
Christina Montini
Brittany Moore
Michael Morgen
Ryan Morris

Matthew Morrison
Jasmine Morton
Andrew Mound
Ramiz Musallam
Kyle Muse
Jamie Myers
Darryl Nable
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Danielle Nenartovich
Steven Ng
Jennifer Ngo
Christina Nguyen
Christina L. Nguyen
Hung Nguyen
Maggie Nguyen

Thuan Nguyen
Amanda Voite
Jason Nop
Kelsey Nork
Christopher Norris
Molly North
Mickel Orr

Erica Ortega
Andrew Pac
Dennis Palma
Austin Parrish
Prat Patel
Rital Patel
Robert Pennington

Matthew Peters
Chelsea Petre
Cecily Phillips
Esther Phillips
Laurens Pierce
Antooinette Pineda
Jimmy Piotrowski

Brian Poe
Kendrick Polish
Elisa Polanco
Trevor Chips
Aannah Pousatis
Allison Powers
Anthony Princenota

Marc Protacio
Brittany Pyle
Carolyn Pyle
Emily Pyle
Kelsey Quillan
Lauren Quinn
Tiffany Ramos
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shoshannah Sietz</td>
<td>Corey Simmons</td>
<td>Parvina Sritikul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsey Slabyback</td>
<td>Melissa Slusarski</td>
<td>Jennifer Sniereck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Smith</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Smith</td>
<td>Jonathon Smith</td>
<td>Maria Smyers-Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Solano</td>
<td>Mariama Solomah Black</td>
<td>Robert Sorg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Sosi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Southerland</td>
<td>Ryan Stadler</td>
<td>Matthew Stauder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Stevens</td>
<td>Anthony Stewart</td>
<td>Joann Still</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Ann Still</td>
<td>Nicholas Still</td>
<td>Jennifer Stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Strick</td>
<td>Kristine Sullivan</td>
<td>Jesse Swinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Swisa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gina Teri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jaidyn Terranova</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dyonna V Thomas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Danna Marie Tolentino</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Topf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Juan Torres</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ngoc Tran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy Tran</td>
<td>Ashley Tresini</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua Troxell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Truscott</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denise Tsang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kyle Turco</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Westin Urian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sophomores

Shayla Valentin
Brooke Van Horn
Christopher Vance
David Vega
Nicholas Versace
Day Yu
Robert Waldner

Morgan Wallace
Steven Washick
Derek Waters
Rory Watkins
Dannele Watson
Ashly Weingardt
Alexander Weiss

Eric Werner
Alysa West
Emily Weston
Ashley White
Connor Widerman
Kenya Williams
Michael Williams

Stefani Williams
Charles Wilmer
Yaakov Wittman
Jena Wong
Mary Workman
Kimberlee Wright
Jae Yoo

Cristine Yungung
Anthony Zacharnocki
John Zampitella
Michael Zanghi
Lisa Zappley

Camera Shy

Emanuel Bonilla
Craig Cooper
Gideon Giardinelli
Richard McGrory
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**Sophomore Class Officers**

Sophomore class governor Brittany Moore and lieutenant governor Marissa Hart enjoy some friendly conversation in front of the E-wing lockers.

**Homeroom Fun**

Leanna Arcaro enjoys being a member of Mr. Wodaso's sophomore class government homeroom.

**Forever Friends**

Friends Lena Mazaheh and Markita Robinson enjoy planning sophomore class activities and fund raisers.

**Sophomore Government**

Row One: Kelsey Quillan, Jennifer Dexter, Natalie Gibson, Alannah Pounatis, Leanna Arcaro, Kelly Malson

Row Two: Samantha Kress, Kyle Hughes, Doug Gilman, Kyle Dougherty, Maggie Nguyen, Brittany Moore, Amy Sachs

Row Three: Matthew Morrison, Chris Hillman, Nick Still, Michelle Paloeza, Jarrett Farkas, Marissa Hart
**Having fun in government homeroom**
Having some fun in homeroom, Nick Stull smiles for the yearbook photographer.

**Planning Time**
Sophomore government homeroom is a good time to plan and discuss sophomore activities for Kelly Malson.

**Alannah Pousatis and Samantha Kresz** meet to review the sales from the Valentine's Day carnation sale.

**Doug Gilman** likes belonging to sophomore government.

**Planning the Hershey Kiss sale** is a lot of fun for Kyle Hughes.

**Friends, Jarrett Farkas and Matt Morrison,** discuss spirit week preparations.

**Natalie Gibson** enjoys being a part of the planning for all of the sophomore class activities.

---

**Homework in Homeroom**
Finishing up a bit of homework, Danielle Watson uses her time in homeroom wisely.

**Smile for the camera!**
Amy Sachs takes a minute to smile before returning to her government planning duties.

---

**Sophomore Government**

---

**Class of 2010**
Juniors

Julie Coulter
Giovanni Craciti
Rianne Cueto
Matthew D'Arcy
Christopher D'Elia
Daniel Davies
Christine De Guzman

Antonio De Jesus
John Decker
Alyssa Delesandro
Rebecca Derer
Joseph Desantis
Anthony Diaz
Anthony Di Battista

Samuel Diks
Van Dinh
Joseph Dolan
Vincent Doto
Michael Dowhy
Erin Down
Derek Dredden

Kyle Driggs
Brittany Ehmann
Brittany Ellingsworth
Rana Ellis
Omar Elsawy
Vincent Emanuello
Robert Emory

Mary Encarnacion
Calvin Engels
Ryan Erney
Ryan Evans
Timothy Faehner
Nicole Fane
Riley Falcone

Amarilis Farina
Timothy Feeney
Erin Fisher
Stephanie Fisher
Laura Flanagan
David Flowers
Alessandra Foley
Juniors

James Foley
Jordon Foley
Joshua Franklin
Stefanie Gallagher
Hannah Gaudite
Amanda Gebhart
Frank Genther

Casey Gianbalvo
Dennis Gibbons
Gerald Giron
Brooke Golden
Hanan Goldstein
Blenner Gomes
Tony Gonzalez

Ryan Gordon
Cooper Gorelick
Samuel Gorelick
Tiaora Graves
Adam Greenberg
Justin Greenberg
Daniel Gruber

David Grzybowski
Brandon Guess
Elliot Guetta
Jack Gunnaw
Brianna Hacker
Paul Haigh
Jennifer Harbora

Matthew Harris
Alan Harrison
Tawanda Harrison
Jacob Hawes
David Heath
Michelle Hermanns
Catherine Hicks

Shaina Hicks
Daniel Hill
Joshua Hitchman
Ngan K Hoang
Michael Holloway
Erica Holm
Robert Horner
Juniors

Sarah Schuertumpf
Ashley Schwarz
Jeeong Ah Seo
Zarina Shaik
Lauren Shannon
Nicole Shapiro
James Shuman

Laura Sharp
Brandon Shouds
Zachary Simmers
Corey Simmons
Dean Simon
Richard Sims
Evan Smith

Melissa Smith
Ashley Snyder
Jessica Solano
Matthew Spickemann
Jessica St. Clair
Robert Stamatelos
Christopher Steele

Sara Stevens
Donald Stieber
Kelly Stout
Molly Stout
John Stratia
Samuel Stuender
Joseph Suity

Ryan Sullivan
Shoshana Sarkin
Benjamin Swander
Jessica Swinson
Emily Taylor
Gerrit Taylor
Kelsey Thomas

Stephanie Thomas
Sierra Thornton
James Tilden
Christina Toomne
Annalise Tozzi
Tracy Tran
Tuyet Phuong Tran

190 Juniors >>
Juniors

Louis Ucciferri  Jillian Valente
Nicholas Vales  Kyle VanArsdale
Bradley VanBlunk  Matthew Vann
Kristine Veluzco

Maria Versace  Anna Vervealakis
Gabrielle Vicknail  Stephanie Vistagliao
Andrew Vrana  Quy Vu
Tien Vu

Lynika Walker  Marlon Walker
Jessica Walton  Angela Wan
Mary Webster  Sarah Wecht
William Wheeler

Renny Williams  Jessica Wiserman
Stephen Wister  Megan Woods
Shondale Woods  Nicholas Wright
Diana Wu

Dae Young Yoon  William Yose
Eric Zappley

Camera Shy
Trevor Bryant  Ethan Buckman
Joseph De Santis  Dana DiRaimondi
Ryan Scullin  Anthony Taing
Phillies Game
Perry Alexander, Ethan Buckman, Dan Davies, Sam Dilks, Ryan Ermey, Mike Holloway, Alonzo O'Leary, Bryan Prisco and Sam Suender enjoy a Phillies game at Citizen’s Bank Park.

Citizens Bank Park
Dan Davies and Brett Motta celebrate after a player for the Phillies hits the winning homerun.

Girls’ Day Out
Maria Mitidieri, Steph Thomas and Emily Taylor take in a Phillies game.

Junior Government
Row One: Anna Vervelakis, Kim Le, Paige Santhin, Sarah Brown, Jenny Malik, Monica Lynch, Ms. Devitt
Row Two: Brooke Golden, Erin Down, Ashley Snyder, Julie Coulier, Lisa Chung, Jess Solano, Megan Woods
Row Three: Amanda Gebhart, Shelby Brown, Emily Taylor, Alyssa Myer, Parisha Branch, Annalise Tozzi
Row Four: Justin Pappas, Sam Gorelick, Anthony Cianci, Bryan Prisco, David Grzybowski, Amelia Cameron, Jordyn Katz
Above: Kim Le, Emily Taylor and Luiza Leite talk over their opinions during homeroom.

Above: Ashley Ryan, Parisha Branch, Paige Santhin, and Shaina Hicks wait for Ms. Devitt's instruction.

Left: Jordyn Katz and Jared Caracciolo spend their time discussing a few decisions that need to be made.

Jessica Solano and Alyssa Myer wait for homeroom to start.

Brooke Golden, Erin Down and Noa Ben-David get ready to talk over some junior government issues.

Jennifer Malik and Ashley Schwarz are happy to be in the junior government.

Ms. Devitt's homeroom makes Anna Vervelakis and Lisa Chung smile.

Amanda Gebhart and Amelia Cameron get ready to plan the next junior class event.
"For four years i've been saying i can't wait to get out of here, now i don't want to leave."
- Damara Monah

we are...
SCHOLARS
graduates
CLASS of 08

Candice Berinson
Omar Berneo Alamedo

Paul Besancon
Lakisha Bey

Samantha Bianchi
Sarah Biren
Lewis Bivona
Marc Black

Katharine Blandy
James Bodine
David Bolles
Jordan Bond

Most Athletic
Brittany Whitehead
and
Paul Besancon
CLASS of 08

Caroline Feyas
Nicholas Fillari
Stephanie Fillari
Andrew Fillius
Catherine Fleitz
Richard Fletcher
Jasmine Ford
Joseph Fox
Quatierra Frazier
Martin Fuller
Ka Chun Fung
Marisa Furey

Most Involved
Amanda Rhea
and
Andrew Sturner

Graduates >>
Stephen Galan
Divina Gallardo
Mark Garbowski
Magaly Garcia
Remy Gardner
John Gaviola
Jessica German
Corey Giambalvo
Alexa Giampietro
Jessica Giampietro
Arielle Gilbert
Lauren Gill
Paige Giorla
Ronald Glass
Natalya Goldina
Darlene Gonzalez
CLASS of 08

Gregory Gorman
Marion Gould
Krystina Grayson
Sheyla Greenhow

Catherine Grella
Michelle Gross
Daronn-Raveil Grosvenor
Adam Guetta

Hameedullah Habibi
Shandy Hacker
Christine Handy
Patrick Hanna

Thomas Hansbury
Rashad Harrington
Tawanda Harrison
Henry Hayes

206 Graduates
CLASS of 08 >>

Timothy Hughes  John Husband
Michael Iannetta  Robert Iezzi
Sofien Ikhlef  Megan Innurato  Erika Italiano  Quandreq Ivey
Robert Jackson  Jacquelyn Jamrogowicz  Ashley Jensen  Michael Jensen

Friendliest
Timothy Alemi and Laura Maier
Stephen Jones  Anthony Judilla  Piotr Jurczyk  Nicole Kajkowski
Laura Kampf  Jaime Karen  Zahkiyah Karimi  David Kassabian
Heather Kates  Samuel Kaubin  Duygu Kaya  Morgan Kazanjian
Kristine Keating  Kathleen Keck  Ateeb Khan  Mehak Khan
CLASS of 08 >>

Hyun Kim  Washington Kim

Courtney Klevenz  Andrew Klumph

Rachel Knable  Kurt Knecht  Samantha Knox  Kyle Kosa

Betsy Kotolnick  Jonathan Kozak  Christopher Kumpf  Michael Kuphal

Most Academic
Jeremy Silver and Anastasia Pastino

210  Graduates >>
CLASS of 08 >>

Alexander Migdalias
Jacob Mignano

Adrian Mikolajczyk
Samantha Mills

Jennifer Mitchell
Michael Moloney
Domara Monah
Ryan Monahan

Marissa Montini
Latika Moody
Daniel Moran
James Morgan

Most Likely to be President
Clark Brown and Alexa Luzecky

214 Graduates >>
Kelsey Morgen
Amy Moroz
Robyn Muse
Nicole Myers
Darich Aia Nable
David Neblock
Anhthu Nguyen
Sophia Nguyen
Christopher Niemann
Alex Nieves
Daniel Nolte
Kevin Noon
Lauren O’Connell
Mary O'Rourke
Colin O'Sullivan
Sarah Olsen
Order of the Lion

Order of the lion represents the top 6 students in the class of 2008 as of the end of the first semester. Students are placed in alphabetical order.

Christina Badaracco

It has been such an honor to share the past four years with all of you. I am so glad to have had the opportunity to know as many of you as I did, and thank you all for being so kind, caring, and generous. High school has been a huge challenge for all of us, but I know we have all worked hard and taken advantage of every opportunity to be successful. Our class has made many amazing accomplishments—in music competitions, on national exams, and on nationally or state recognized sports teams—and I am proud to be a member of West's class of 2008. I know you are all such wonderful people, and you will all find great success in college and beyond. You will certainly keep a special place in my heart.

Anastasia Pastino

Plato once wrote, "The direction in which education starts a man will determine his future in life." These past four years of my life have simultaneously been the most difficult and the most rewarding. All of the time I have spent, whether on homework or extracurricular activities, has contributed to both my knowledge and my work ethic. The academics at West have expanded my mind but, more importantly, the West community has helped me grow as a person. I know that because West has provided its students with such a well rounded experience, we will all achieve great things.

Mital Patel

At first, it seemed very difficult for me to personalize my high school experience when moving throughout the building from course to course, from scheduled time to scheduled time. Basically, I had my place in the school in a metal locker located in the hallway. However, my experience at West made me realize that it is not I who can define myself, but rather it is those around me that identify who I am. Reflecting on my past four years here makes me realize that in the background of all the academic learning was occurring an even more important development: the forming of relationships. As students, we created many strong bonds with one another, some of which cannot be broken in a lifetime. After all, these connections will serve as the foundations of our success in the future.

Jeremy Silver

Jamie indubitably enjoyed my experiences at West. It was the best three years I have spent in any school. I have made friends and acquaintances, and am able to conquer the beasts of high school, viz., homework, DBQ's, and Mr. McDonald's Latin tests. The social circle was a great medium through which I made a multitude of friends, acquaintances, and cohorts. I relished performing on stage with my fellow classmates in the annual One Act Play Festival. I also had a great deal of fun going brain-to-brain against other math and science enthusiasts in the Math and Science Times. West has given me a firm foundation whereupon I hope to succeed in my future endeavors, whatever they may be. Good luck to the Class of 08 and fare ye all well.

Andrew Sturner

The best part of attending Cherry Hill West is becoming a member of the West Community. The past four years have held numerous joys, but also many sorrows. We laugh as a family at silly people imitating turkeys; we cry as a family when a tragedy strikes one of our members. We cheer on our family at soccer games and swim meets; we offer words of encouragement when our family loses a close match. While we might not play all of the notes in tune or earn an A on every exam, the phrases behind everything that we do is the benefit of our community. West is undeniably best. Congratulations and Good Luck to the Class of 2008!

Robert Wardlow

The time that I have spent at Cherry Hill West is certainly a part of my life that I will never forget. At times it seemed as if I could not wait to leave and move on to college, but I know that once I am gone I will look back on my time here and have many great memories to reminisce about. It has been said that high school and college should be some of the best years of ones life. As far as my experiences go, I can say that at least the first part of this statement is true. I wish all the best of luck to all the members of the Class of 2008 in whatever he or she chooses to pursue after graduation.
Senior Fashion
Victoria Baran, Elana Resnick, Kim McDevitt, Carolyn Segrest and Brooke Sangrey model the latest style in senior fashion.

Smile For the Camera
Laura Bove takes a break from drinking her morning coffee to pose for the yearbook photographer.

Wawa Coffee Fanatic
Krista Damirgian enjoys a delicious cup of Wawa coffee during homeroom with Ms. Schmarak.

Senior Government
Row One: Andrew Aguilar, MeghanBruce, Amanda Rhea, Anthony Judilla, Laura Bove, Carolyn Segrest, Kayla Stossar, Lilly Tran
Row Two: Liz Bossov, Elana Resnick, Nick Redman, Kathleen Keck, Frank McDevitt, Carissa Fast, Krista Damirgian, Samantha Bancroft
Row Three: Ashley Smith, Allie Ely, Johnny Mehler, Melissa Rivard, Brooke Sangrey, Brittany Spera, Amanda West
Rubik's Cube
Anthony Judilla ponders all the upcoming senior activities while he solves a Rubik's cube puzzle.

Friends
Friends John Mehler and Melissa Rivard pose for a quick picture.

Senior Class Officers
Officers Amanda Rhea and Anthony Judilla enjoy their time as senior class officers.

Decisions, Decisions...
Krista Damigian, Kayla Slossar and Marisa Furey discuss prom details with Ms. Schmarak.

Senior Government
Amanda Rhea and Anthony Judilla show off a sample senior prom invitation.

Meghan Bruce, Carolyn Segrest and Krista Damigian discuss possible prom invitations.

Amanda West discusses senior class activities such as prom, graduation and Project Graduation while Elana Resnick looks on.

Frank McDevitt enjoys planning all of the fun Project Graduation events.

Arielle Gilbert and Kim McDevitt discuss their excitement about graduation.

Class of 2008
Justin Abramovitz
“The only difference between ordinary and extraordinary is that little extra.”

Emily Adorno
30 Christian Lane 08002
DECA 10-12, Library Aides 12, Main Office Aides 9, Girls Tennis 10-12
“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.” –Eleanor Roosevelt

Andrea D. Aguilar
708 Douglas Dr. 08034
Asian Culture Club 9-12, Spanish Club 10-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Gym Aides 11, Cheerleading 10-12, Boys Lacrosse 11-12

Tim Alemi
301 Chelten Pkwy. 08034
Class Government 10, Italian Club 10, DECA 11, Baseball 9-12, Football 9-12

Francesca Anas
624 3rd Ave. 08002
Asian Culture Club 9-12, Dance Team 10-12, Spring Musical 10-12, Cheerleading 9-12
“Wherever you go, no matter what the weather, always bring your own sunshine.”
–Anthony J. D’Angelo

Jack Anderson
154 Pearlcroft Rd. 08034
Main Office Aides 12, Principal’s Office Aides 9
“Stay positive and love your life.”

Gillian Arbuthnot
117 Merion Rd. 08002
Photography Club 12, Varsity Club 12, Boys Swimming manager 11-12, Girls Volleyball 10-12

Ka Ming Au
Asian Culture Club 11

Chrissy Badaracco
1244 Folkestone Way 08034
Pit Orchestra 9-12, Italian Club 9-12, Latin Club 11-12, Rotary Interact 11-12, Italian NHS 11-12, National Latin HS 11-12, NHS 11-12, Girls Tennis 9-12
“Remember what Bilbo used to say: It’s a dangerous business, Frodo, going out your door. You step onto the road, and if you don’t keep your feet, there’s no knowing where you might be swept off to.” –Frodo Baggins

Jenica Balmes
Pit Orchestra 11-12, Asian Culture Club 9-11, Dance Team 10-12, Greek Scholars 9, Holy COW 9, Rubik’s Club 12, Young Voices 9, PAVAS 11, Bowling 9-10

Samantha Bancroft
1221 Kay Dr. West 08034
Class Government 12, Project Graduation 12, Dance Team 10-12, Children’s Show 12, Class One-Acts 12, Spring Musical 11, DECA 11, NHS 11-12, PAVAS 11
“Things change, so do cities, people come into your life and they go. But it’s comforting to know that the ones you love are always in your heart, and if you’re lucky, a plane ride away.” –Sex and the City

Allison Berenato
345 State St. 08002
Class Government 12, Project Graduation 12, Dance Team 10-11, Hockey Club 12, Field Hockey 9
“The beauty of art is that there are no rules.”
–Mia Michaels

Paul Besancon
215 Gravel Bend Rd. 08034
SGO 9-12, VISIONS 10-11, DECA 10-12, French NHS 11-12, NHS 11-12, Boys Soccer 9-12, Boys Swimming 9-12, Boys Track 9-11
“7 days to find my identity.”

Sarah Biren
511 Valley Run Dr. 08002
A-Chord 11-12, Chamber Singers 12, Red/Purple Ribbon Club 10, Children’s Show 12, Spring Musical 11-12, Nurses’ Aides 10, Music Aides 12
“Life should be a little nuts, otherwise it’s just a bunch of Thursdays strung together.”

Katharine Blandy
105 Rockingham Rd. 08034
SGO 10-12, DECA 11-12, Field Hockey 9-10, Girls Swimming 9-12
“If you obey all the rules you miss all the fun.” –Katherine Hepburn

David Bolles
59 Sheridan Ave. 08002
DECA 9-11, Baseball 9-11, Golf 12
“The best way to make your dreams come true is to wake up.”

Elizabeth Bossov
1817 West Point Dr. 08003
Ferr Mata 11-12, NJ REBEL 9-10, Photography Club 11-12, Red/Purple Ribbon 9-10, Spanish Club 11, Yellow Ribbon Club 9, PAVAS 12, Nurses’ Aides 12, Girls Tennis 9-11
“You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself in any direction you choose.” –Dr. Seuss

Laura Bové
204 Barclay Lane 08034
Class Government 9,10,12, Project Graduation 12, Habitat for Humanity 12, Hockey Club 12, Latin Club 9-11, Rotary Interact 12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 11-12, Guidance Office Aides 10-12, Girls Tennis 10-11, Winter Track 11-12
“No man is a failure who has friends.” –It’s a Wonderful Life

Eric Boxer
37 Paine Pl. 08002
Community Connections 10, Homecoming Court 12, Model UN 10, Science Club 10-12, DECA 9, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS, Boys Tennis
“If you choose perfection, you can achieve excellence.”

Jimmy Brining
351 Windsor Dr. 08002
Baseball 9-12, Football 9

Keith E. Bromke, Jr.
56 Grant Ave. 08002
Lighting Crew 10, Sound Crew 10, Asian Culture Club 9-11, Community Connections 10, Rubik’s Club 12, TSA 11
“Congratulations! A winner is you!”
We Are West

Paula Broussard
208 Garfield Ave. 08002
SGO 10-12, West Report 10, Red/Purple
Ribbon Club 10-11, French NHS 10-12, Field
Hockey 9-12, Girls Lacrosse 9-11, Boys Tennis
9-12
“Don’t live your life by the breaths you take,
but by the moments that take your breath
away.”

Clark Brown
526 Howard Rd. 08034
Class Government 11, Men of Note 11-12,
Class One-Acts 9-12, Fall Play 9-12, Theatre
Workshop 11, DECA 9-12, Spanish NHS 10-12
“Life is what you make it.”

Meghan Bruce
7 Parkwood Rd. 08034
Class Government 9-12, Project Graduation
12, House Crew 9-10, LION’S ROAR 9-10,
RAMPANT 9, Community Connections 10,
Yellow Ribbon Club 9, French NHS 10-11,
NHS 11-12, Gym Aides 12, Library Aides 9,
Girls Cross Country 11-12, Girls Track 9-12,
Winter Track 9, 11-12

Eric Burnett
1222 Forge Rd.
Boys Soccer 9-12, Boys Swimming 9-12
“I’m too clean for the streets, so I park on the
curb.”

James Burrows
41 Charles Lane 08003
Library Aides 12

Barbra Bush
101 E. Forrest Rd.
Yellow Ribbon Club 9, DECA 12, Softball
9-12
“Memories last a lifetime.”

Arielle Caldas
1936 Greentree Rd. 08003
Girls Lacrosse 10-12, Girls Soccer 9-12
“Everything happens for a reason.”

Mike Callahan
1104 Cooperskill Rd. 08034
Football 9, Boys Volleyball 10, Winter Track
10
“Sweet Caroline, woah woah woah, good
times never seemed so good.”

Michelle Cao
122 Massachusetts Ave. 08002
Asian Culture Club 10-12, Girls Track 9
“Live. Love. Laugh. Best of wishes to all
the seniors! ‘08”

Bridget Carroll
1267 E. Kay Dr. 08034
Class Government 9-11, Latin Club 11-12,
DECA 9-12, Field Hockey 9-10, Girls
Lacrosse 9-12

Marissa Carson
635 Longwood Ave. 08002
Lighting Crew 10-12, Stage Crew 9-12, Jazz
Ensemble 10-12, Marching Band 9-12, Pit
Orchestra 9-11-12, Wire Choir 12, NJ REBEL.
9-10, Red/Purple Ribbon Club 9-10, Yellow
Ribbon Club 9, Children’s Show 11, Class
One-Acts 9-10, Fall Play 11, One-Act Play
Festival 9, 10, 12, Spring Musical 9-11, 12,
International Thespian Society 12, Bowling
10
“Without music, life is a journey through a
desert.” —Pat Conroy

Dominic Caruso
302 S. Lincoln Ave. 08002
DECA, Baseball, Boys Basketball, Football
9-12
“Dreams aren’t made on the sidelines.”

Christina Celona
12 Jade Lane 08002
RAMPANT 11-12, Talent Show 9-12, Girls
Basketball 9, Cheerleading 10, Girls Tennis 12
“The most beautiful things in life cannot be
seen or touched. They must be felt within
your heart.” —Helen Keller

Richard Crandle
116 Bartholomew Lane 08002
Lighting Crew 10-12, Sound Crew 10-12,
Stage Crew 10-12, A-Chord 9-12, Chamber
Singers 10-12, Men of Note 10-12, African-
American Culture Club 9-12, Holy COW
9-10, REAL TRUE 9-12, Children’s Show
11-12, Class One-Acts 11-12, Fall Play 12,
Mr. West Pageant 12, One-Act Play Festival
9-12, Spring Musical 9-12, Talent Show 9-12,
Theatre Workshop 9-12, DECA 12, PAVAS
9-12, Trainer’s Aides 12
“It’s not what others see in you that reflects
who you are. It’s the person you are that
reflects where you’ll go.”

Kristen Cioffi
205 Cooper Landing Rd. 08002
Italian Club 10, Children’s Show 9, Bowling
9

Chase Colby
1605 Chapel Ave. 08002
DECA 11-12

Lesley Colladay
32 Kent Rd. 08002
Ceramics Club 10, Photography Club 11-12,
DECA 12, Cheerleading 9-10, Girls Track 10-11,
Winter Track 10-11
“These five words I swear to you. I’ll be
there for you.” —Jon Bon Jovi

Malcolm Cooper
114 Randle Dr. 08034
A-Chord 12, Chamber Singers 10-12, Jazz
Ensemble 9, Men of Note 11-12, Boys Soccer
9
“A man is but the product of his thoughts;
what he thinks, he becomes.” —Mahatma
Gandhi

Nicole Corcoran
807 Kings Croft 08034
Ceramics Club 10-12, 054 9-11, DECA 10-12,
NHS 11-12
“To accomplish great things, we must not
only act, but also dream; not only plan, but
also believe.” —Anatole France

Melanie Cortellessa
137 Pine Valley Rd. 08034
Class Government 9-12, Dance Team 11,
DECA 10, Girls Lacrosse 9-10

Andy Coulter
1311 Padlock Way 08034
Hockey Club 11-12

Josh Rojas, Zack Plianthos, Marc Black, and Sherman Marshall
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Eileen Crowe
118 Ashbrook Rd. 08034

Nicholas Cox
12 Teak Ct. 08003
Marching Band, AFJRTOC Drill Team, ROTC
Color Guard, ROTC Drill Team, Boys Soccer

Krista Damigian
18 Wesley Ave. 08002
Class Government 11-12, Project Graduation
12, Homecoming Court 12, DECA 11-12,
NHS 11-12, Field Hockey 9, Girls Tennis 10-12

“Love life.”

Lauren De Saint Martin
6 Partridge Ct. 08003
Young Voices 9, DECA 9,11,12, Girls Lacrosse

Walesca Delgado
606 Cooper Landing Rd., Apt. A-2D
Fasion Design Club 11, Homecoming Court
12, Latinos at West 9-12

“Live life to the fullest.”

Kyle Dexter
106 E. Chapel Ave. 08034
Football 9-11, Wrestling 12

Danielle DiBartolo
113 Hedgerow Dr. 08002
Library Club 9-12, Stage Crew 9, Book
Buddies 10-11, Community Connections 10,
French Club 10-11, Latin Club 9, Red/Purple
Ribbon Club 9-12, Yellow Ribbon Club 9,
Class One-Acts 9-12, French NHS 11-12,
National Latin HS 9-12, NHS 11-12, Library
Aides 11-12, Nurses’ Aides 9-10, 9-12 Special

Sam Kaubin and Jen Mitchell

Ed. Aide
“May you never take one single breath for
granted, and when you get the chance to sit
it out or dance, I hope you dance.”

Dana DiRaimondi
341 Oak Ave. 08002
Italian Club 9, Girls Basketball 9-10, Field
Hockey 9-10

“Live your life to the fullest.”

Kaitlan C. Dolly
312 Third Ave. 08002
AFJRTOC Drill Team 9-11, ROTC Color
Guard 9-11, ROTC Drill Team 9-11, Softball
9-12

Christina D’Orazio
515 Lee Ann Rd. 08034
Class Government 12, Project Graduation 12

“Life is like a game of cards. You can’t pick
the hand you are dealt, but you can decide
how to play it.”

Steve Dove
139 N. Mansfield Blvd. 08034
DECA 11, Golf 9-10

“You guys really missed it. You should have
been here yesterday.” —Bruce Brown

Marc Doyle
187 Pearl Croft Rd. 08034
DECA 10-12, Football 9-12, Boys Track 9-12,
Winter Track 9

“Thanks to everyone!”

Pat Doyle
107 S. Lincoln Ave. 08002
DECA 12, Golf 10, Boys Soccer 9-12

“Hey you better checkity check yourself
before you wreckity wreck yourself.” —
Incubus

Stephen Duy
Boys Soccer 9, Boys Volleyball 12, Winter
Track 9

“Live life to the fullest.”

Allie Ely
657 Kenilworth Ave. 08002
Class Government 12, Project Graduation
12, Indoor Color Guard Clinic 12, Marching
Band 9-12, Spring Musical 11-12

“Closing time, every new beginning
comes from some other beginning’s end.”
—Matchbox 20

Len Eslava
1408 Orchard Ln. 08002
Asian Culture Club 10-12, DECA 12, PAVAS
11, Boys Cross Country 9, Boys Track 9,
Winter Track 9

Dan Faber
Stage Crew 9-12, A-Chord 9,11,12, Chamber
Singers 11-12, Men of Note 10-12, French
Club 11, Rubik’s Club 12, Children’s Show
11-12, Class One-Acts 9-12, Fall Play 10-12,
Jesscia Giampietro
415 Wayland Rd. 08034
Girls Lacrosse 9-12, Girls Soccer 9-12, Winter Track 10

Arielle Gilbert
314 Brentwood Ave. 08002
Class Government 9-12, Project Graduation 12, ASPECTS 12, Habitat for Humanity 12, NJ REBEL 9, Red/Purple Ribbon 9, Spanish NHS 11-12, Guidance Office Aides 12, Girls Tennis 9

Paige Giorka
13 Pratt Rd. 08002
Dance Team 10-12, Italian Club 9-12, Spring Musical 9-11, Italian NHS 11-12, NHS 11-12
“Do not follow where the path may lead. Go, instead, where there is no path and leave a trail.” -Emerson

Darlene Gonzalez
548 Merchant St. 08002
Latinos at West 9-12, Guidance Office Aides 12
“I have made it a rule of my life never to regret and never to look back.” -Katherine Mansfield

Kristina Grayson
135 Wisteria Ave. 08002
African-American Culture Club 9-12, Latinos at West 10, PAVAS 10-12, Girls Basketball 10,10
“The best Success is revenge.”

Catherine Grella
130 S. Mansfield Blvd. 08004
FCA 11-12, Latin Club 9,10, DECA 11, National Latin HS 10-12, NHS 12
“Life is a combination of magic and pasta.”

Fedrico Fellini

Shandy Hacker
18 E. Tampa Ave. 08003
Softball 9-12
“Somewhere weakness is our strength.”

-Paramore

Christine Handy
14 Gregory Ct. 08003
One-Act Play Festival 9-10, DECA 10-12, Library Aides 12
“Like Frankie said, I did it my way.” -Bon Jovi

Thomas Hansbury
21 Wagon Lane 08002
DECA 10, Bowling 10-11, Boys Track 11-12, Winter Track 12
“Soldiers of Baldenheim take heart. We fight for the light, for justice. FOR THE DWARVES!!!” -Fidesus the Jaunty

Henry Hayes III
214 State St. 08002
“You can’t chase two rabbits or else you’ll end up losing them both.”

Julie Heisroth
GSA 10-11, Psychology Club 12, Girls Tennis 9-10
“I’d rather be hated for who I am, than loved for who I am not.” -Kurt Cobain

Gretchen Hess
163 Pearlcroft Rd. 08034
Spanish Club 11, Library Aides 9-12, Girls Tennis 9-12

Andrew Hoffman
202 Pettit Ave.
Baseball, Bowling
“Cherish your youth, now is the only chance you get to.”

Kristen Hoffmann
House Crew 10-12, Stage Crew 12, Photography Club 12, Spring Musical 10, Field Hockey 9-12, Girls Lacrosse 9-12
“We were strangers, starting out on a journey...never dreaming what we’d have to go through. Now here we are and I’m suddenly standing at the beginning with you.”

Tom Holroyd
Lighting Crew 9-12, Sound Crew 9-12, Stage Crew 9-12, Jazz Ensemble 9-12, Marching Band 9-12, Environmental Club 12, Children’s Show 11-12, Class One-Acts 9-12, Fall Play 10-12, Mr. West Pageant 10-12, One-Act Play Festival 9-12, Spring Musical 9-12, Talent Show 9, Theatre Workshop 9-12, International Thespian Society 11-12, PAVAS 12
“See you at the 25th reunion.”

Joe Hubler
8 Hasset Ave. 08002
DECA

JD Husband
3 Rutgers Rd. 08004
DECA 9,10,12, Baseball 9,11,12, Boys Soccer 9
“Respect is earned while no one is watching.”

Sofien Ilkhlef
French Club 12, Rotary Interact 12, Boys Basketball 12
“Whatever you do, keep going.”

Jacki Jamrogowicz
106 Massachusetts Ave. 08002
Italian Club 9-10, Girls Lacrosse 9-12, Girls Soccer 9-12, Winter Track 10-12

Ashley Jensen
310 Surrey Rd. 08002
Italian Club 9-12, Yellow Ribbon Club 9, DECA 12, Girls Basketball 9,10,12
“Sometimes the best way to figure out who you are is to get to that place where you don’t have to be anything else.”

Michael Jensen
310 Surrey Rd. 08002
SGO 11, Italian Club 9-11, Habitat for Humanity 11-12, DECA 10-12, Italian NHS 11-12, NHS 11-12, Boys Soccer 10
“Reality is wrong. Dreams are for real. Just remember, you rock.”

Tupac Shakur

Stephen Jones
1117 York Rd. 08034
Chess Club, NHS, Main Office Aides, Boys Tennis

Anthony Judilla
704 Douglas Dr. 08034
Class Government 12, Project Graduation 12, NHS 11-12, Boys Cross Country 10-12, Boys Track 9-12, Winter Track 9-12
“Go big or go home.”

Pam Lolli, Annalise Strojan, and Barbara Bush
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Kyle Kosa  
1125 Cooperskill Rd. 08034  
Boys Soccer 9-12  
“Crab cakes and football. CH West!”

Jonathan Kozak  
Boys Lacrosse, Wrestling

Christopher Kumpf  
160 Cherry Tree Lane 08002  
Latin Club 11-12, One-Act Play Festival 9-12,  
Spring Musical 9-12, International Thespian Society 11-12,  
National Latin HS 11-12, NHS 11-12, Boys Soccer 9-12  
“This cannot be a team of common men,  
because common men go nowhere. You  
have to be uncommon.” –Miracle

Michael Kuphal  
428 Covered Bridge Rd. 08034  
Habitat for Humanity, Latinos at West 9-10,  
NHS 12, Boys Soccer 9-12, Boys  
Track 11-12, Winter Track 11  
“A man is only half himself, the other half is  
his expression.”

Josh Kwartler  
Jazz Ensemble 9-12, Pit Orchestra 11-12, Boys  
Cross Country 9-12, Boys Tennis 9-10, Boys  
Track 11-12, Winter Track 11-12, Wrestling 9-10  
“If you do something right, nobody will  
know you’ve done anything at all.”

Jin Myeong Lee  
836 Cooperlanding Rd. 511 E. 08002  
Jazz Ensemble 11-12, Marching Band 10-11,  
Pit Orchestra 11, Asian Culture Club 9-10,  
Chess Club 9-12, Rubik’s Club 12, NHS 11- 
12, Golf 9-12

Suzhuan Liang  
211 Lincoln Ave. S. 08002  
ASPECTS 12, Asian Culture Club 11-12,  
French Club 12, DECA 12, Library Aides 12

Pamela Lolli  
430 King George Rd. 08034  
DECA 12, Softball 9-12, Girls Tennis 10-11  
“If you stand for nothing, you fall for  
anything.”

Alex Lombardi  
41 Clemson Rd. 08034  
Jazz Ensemble 9-12, Marching Band 9, Pit  
Orchestra 9, Italian Club 10  
“Stay Bru-tal.”

Alexa Luzeczy  
4201 Bishops View Circle 08002  
SGO 10-12, DECA 11-12, NHS 11-12, Spanish  
NHS 10-12, Guidance Office Aides 12,  
Baseball manager 9-12  
“Love the journey...then the destination.”
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James Martin
308 Burroughs Mill Ct. 08034
African-American Culture Club 10-12, DECA
10-12, Boys Basketball 10-12
“Everything I seen made me everything I am. G.F.C.”

Megan Matlack
101 Nantucket Dr. 08034
LION’S ROAR 9, A-Chord 9,12, Ceramics
Club 10, FCA 11-12, Homecoming Court
12, REAL TRUE 10-12, Rotary Interact 11-
12, Spring Musical 9,12, NHS 11-12, Girls
Swimming 10

Jerem Mau ec
113 Farmington Rd. 08034
Ceramics Club 10-12, Rotary Interact 11-12,
French NHS 10-12, NHS 11-12, Boys Soccer
10-11, Boys Swimming 9, Boys Tennis 9-10

Joe Mauger
6 Eddy Lane 08002
Baseball 9, Wrestling 9-12
“No pain, no gain!”

Wendy Cecilia McCorkle
202 Kingsley Rd. 08034
SGO 11-12, Character Ed. Committee 9-12,
Spanish NHS 9-12
“Some of God’s greatest gifts are
unanswered prayers.” – Garth Brooks

Frank McDevitt
110 Garfield Ave. 08002
Class Government 12, Project Graduation
12, Pit Orchestra 9,11,12, Student Activities’
Aides 12
“Education is an admirable thing. But
it is well to remember from time to time
that nothing that is worth knowing can be
taught.” – Oscar Wilde

Kim McDevitt
110 Garfield Ave. 08002
Class Government 12, Project Graduation
12, Indoor Color Guard Clinic 12, Marching
Band 9-12, Pit Orchestra 10-12, French Club
11-12, Rotary Interact 10-12, One-Act Play
Festival 9-10, DECA 12
“The most important thing is to enjoy your
life – to be happy – it’s all that matters.”
– Audrey Hepburn

Kara McGonigle
183 Pearlcroft Rd. 08034
Class Government 9-10, Dance Team 11,
Yellow Ribbon Club 9, Children’s Show
9-12, Class One-Acts 9-12, Fall Play 9-12,
One-Act Play Festival 9-12, Spring Musical
9-12, Theatre Workshop 9-12, International
Thespian Society 11-12, Library Aides 10
“Sometimes that mountain you’ve been
climbing is just a grain of sand, and what
you’ve been out there searching for forever is
in your hand.”

Annie McNulty
820 Johns Rd. 08034
LION’S ROAR 11-12, RAMPANT 9-12,
Italian Club 10-12, Rod/Purple Ribbon Club
10-12, Boys Track manager 11-12
“Nobody likes a blonde in a hamster ball.”
– Veronica Mars

Jordan McIntyre
SGO 9-12, VISIONS 10, Asian Culture
Club 11-12, Chess Club 10, Community
Connections 10, GSA 12, Latinos at West 11-
12, Model UN 10, Science Club 10-12, TSA
10, Boys Soccer 9-12, Boys Volleyball 9-12,
Winter Track 9
“Carpe diem.”

Johnny Mehler
210 N. Madison Ave. 08002
Class Government 12, Project Graduation
12, LION’S ROAR 12, West Report 9-12,
Broadcasting Club 12, Media Creators 12,
Hockey Club 11-12
“A day without laughter is a day wasted.”
– Charles Chaplin

Marianna Messina
359 Borton’s Mill Rd. 08034
Latin Club, Girls Basketball

Keith Michel
305 Roosevelt Dr. 08002
Football 9-10, Boys Volleyball 9-12
“Do it...you won’t.”

Adrian Mikołajczuk
Skateboard Club
“Your legs are stupid.”

Jennifer Mitchell
337 Covered Bridge Rd. 08034
SGO 11-12, Rotary Interact 9-12, Spanish
NHS 11-12
“The secret of achieving what you want in
life is to know what you want and believe you
can have it.”

Demara Monah
47 N. Syracuse Dr. 08034
African-American Culture Club 9, DECA 9,
Girls Basketball 10-12
“Hope is will.”

Ryan Monahan
112 Nantucket Dr. 08034
Hockey Club 11-12, Photography Club 9,
NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Ice Hockey
9-12, Golf 9-12
“Men do not fail, they give up trying.”
– Elihu Root

Dan Moran
Football 11
“Do or do not, there is no try.”

Amy Moroz
1012 Kingston Dr. 08034
Class Government 10-12, Italian Club 9-12,
Mr. West Pageant 11, International NHS 11-12, NHS
11-12
“Paradox: Life’s like that. To get energy, you
need to expend energy – the more you do,
the more you can do. To get the most out
of life, you need to get into it. In taking no
risks, you are really risking everything.”

D. Aia Marie Noble
419 Kingston Dr. 08034
LION’S ROAR 9, African-American Culture
Club 9-10, Asian Culture Club 9-12, Girls
Lacrosse 9-10, Boys Volleyball 11-12, Girls
Volleyball 10-12
“For with God nothing shall be impossible.”
– Luke 1:37

David Neblock
112 Covered Bridge Rd. 08034
Boys Soccer 9-12, Boys Track 9-10
“It’s funny that pirates were always going
around searching for treasure, but they never
realized that the real treasure was the fond
memories they were creating.”

Brad Smith and Marc Dezii
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Anh Thu Nguyen
900 Murray Ave. 08002
Photography Club 12, Girls Lacrosse 9
“There comes a moment when it’s more than just a game, and you either take that step forward or turn around and walk away. I could quit, but here’s the thing: I love playing the field.” —Grey’s Anatomy

Alex Nieves
2706 Church Rd. 08002
Stage Crew 9, Book Buddies 9-10, Chess Club 9, Latinos at West 9-12, NJ REBEL 9-11, Red/Purple Ribbon -11, Yellow Ribbon Club 9
“Life’s simple, you make choices and you don’t look back. Who you choose to be around you lets you know who you are.”

Daniel Nolte
320 Monroe Ave. 08002
Class Government 11-12
“Wake the ones and rise tonight. Fallen souls, we shine so bright. Rise now and ever forgotten memories...no one can touch us.”

Kevin Noon
1017 Salem Rd. 08034
SGO 9-12, Latin Club 11-12, TSA 9-11, DECA 11, Baseball 9,10,12, Boys Basketball 9-12, Boys Soccer 10-11
“For when the one great scorer comes to write against your name, he writes not that you won or lost, but how you played the game.”

Lauren O’Connell
116 Spring House Rd. 08002
A-Chord 12, Chamber Singers 12, Dance Team 10-12, Class One-Acts 9-12, One-Act Play Festival 9-12, Spring Musical 9-10
“Your life is as good as you make it.”

Sarah Olsen
Class Government 9-10, Italian Club 9-11, Field Hockey 9-10, Girls Lacrosse 9-12
“It will all work out in the end.”

Mary O’Rourke
303 Portsmouth Rd. 08034
SGO 10-12, Irish Culture Club 10-11, Spring Musical 9-11, NHS 11-12, Field Hockey 9-12, Girls Lacrosse 9-10, Boys Swimming manager 12

Jessica Osternann
Wire Choir 9-11, Ceramics Club 12, Red/Purple Ribbon 9-11, Spring Musical 10
“To enjoy anything in life you need to learn it first.”

Deirdra Ott
1135 Chanticleer 08003
FCA 11,12, REAAL TRUE 11-12, Trainer’s Aides 11, Football 11-12, Girls Track 9-10
“When one door of happiness closes; another opens; but often we look so long at the closed door that we do not see the one which has opened for us.” —Helen Keller

Siobhan Ott
1135 Chanticleer 08003
FCA 11, REAL TRUE 11-12, Nurses’ Aides 11-12, Basketball girl 12
“Without suffering there would be no compassion.”

Brianna Paecheco
321 Monroe Ave. 08002
Ceramics Club 11-12, Rotary Interact 11-12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Gym Aides 12, Girls Tennis 10-12, Girls Track 9-10, Winter Track 9-10
“Be more concerned with your character than your reputation because you character is what you really are, while your reputation is merely what others think you are.” —John Wooden

Avi Parey
206 E. Chapel Ave. 08034
AEJROTC Drill Team 9-12, ROTC Color Guard 9-12, ROTC Drill Team 9-12
“My strengths and weaknesses are the same: I’ve got the willingness and the stupidity to try anything. If I think it’s even remotely possible, I’ll do it.”

Anastasia Pastino
26 Fountain Ct. 08034
LION’S ROAR 9-12, RAMPANT 10-12, Ceramics Club 10-11, Greek Scholars 9, Latin Club 9-12, Science Club 9-12, National Latin HS 9-12, NHS 11-12, Gym Aides 10-12

Mital Patel
430 Cherry Hill Blvd. 08002
Model UN 10, Quiz Bowl 10-11, Science Club 10-12, French NHS 11-12, NHS 11-12, Football 9-10, Boys Volleyball 9-12
“My opinions are facts. And that’s a fact.”

Chris Pawling
103 Kingswood Ct. 08034
Class Government 9, LION’S ROAR 11-12, NHS 11-12, Boys Cross Country 10-12, Football 9, Boys Lacrosse 9-12, Boys Swimming 9-12
“Death is more universal than life...Everyone dies, not everyone lives.” —A. Sachs

Andrew Pelinsky
36 Fountain Ct. 08034
Chess Club 9-12, Community Connections 10, Rubik’s Club 12, DECA 10-11, Boys Volleyball 10-12
“If you aren’t rolling on chrome, you might as well go home.” —Thomas Edison

Mike Perrotti
327 Evergreen Ave. 08002
Boys Soccer 9-12
“Cherry Hill High School West was the best school I’ve ever been to. I loved being here and I’m going to miss it very much.”

Laura Pierce
104 Weathervane Dr. 08002
Homecoming Court 12, Varsity Club 9-12, DECA 10, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Gym Aides 10, Field Hockey 9-12, Softball 9-12, Girls Swimming 9-12
“Change is the law of life, and those who look only to the past or present are certain to miss the future.” —JFK

Sarah Poserina
109 Pearl Croft Rd. 08034
Pit Orchestra 11-12, Wire Choir 9-12, French Club 11-12, Irish Culture Club 10-11, Library Aides 9, Girls Track 9-12, Winter Track 9-12

Sam Provins
Jazz Ensemble 9-12, Latin Club 10-12, Rubik’s Club 12, NHS 11-12, Boys Cross Country 9-12, Boys Tennis 9-12, Winter Track 11-12
Drew Purcell
20 Jade Lane 08002
Class Government 9, Latin Club 9-11, Football 9-12, Boys Track 11-12
"I see myself as a fiery comet, a shooting star. Everyone stops, points up and goes, "Oh look at that!" Then, whoosh, and I'm gone...and they'll never see anything like it ever again, and they won't be able to forget me, ever."—Jim Morrison

Katie Quinn
43 Pearcroft Rd. 08004
Class Government 10-12, Latin Club 11, DECA 10-11, Boys Swimming manager 10-12, Girls Tennis 10-11

Kimber Ray
111 Chestnut St. Unit 206 08002
Stage Crew 9,10,12, VISIONS 11-12, Jewish Culture Club 10-11, Rubik's Club 12, Class One-Acts 9-10, Spring Musical 9-10, Theatre Workshop 9-12, International Thespian Society 11-12, Spanish NHS 11-12, Guidance Office Aides 12
"Either you think for yourself or others will think for you."

Allyssa Ream
513 King George Rd. 08004
Girls Basketball 9-12, Field Hockey 9-12, Softball 9-10
"Keep away from people who belittle your ambitions. Small people always do that, but the really great make you feel that you, too, can become great."—Mark Twain

Nicholas Redman
229 Ivins Ave NHS02
Class Government 12, LION’S ROAR 11, Environmental Club 12, Mock Trial Team 11-12, Rubik's Cube 12, TSA 10, NHS 11-12, Science Lab Aides 10-12, Boys Cross Country 9-12, Boys Track 9-11, Winter Track 9-11
"It's going to be legend...wait for it...and I hope you're not lactose intolerant 'cause the second half of this word is...dairy."—Neil Patrick Harris

Elana Resnick
Class Government 12, Project Graduation 12, A-Chord 9-12, Character Ed. Committee 9-12, Jewish Culture Club 9-12, Red/Purple Ribbon Club 10-11, Science Club 9-12, Spring Musical 10-12, Music Aide
"Not to think the unthinkable is not to think at all."—Herman Kahn

Amanda Rhea
109 New Hampshire Ave. 08002
Class Government 9-12, LION’S ROAR 11-12, Fashion Design Club 11, Habitat for Humanity 11-12, Irish Culture Club 10-11, Homecoming Court 12, Rotary Interact 10-11, Class One-Acts 9-12, One-Act Play Festival 9-12, DECA 10-12, NHS 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Cheerleading 9
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."—Eleanor Roosevelt

Amanda Ricketti
1100 Park Dr. 08002
SGO 10-12, Latin Club 11, Rotary Interact 10, Gym Aides 11-12, Boys Soccer manager 9-12, Wrestling manager 10-12

Kristen Rienstra
310 Elma Ave. 08002
Ceramics Club 11-12, Fashion Design Club 11, Habitat for Humanity 11-12, Photography Club 11, Rotary Interact 9-10, NHS 11-12, PAVAS 10-12, Spanish NHS 10-12, Softball 9-12
"The future is made by the character of those who shape it."

Melissa Rivard
19 Fountain Ct. 08004
Class Government 12, Project Graduation 12, Dance Team 12, Hockey Club 11-12, Girls Tennis 9
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."—Eleanor Roosevelt

Hannah Rivers
3527 Church Rd. 08002
Class Government 9-11, DECA 10-12, Guidance Office Aides 12, Football manager 9-11, Girls Lacrosse 9-12
"Let him who would enjoy a good future waste none of his present."

Jahod Robinson
29 Ranoldo Terrace 08004
African-American Culture Club 9-12, Project Success Mentoring 10-12, DECA 12, French NHS 11
"An educated Black man is danger.

Kyle Rosenthal
1210 Cotsward Lane 08004
Latin Club 10, Latinos at West 9-10, DECA, Football

Jason Rubenstein
Chamber Singers 11-12, Chess Club 9-10, Latin Club 11-12
"Effort diminishes all bounds."

Luis Santiago
Latinos at West 9-12, Fall Play 12, Spring Musical 11-12

Marcel Sawyer
28 Meryl Lane 08002
A-Chord 12, Men of Note 12, African-American Culture Club 10-12, Fashion Design Club 11, Spring Musical 12, Boys Track 11-12, Winter Track 10-12
"Life's more fun with background music."

Tom Siller
16 Colmar Rd. 08002
LION’S ROAR 9, VISIONS 10, Jazz Ensemble 9, Trainer’s Aides 10, Baseball 9, Football 9-12, Boys Tennis 10, Boys Track 11, Wrestling 9-12
"No one can boat me."

Brendan Schoepflin
Boys Basketball, Football

Alex Schon
47 Plymouth Dr. 08034
Hockey Club 11-12
"Good is the enemy of great."

Lauren Selnek
525 Mackin Dr. 08002
SGO 11-12, VISIONS 10, DECA 12, Field Hockey 9-10, Softball 9-12
"Love the life you live, live the life you love."

Nico Semola
1263 E. Kay Dr. 08034
Girls Lacrosse 9-12, Girls Soccer 9-10

Eric Boxer and Megan Matlack
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Bob Sharpe
332 Chelten Pkwy. 08034
LION’S ROAR 11-12, Community
Connections 10, Habitat for Humanity 12,
Hockey Club 11-12, Spanish NHS 10-12,
Baseball 9-12
“Great moments are born from great opportunity.” —Herb Brooks

Chris Shimchick
24 Colmar Rd. 08002
Spanish Club 11, Spring Musical 10, DECA 12
“And if the night runs over, and if the day won’t last, and if your way should falter
along the stony pass, it’s just a moment. This
time will pass.” —U2

Jeremy Silver
24 Lenape Rd. 08002
Chamber Singers 11-12, Greek Scholars 9,
Latin Club 9-12, Rubik’s Club 12, Class
One-Acts 9-12, Spring Musical 9-10, National
Latin HS 10-12
“In conc., beef.”

Jordana Simmons
African-American Culture Club 9-12, Latinos
at West 9-11, Principal’s Office Aides 12,
Girls Lacrosse 9-12
“I better close the window, I wouldn’t want
my African violets to freeze.”

Julie Skolnik
129 Cherry Tree Lane 08002
Stage Crew 9, French Club 11-2, Rubik’s
Club 12, Children’s Show 9-12, Class
One-Acts 9-12, Fall Play 9-12, Mr. West
Pageant 10-12, Spring Musical 9-12, Theatre
Workshop 9-12, International Thespian

Society 11-12, NHS 12, Nurses’ Aides 11
“Of course this is happening inside your
head, Harry, but why on earth should that
mean it’s not real?” —Albus Dumbledore,
Harry Potter and the Deadly Hallows

Ashley Smith
13 Georgia Ave. 08002
Class Government 11-12, Project Graduation
12, Student Activities’ Aides 12, Girls Cross
Country 9-12, Girls Track 9-10,12, Winter
Track 9-11
“I have just one day. Today, and I’m going to
be happy in it.” —Groucho Marx

Lauren Smith
549 Merchant St. 08002
African-American Culture Club 9-12, Latinos
at West 9-11
“I don’t know the key to Success, but the key
to failure is trying to please everybody.” —Bill
Cosby

Kyle Smolsky
1317 Shelly Lane 08034
Baseball 9-12, Football 9-11
“Remember when you see a man on the top
of a mountain, he didn’t fall there.”

Amanda Smythe
8 Bluebell Dr. 08002
African-American Culture Club, Latin Club,
Latinos at West Main Office Aides

Brandon Spewak
302 Massachusetts Ave. 08002
DECA 9-12, Boys Cross Country 12,
Wrestling 10-12
“High school isn’t about getting straight
A’s on everything and getting into the
best college around; high school is about
discovering what you want to do with your
life, no matter what that might be.”

Matt Springer
19 N. Green Acre Dr. 08003
“The greatest pleasure in life is doing what
people say you cannot do.”

Tara Staffieri
1200 Chapel Ave. 08002
Library Aides 10-12
“Life isn’t about waiting for the storm
to pass. It’s about getting out there and
dancing in the rain.”

Tatiana Stephan-Stephanowich
507 Clover Ave. 08034
Library Aides 9-12
“This is where the fun begins.”

Shirley Still
1923 Chapel Ave. 08002
Girls Basketball 9, Softball 9-12
“A lion’s heart never dies.”

James Stratis
104 Elkins Rd. 08034
VISIONS 12, Environmental Club 12, NHS
11-12, Boys Soccer 9-11
“It is better for a teacher to be a guide by
your side, than a sage on the stage.”

Xavier Stridick
433 Yale Ave. 08002
Environmental Club 12, DECA 12, Boys
Basketball 9, Boys Cross Country 9-11, Boys
Track 9-11
“Wherever I may go, whatever I may do,
I’m going to make the best of it and continue
through.”

Andrew Sturmer
306 Valley Run Dr. 08002
RAMPANT 9-12, Pit Orchestra 11-12, Latin
Club 10-12, Model UN 10, Rubik’s Club 12,
French NHS 10-12, National Latin HS 10-12,
NHS 11-12, Gym Aides 11-12, Boys Cross
Country 9-12, Boys Track 9-12, Winter Track
10-12
“The most beautiful thing we can experience
is the mysterious. It is the same of all true
art and all science. He to whom this emotion
is a stranger, who can no longer pause to
wonder and stand rapt in awe, is as good as
dead; his eyes are closed.” —Albert Einstein

Margaret Sundell
117 Greenvalle Ct. 08034
SGO 12, Character Ed. 12, FCA 11-12, Latin
Club 9-10, Spring Musical 10, Girls Tennis
10-11
“The future belongs to those who believe
in the beauty of their dreams.” —Eleanor
Roosevelt

Chris Tedley
Golf 9-12, Boys Soccer 9-12
“And we jog. Root beers and good clean
fun.”

Alyssa Taylor
ASPECTS 12, House Crew 9-10, Field
Hockey 9-10

Bill Taylor
121 Pine Valley Rd. 08034
Italian Club 10, TSA 9-10, Football 9, Golf 10
“Pick battles big enough to matter; small
enough to win.”
Allima Tekeeva  
2151 Rt. 38 E. Apt. 506 08002  
GSA 12, Photography Club 12  
“Live without fear, love without rules.”

Daria Thach  
4 Purdue Pl. 08034  
African-American Culture Club 9, Asian Culture Club 9-12, Girls Lacrosse 10, Girls Volleyball 11-12  
“To every end comes a new beginning.”

Kelsey Thomas  
750 Cooper Landing Rd. 08002  
Varsity Club 9-12, Cheerleading 9-12  
“Imperfecton is beauty, madness is genius and it’s better to be absolutely ridiculous than boring. And when it comes down to it, I let them think what they want.” – Marilyn Monroe

Jessie Tomasetti  
Fashion Design Club 11, Italian Club 9-12, Photography Club 10-12, Italian NHS 11-12, Girls Lacrosse 9, Girls Volleyball 9-11  
“Let Olive be Olive.” – Little Miss Sunshine

Lilly Tran  
303 Monmouth Dr. 08002  
Project Graduation 12, African-American Culture Club 9-12, Asian Culture Club 9-12, Latin Club 9-12, Project Success 11, PAVAS 9-10  
“Keep love in your heart because a life without it is like a sunless garden when the flowers are dead. The consciousness of loving and being loved brings a warmth and richness to life than nothing else can bring.”

Kaitlin Vencus  
1232 S. Kay Dr. 08034  
Class Government 9-12, Project Graduation 12, Rotary Interact 11-12, Varsity Club 11, DECA 11-12, Field Hockey 9-12, Girls Lacrosse 10-12, Softball 9, Boys Swimming 9-10  
“Don’t cry because it’s over, smile because it happened.” – Unknown

Vince Voiero  
118 Bancroft Dr. 08034  
Community Connections 10, Italian Club 9-12, DECA 11, Italian NHS 11-12, NHS 11-12, Baseball 9-12, Boys Soccer 9  
“Success is not measured by achievements, but by the feeling of a job well done. Good luck class of 2008.”

Dave Washick  
412 Howard Rd. 08034  
Symphonic Band 9-12, Hockey Club 11-12, Latin Club 9-12, Mr. West Pageant 12, Football 9, Boys Swimming 9-12  
“Do or do not, there is no try.” – Yoda, Star Wars episode VI, The Return of the Jedi

Raelea Webster  
13 Gately Ct. 08002  
Psychology Club 11  
“We’ve been through a lot these past years, only to make us stronger. If we fall, you bet we won’t be down for long.”

Elena Wecht  
801 Cooper Landing Rd. 08002  
Chamber Singers 12, Character Ed. Committee 9-12, Children’s Show 11, Class One-Acts 11, Spring Musical 10, Theatre Workshop 10, Choir Aide 12  
“In the book of life, the answers aren’t in the book.” – Charlie Brown

Arielle Weiss  
LION’S ROAR 9-12, VISIONS 9-12, Book Buddies 10-11, Community Connections 10, French Club 11-12, Italian Club 10, PEACE Club 9, Library Aides 10  
“That’s crazy! I love it!” – House

Amanda West  
404 Kingston Dr. 08034  
Class Government 12, Project Graduation 12, African-American Culture Club 9-12, Asian Culture Club 9, Latin Club 9-12, Latinos at West 11, Project Success 11-12, AVID 11  
“What you love and never give up. Reach for the sky and never look back because there is a world full of people who are full of discouragement.”

Brittany Whitehead  
303 Surrey Rd. 08002  
Irish Culture Club 10-11, NHS 11-12, Trainer’s Aides 10, Girls Lacrosse 11, Girls Soccer 9-12, Girls Track 9-10, Winter Track 9-12  
“Life’s short, run fast!”

Jayme Whitehead  
16 Ranaldo Terrace 08034  
Psychology Club 11-12, PAVAS 9,11,12  
“Normal is not something to aspire to, it’s something to get away from.”
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David Neblock

Congratulations Dave!

May your ongoing journey be filled with wonderful adventures and good friends.

We are so proud of you.

All our love always,

Your Family

Dave Rothkopf
Way To Go!!!

We are so proud of you!! May all you hopes and dreams come true!

Love always,
Mom, Dad,
Erica

Sam Kaubin

The important thing to recognize is that it takes a team, and the team ought to get credit for the wins and losses. Successes have many fathers, failures have none.

Philip Caldwell
Billy Taylor

Congratulations Billy
Follow Your Dreams-
May Your Future Be Filled With Happiness and Success.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Krista

Julie Heisroth

In the years ahead your wonderful traits of kindness, caring, & loyalty toward others will surely bring you much happiness.

Always keep up your cheerful, optimistic, & creative spirit. Your positive energy will lead you toward many great successes!

Way to go, Julie!!

Love, Mom, Dad, & Bryan :)

Michael Kuphal

Congratulations! We are so proud of you and your accomplishments. We love you always and forever, Mom & Dad
Andrew Sturner

"Establishing goals is all right if you don't let them deprive you of interesting detours."
Doug Larson

Focus but only when you need to!

You have been and always will be our "Amazing Andrew"

Love,
Mom, Dad and Laurel

Alexa C. Luzecky

Congratulations Alexa!

Way to go!

It seems like only yesterday you were our baby. I want you to know just how proud I am what you have achieved and the person you have become.

Love,
Dad

Steve Dove

We are so very proud of you!
You are about to embark on a great adventure.
Enjoy every moment and always keep a positive attitude.

We love you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Tom & Kate
Stephen Jones

May your future be filled with laughter, love, and success!

We are so proud of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad and Dan

Kara Mia McGonigle

From your first day you have shown beauty, charm, and personality would certainly get you KNOWN!!

Time to spread your wings and fly, enjoy the next leg of your wild ride!

Be HAPPY and know that we are always here, and very proud.

Love you, Dad, Mom, Leah and Lulu
Frank and Kim,

When you were infants we held you in the palm of our hands,

When you were children we held you in our arms,

As young adults we forever hold you in our hearts.

Congratulations
We are so proud of the both of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad and Alissa
Allyssa Ream
You had big shoes to follow and you did it with much success. All our love and wishes for continued success in the future.
Love, Mom, Dale, Daniel and Patrick

Elana Resnick
Elana, Congratulations! We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Jeff

KRISTEN HOFFMANN
Congratulations Kristen!
We are so proud of you! Always Believe in yourself and follow your dreams!
Love, Mom, Dad, Katelyn & Mom-Mom

Bob Sharpe
Wow, we can't believe you are graduating West already! The past 18 years have gone by so quickly, that we would love to live them again. But, it is time for you to move forward in your life, and conquer your next challenge. Words can not express how proud we are of you. Of the child you were, and the man you have become. Always let your reach exceed your grasp.
We love you, Mom, Dad, and Trevor.
JACK ANDERSON

WHAT AN EXCITING TIME FOR YOU....
DREAM BIG, CHASE YOUR GOALS.
YOU ARE AMAZING,
CONGRATULATIONS!

WE LOVE YOU,
MOM, DAD,
MARK, LAUREN

"I'M A COOL AND MELLOW MAN ALWAYS GOT A PLAN" 311

Chris Pawling

Congratulations on all of your accomplishments.

Remember to always follow your dreams.

May your future be filled with all the joy and happiness that you have given us.

Love,
Mom, Dad & Wills

Andrea Schmidt

Dear Andrea,

We are so proud of you. We wish you a lifetime of happiness and success. Always follow your heart - it will take you to great places!

Love,

Dad, Mom, Frank, Meghan, Nani, and Jack
PAUL BESANCON

PAUL:

CONGRATULATIONS!

We are so very proud of all that you have accomplished. May all of your hopes and dreams for the future come true.

We love you,
Mom, Dad and Emily
Dear Stephanie,
Our little Geebie, look at you now! We're so very proud of you and all that you've accomplished. Remember, always go after what you want, know it in your mind, see it in your effort and feel it in your heart. We love you!

Dear Nick,
Our little half-baked baby, you've grown into a great young man with a strong mind and a huge heart. We are very proud of you. Always remember that you can mold your future into a piece that is truly unique. We Love you!

The world is at your fingertips, reach out and grab your place! Always remember that you have all of our support and all of our love.
Love, Mom, Dad, Mark & Dom
Ryan Britton

Your heart will see you through anything. We are proud of who you are.
Love from
Mom, Dad, and Beth.

Keep Running the Good Race!

Jessica Proud

Life is a Journey
You have chosen the path to success. We are so proud of you. Keep us forever in your heart.
Mom & Dad

You did it / We are so proud of you.
Nan, Pop Pop, Uncle John, Aunt Connie, Johnny, Jenna, Matthew, Anthony, Aunt Angie, Tyrisa, T.J.,
Serena & Tony

Soar like an eagle!
Kristie Keating

...you were my birthday surprise and you continue to surprise us each and every day. Thanks for being you! Be happy and have fun. We're so proud of you!
Lots of love always, Mommy, Daddy, Michele, Mark and Charlie.

Lauren De Saint Martin

Felicitations!
The real journey is about to begin.
Much happiness and success for the future.
Love, Mom and Dad

CHRISTINE HANDY

GRAB THE BRASS RING AND FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS. WE ARE PROUD OF YOU!
ALL OUR LOVE, MOM AND DAD

Amanda Marie Sanchez

My Mandy, Our Mandy!!!
Mami, as I look at you today, my heart fills with so much content, pride, happiness, fulfillment, admiration, and gratefulness towards the Lord for you are everything a wonderful daughter should be. I thank God for the privilege of having someone like you for a daughter. I thank God everyday for who you are and for all the wonderful things He has done for and in you.
Baby, we're all sooooooo proud of all your academic accomplishments all throughout your school years. We love you so much sweetheart. To God Be All the Honor and All the Glory!!!!!!!!

Your mom Nancy, dad Tony, sister Nana, grandmom Rosin, aunts, uncles, cousins, & the rest of the family.
Richard W. Fletcher

Congratulations on your graduation and many other achievements so far. You've made us so proud watching you grow. Best of luck "catching" your future dreams.

Love,
Mom, Dad & Kelly

Jessica and Alexa Giampietro

We love you so much and are very proud of you. Follow your dreams.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Michael and Dominique

KEVIN RYAN NOON

To the little boy with the sweet smile who grew up to be such a kind and compassionate young man, you make us proud every day just being YOU! Thanks for bringing so much joy to our family. We love you very much!

Love always,
Dad, Mom and Stephen
Nicholas Redman

It seems like just the other morning, your mother was waking me up to watch you so she could get ready for work. You were a baby - like 45 pounds, but a baby.

And just the other afternoon, we were in martial arts class together and I had to hem your uniform pants because they were too long.

And just the other evening you were at my house helping me with a million household jobs and complaining about it - oh wait that was the other evening.

CONGRATULATIONS!

I love you,
Jackie

PS, Nick Redman Rules!

Christopher Shimchick

Chris,

We love your laugh, your energy and your determination! Keep smiling! We are SO proud of you!

Love,
Mom and Dad

Matt Solimani

Matt,

Your love for sports began at a young age. Your sense of humor is priceless. You are good looking and fun to be around. Our vacations always included a stadium tour or game. We are proud of what a smart, responsible, caring man you have become. Enjoy your summer with your friends and have a great time at college.

LOVE Mom, Dad, Kirk, Dave, Diana, Christian, Grammy, Pop, Grandma, and all your aunts, uncles, and cousins.

WE LOVE YOU MAN!
David Samuel Kassabian

You will be successful at whatever you choose in life. We are all so proud of you and we love you very much.

Dad, Mom and Nick, ELizabeth, TK, Anna, Natasha, and Mike

Andrew Hoffman

Congratulations! We are so proud of you! Be happy always.

Love, Mom, Dad, Chrissy and Tyler

Amanda Rhea

Dear Amanda,

You are the apple of our eyes and the sunshine of our lives. We are so blessed to have you as our daughter and we could not be more proud of you. May all your dreams come true!

With great love,
Mom & Dad
Dear Tim,
We wish there were words that could fully express the happiness you've given us. We wish you could know how proud we are of your accomplishments and successes and especially of the person you've become.............The day has finally come, but remember, Graduation is not the end; it's the beginning! The world awaits you Tim, Go Get 'Em!

We Love You!

Love,
Dad, Mom & Bri
**APRIL AND ROBERT II**

Class of 2004 class of 2008
West is BEST
Congratulations,
Love,
Mom and Dad
Wardlow

**Demetri (James) Stratis**

Dear Demetri,
We wish you all the happiness life can give you as you start a new chapter in your life. Believe in God, yourself and try your best - you will succeed!
Love,

Baba,
Mom, Tina,
George, and
Yanni.

**Zachery Plianthos**

Zach,
We are all so proud of you!
You worked so hard and reached your goal.
Always follow your dreams in life.
Good luck in your future plans, we love you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Kelly and Peter

**Chris Tadley**

Congratulations Chris!

We are so proud of you! Your courageous and adventurous style has brought joy to our lives. May your future be filled with happiness and success!
We Love you,
Mom, Dad,
Ryan + Jess
Danielle DiBartolo

Congratulations, Danielle, we are all very proud of you!
Go Cabrini!!!!
We love you,
Mommy, Jimmy, Gram,
Pop and Christina

Laura Maier

Laura,
From the day you were born
you have been such a joy to
our family we are very proud of
you and all your accomplishments.
Love, Mom and Georgie

Eric Burnett

From the beginning,
your wit and charm have
always kept us laughing.
Stay true to your heart
as you follow your
dreams, Knowing you
have our love and
support always.
You have made us
proud!

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Matthew and Jessica
To our spirited twins,

You have grown-up to be such sweet vibrant and beautiful young adults. We wish you all of the best in your future and know you will succeed in whatever you want to be and want to become. We are so proud of you and love you very much!

Love always,

Mom, Dad, Ate, and Kuya.
Dear Rachel,
We are so very proud of you and all of your accomplishments as a young adult. Always shoot for your dreams. We love you.
Mom, Dad, Jared

Danny,
You always have been amazing! Congratulations on your stellar performance at West. Enjoy life always. With much pride and Love,
Dad, Mom and Adam

Dear Meghan,
Special daughter, inspiration to family, lover of life. We are so proud. Words cannot express how thankful we are to have a daughter like you. We are truly blessed.
Love, Mom, Dad, Mike, Chris, Paul, Grandmom and Pop-Pop.
Stephanie Palena

Stephanie,

It's remarkable how the years have flown and "the baby" is now moving on to adulthood. We are so proud of the capable young woman you have become. Take all you have learned from life on your journey. You can do anything! We love you.

Dad, Mom, Lou & Anthony

Amanda Ricketti

From our little girl to a beautiful young woman. Wishing you a lifetime of joy, happiness and success. May all your dreams come true. You have made us very proud. Love Always,

Mom, Dad, Daniel and Drew
Dear Emily,
We're all so very proud of you.
Congratulations!
Much Love from
Mom, Dad, Alex, Grandma,
Pop-pop and Aunt Marion.

HANNAH, CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS THROUGHOUT THE LAST SEVENTEEN YEARS. WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU AND WE ALL WISH YOU THE BEST IN YOUR FUTURE ENDEAVORS. WE WISH YOU LUCK AND HAPPINESS FOR NOW AND FOR MANY YEARS TO COME.
LOVE: GRAM, MOM AND DAD, ALL OF YOUR AUNTS, UNCLEs, GODPARENTS AND COUSINS WE LOVE YOU VERY, VERY MUCH
Lesley Colladay

Lesley:
We are so proud of you. Always remember that you can do anything you set your mind to. Follow your dreams.

Love always:
Mom and Dad

BRIANNA MAXWELL

FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS AND SUCCESS WILL FOLLOW YOU. CONGRATULATIONS! WE LOVE YOU.
LOVE,
MOM, DAD, MICHAEL AND ALYSSA

Joseph Rinaldi

Congratulations Joey!!! We are very proud of you. You have grown into a wonderful person and will be successful in whatever you choose to do. We love you.

Love,
Mom and Dad
Andrew and Brianna
Matthew Ryan Carter

Wishing you the best life has to offer. Find something you're passionate about & go after it. Believe in yourself & your dreams. You have become a fine young man, & I'm proud of the person you are. May your future be filled with love, laughter, & much success. You are loved very much. Congratulations! Love, Mom

CAROLYN SEGREST

We loved you from the moment we saw you. In you we saw all our hopes and dreams. We tried to teach you to believe in yourself, we gave you wings and taught you how to fly. You became everything we hoped a daughter would be.

With all our love,
Mom, Dad and Daniel

Cortney Rae Petrillo

YOU ARE OUR INSPIRATION
WE ARE BLESSED TO HAVE YOU AS OUR DAUGHTER,
WE KNOW YOU WILL SUCCEED AT ANYTHING YOU DO.
WE LOVE YOU UP TO GOD.

MOM, DAD AND HARLEY
Marc Doyle

At the start or at the end. The journey through life is not yet over. Nor did it just begin. A young adolescent. Joys have been experienced and battles on the field have been won. With a band of brothers, my time is almost up with them. How could four years bring something that a lifetime could not? This is the new American pastime, and I'm all for it. Friends were found and lost, but that wasn't up to me. Never in the shadows. Never in the spotlight. Patiently waiting. Joyous times were had by all. Younger than young, yet old to some. Dreams were kept. Oh yes, I had mine, I still do. Some things never change. While schools were changed, children changed, for better or worse. Changing was easier then, than now. An open mold for anyone to shape. Memories don't recall these times, but those memories that are remembered are great ones. Parents may take videos and pictures galore. Been to places very fun, with family and friends. The simplest time in life. Where everything was catered to our every whim. Reflecting upon these marvelous things. Seeing where the journey started and continues. For we hope it does not end. As we look forward for more to come. We can only find that nothing really changes, from start to end.

By: Marc Doyle

Pick a dream. A once in a lifetime dream. A gift to mankind dream and run with it.

Marc, We love you more!
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. "Eleanor Roosevelt. From the moment you were born you filled our lives with love and laughter. With great pride we have watched you grow into the special person you are. Believe in yourself the way we believe in you and nothing will be beyond your reach.

We love you, 
MOM AND DAD
Dirt Devil, The Beezer & Little Hurt

"Always keep some goals under your hat."
Coach

"The only way to have a friend is to be one."
Ralph Waldo Emerson

VINCENT VOIRO

VINCE, WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU AND ALL OF YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS. KEEP STRIVING FOR YOUR GOALS. CONGRATULATIONS! LOVE.
MOM, DAD & JOE

Brett Berdini

Hey Sunshine! You did it! Way to go. Keep smiling that smile and shinin' that light. We're very proud of you.

Love, Your Great Big Crazy Family

Marc Dezii and Chris Pawling

It's a friend thing!
Alexa Luzecky

Alexa --

Remember, always stay true to yourself, be your own person, follow your heart and... DANCE!

We are so very proud of you and all of your accomplishments!

Remember your yesterdays, dream your tomorrows and LIVE YOUR TODAYS!

Congratulations! And don't think about it so much!

Chomies, xoxoxo. We love you!

-- Mom and Stephani

Jeremy Silver

May the road rise up to meet you, May the wind be always at your back.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Allison

Marc Dezii

Thank you for the love and laughter.

You make us very proud.

Love, Adam, Mom & Dad
RYAN MONAHAN

Ryan, enjoy the little things in life for one day you will look back and realize they were the big things!

12 years x 182 days per year
- 0 days late - 0 days absent
= 2,184 total days of school
= PERFECT ATTENDANCE!!

Congratulations on achieving such an incredible goal!!! We are so very proud of you!!

Love, Mom, Dad & Chelsea
Megan Matlack

To Our Megan...
May your life continue to be blessed.
Always keep smiling!
We love you.
Mom & Dad
Katie, David & Joseph

AnhThu Le Nguyen

We are very happy and amazed to see you have grown from Pre-K to High School Graduation. In a few more months you will be off to college. We want you to know that we will always love, trust, and support you for whatever decision you will make. We look forward to seeing your greatest accomplishments. We are so proud of you.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Vi

Julie Skolnik

Julie,

We knew that our cute little girl would grow into an amazing young lady.

The past 18 years have flown by and you have filled them with many experiences and memories to treasure and take with you to college and beyond.

Continue to follow your dreams and they will lead you to wonderful places. The world is waiting!

Love always,
Mom, Dad, Greg, & Jo
Jessie Marie Tomasetti

Jessie, we are so proud of all that you have accomplished in the past four years, wishing you love, happiness and success,

Love Mom and Dad

Michelle (Shelley) Swartz

Our Softball Queen Catch everything life has to offer on the diamond and off.

Love, Mom, Dad and Jamie

Nicole Michele Corcoran

As I watched you grow, I saw your passion for life, hard work, kindness and honesty. It was easy to see that you would be successful at everything you do. You have completed my life and make me honored and proud to be your Mom everyday.

Always know that I love you so much! Continue to be who you are and all of your dreams will come true.

Love Forever, Mommy xoxoxoxo
CHRISTOPHER J. KUMPF

You have always applied yourself. In our minds success for you has never been a doubt. Hold onto the treasured memories of your high school years. Go forward with clear vision and purpose. Follow your dreams. We are tremendously proud of the young man you have become and all of your accomplishments.

Love, Mom & Dad

Johnny Mehler

We are so proud of you!
You have accomplished a major goal in life. Always remember "Life is a Journey" and wherever that takes you know you are loved.
You have chosen the path to success. We are with you every step of the way.

We love you so much

Love,
Mom, Dad, Michelle, Jenna and Matthew
Nicholas Redman

To our legendary boy!
Keep smiling!
Keep believing in yourself!
Keep reaching for the top!
Keep being awesome!

Love,
Mom, Dad and Elizabeth

Amy Jessica Moroz

Emchi,
Congratulations on all of your accomplishments.
We are very proud of you!
We’re sure you’ll do just as well in college!
Kochamy ciebie bardzo!!
Mamusia, Tatus i Katchie

Melissa Lee Rivard

Melissa,

Congratulations! We wish you the greatest success in the next phase of your life. All of our love,

Mom, Dad and Jennifer
Katharine Blandy

Kate - It has been a wonderful experience watching you grow. We can't wait to watch you dive into your future.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Chris

Jacquelyn Jamrogowicz

Congratulations Jacki! May all your dreams come true. We love you and are so proud of your achievements.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Heather, Jill and Victoria

Sami B.

Dear Sami,
From the day you were born you rocked our world with your smiles and enthusiasm. Life appeared to be an exciting adventure. You created and followed your own path. You met life's challenges head-on and conquered them. We love you so much and are so proud of you. Congratulations to our little rocker who became our "big star".

Love, Mom and Dad
Sherman David Marshall
We just wanted to say we love you and we are so proud of you.

Congratulations.

Love
Mom, Dad and Jerome

Ashley & Michael Jensen
A page this small cannot contain the words needed to express how proud we are of all your accomplishments over the last four years.

As you prepare for the next phase of your life, we know that your future is in good hands - your own.

All of our love.

Mom, Dad, Matthew, Alicia, Sean and MomMom

Amanda Kay Malik
You’ve accomplished so much and we’re so proud of all your achievements. We’ve cherished every moment and we look forward to what lies ahead for you. Know that you can do anything you desire and well always be there to support you.

"Dance as though no one is watching you"

Love Mom, Dad, Jenny, Andrew and Melissa.
Laura Pierce

Thanks for the joy you have given us. It has been a pleasure watching you grow up. We have enjoyed watching everything you have done from playing sports to being crowned Homecoming Queen. We could not be more proud of you and we know the best is yet to come.

Good health, success, and happiness!
Dad, Mom, Cassie, and Rebecca

Annie McNulty

Congratulations!

You’ve grown so fast that it seems like yesterday that these photos were taken.

I hope you will always be as happy as we are proud of you.

Mom and Nikki
STEPHEN DAY

There you are with your first pet, your first trip to the beach, your first boogie board and your 1st day of 1st grade....We have enjoyed watching you grow from this wild, crazy little boy to a wild, crazy young man who can surf any wave that comes along! Treat your future just like the perfect wave...put effort into what you want, be aggressive and give it your all and never forget to enjoy the ride! We love you and will forever be proud of you.

Love, Mom, Dad and Chelsea

Cameron Widerman

Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you've imagined.

Henry David Thoreau

We have watched you grow into a very special person. May your future be filled with all the happiness and joy you have given us.

We love you.
Mom, Dad and Connor
Kelsey Leah Thomas

Kelsey you are the best daughter in the world. We are so proud of you. Follow your dreams and stay focused. Always reach for the stars. Live your life to the fullest.

Love Mom, Dad, & RJ
Jahod Amir Robinson

As u prepare to go out on your own we want u to know we are proud of you. Be proud of yourself u have worked hard and u deserve the best. Thank you for staying strong and focused throughout school. Always remember to pray and Trust in the Lord. We love you always, Mom, Dad, Karim and Remy. (smile)

ANTHONY SARLO

Our 4 "D"s For Anthony: Direction-the path; Determination-the will; Decision-the choice; Destiny-the goal
Direction and Determination he posses, His decisions then affect his destiny. We are all so proud of you. Make yourself proud. We love you, Mom, Nick, Nana

Bridget Carroll

"Dare to live the life you have dreamed for yourself. Go forward and make your dreams come true." - Emerson

Congratulations!
We Love You,
Dad, Mom and Conor
LAUREN GILL

CONGRATULATIONS!
We're so proud of you!

WAY TO GO!
Baby Girl!

Love,
MOM, DAD,
Rich, Chris,
Bryan and Rosie

Jessica Tortu

"Tiger". Dreams come true, ours did, and now it's time for your dreams to come true too...
Love, Mommy, Floyd, Daddy, Karen, Jenn, Jon

Kathleen Keck

In the gridiron of life, aim for the Super Bowl!
Good Luck in the game!
Love,
Mom, Dan, Jon and Allie

JR Regensburger

It seems like just yesterday I held your hand and walked you to preschool. Now you are a man that I am very proud to call my son. I love you very much and wish nothing but, the best for you. No matter where life takes you, know you will always be my little boy and I am with you! Congratulations on your graduations and Good Luck in college. xoxoxoxox
My Dearest Nate,
It's amazing to see how my little boy is all grown up. I enjoyed every bit of your accomplishments. I am so proud of you. You are and will always be my shining star. Always walk with your head high and know that you can do anything you put your mind to. Remember that I will always be there for you. "Your smile makes me happy!"

I Love You Papa',
Mommy

My lovely nephew Nate,
I am so proud of you baby. I wish you the best in your future endeavors. Always know that you are my sweetheart and that I will always be there for you.

Hugs and Kisses,
Kanna
Clark Brown

To our precious gift,

Clark, your father and I are so very proud of you and all you have accomplished. You have taught us that life is to be embraced, explored, enjoyed and most of all lived.

God has planted the seed of Greatness within you and with that comes duty, responsibility and honor.

You must Love even when people are unlovable, Care even when people are thoughtless and Forgive even when people’s actions are unforgivable.

You were a beautiful baby, You are a talented teenager and God will continue to shape you into an awesome and inspiring man....inside and out.

We love you Always and Forever, Mom and Dad

Amanda West

If you can imagine it, you can achieve it. Always go after your dreams & dance like nobody's watching.
We are all so proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Danni, Matt, Mike, & Anna
xoxox

xoxox
Our Annie-Banni: Our baby is graduating high school. We have enjoyed watching you grow through the years and developed into the independent, motivated person you are today and we are very proud of the person you have become. We look forward to sharing your future with you, the challenges of college and opportunities beyond and we are confident you will do well. We love you and are so very proud of you. Love, Mom, Dad, Eddie, Ashlee, Mom-Mom & Pop-Pop
Gina Renee Manfredi

To our beautiful daughter ~ "G"
You are our gift ~ filled with love for family, a loyal friend, independent and self-assured. Always be true to yourself as you continue to fulfill your dreams; there is nothing you can't accomplish. We love you, will always be with you and are so very proud of you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Mike, Mom-Mom, Renee, & Frankie

ASHLEY SHIBE

Ashley,
May all your dreams come true and may all your tomorrows be beautiful. We are so proud of the little girl who has grown into a beautiful young lady.

CONGRATULATIONS!

We Love You,
Mom, Dad and Christopher  xoxo
Stephen MacDonald

Congratulations
"Steve LaFeet"
We wish you the very best of everything.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Melanie Cortellessa

Mel,
We are so proud of you. Follow your dreams and you'll always be happy. Have fun at Butler!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Anthony

SEAN PHILLIPS

CONGRATULATIONS SEAN
WE LOVE YOU, MOM, DAD AND JOHN

MARISSA RISSY FARGO

DEAR RISSY, We couldn't be prouder of your hard work and accomplishments. Graduation is a starting point to many more adventures. Make the most of your college years, and then make a difference.
Love you,
Mom, Dad, Linnea, Maja, Spike
KELSEY LEIGH MORGEN

We love you and are so proud of you! Watching you grow into the beautiful woman you have become has been one of our greatest joys. Your sense of humor and smile light up a room. We look forward to celebrating future successes with you as you continue to grow and explore the world. Always remember that the same wind blows on us all, the difference is how we set our sail!

All of our love,
Mom, Dad, Michael & Mia

STEVEN MICHAEL FARLEY

"Believe in yourself. You gain strength, courage, and confidence by every experience in which you stop to look fear in the face... You must do that which you think you cannot do. - Eleanor Roosevelt"

Stay true to your amazing spirit & beliefs.
Work hard to achieve your goals.
With Love & Pride
Mom & Dad,
Danielle, Bill, Kyle & Caitlin
To Our Little Girl............. We wish you the strength to face challenges with confidence. We wish you the contentment of life's simple pleasures. Stay true to your heart and follow your dreams!!!!

Congratulations!!!

Love, Mom and Dad
Krista M. Damirgian

We are so Proud of You!
You fill our hearts with Pride and Joy.
Your enthusiasm, hard work and energy always shine through. Reach for your dreams now.
Believe in yourself.

We Love You, Mom, Dad, Lou and Dan

Kyle Rosenthal

We know you have to go...
...its time for your journey to begin! Know that we will miss you, love you & will always have our hearts open for your return.
But go - FIGHT for your dreams & make them a reality.
You will accomplish much.
We Love You,
Mom, Dad and Jake
Dan,
We are so very proud of you! As we look back through the photos of your life, we see that same beautiful smile radiating in every picture. Don't ever lose it! With that smile and your positive attitude, you'll go places you never dreamed of.
Congratulations! We love you!
Dad, Mom, Matt, and Chris
John Husband

The Future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.
- Eleanor Roosevelt

Congratulations,
JD

May all your dreams come true.

We love you,
Mom, Dad, & Allie
David Washick

No matter where you go, or what you do, always know we are so proud of you!
Follow your dreams and always be happy!

Love, Mom, Dad and Steve

Samantha Bianchi

It has certainly been a journey. You have become a beautiful, intelligent woman. Remember to always believe in yourself and be confident and you will succeed in all that you do. Also remember, God is only a prayer away.
We are very proud of you and love you very much!

Love,
Mom, Dad and John
PAULA BROUSSARD

CONGRATULATIONS!!
In the blink of an eye
you have grown into an
intelligent, caring and
beautiful young woman.
We are proud of you.

Love, Mommy, Daddy &
Audrey

KRISTEN CIOFFI

Kristen,
Congratulations
and best wishes
in your future
endeavors.

We Love You!
Mom, Dad,
Valerie, Al,
Leanne and
Mitchell

Lauren Renee Britton

CONGRATULATIONS!

You are the light of our lives. We have watched you grow
into a beautiful, caring young woman. We wish that all of
your dreams come true as ours have with you as our
daughter. We wish for you a lifetime of happiness and
success. Never give up on your dreams. We are so very
proud of you. With all our Love, Today, Tomorrow, and
Always, Mom and Dad.

You are the best sister!
Good Luck at Carbrini College.
I Love you, Ray
TJ Sunstein

Congratulations TJ, you did it.

Love,
Mom, Dad & Erica

Nicole Kajkowski

Congratulations!
From then till now
You've never stopped amazing us. Keep reaching for the stars! We are so proud of you!

Love,
Mom and Dad

Jordana E. Simmons

We have always prayed the world would see what we have always known about you. Go and become all that is in your heart. Shine for the world to see how special you really are. You have made parenting a pleasure. We love you and are so very proud of you.

Love,
Mom and Dad

CHRISTINA D'ORAZIO

We Are So Proud of you!

Believe in yourself as we believe in you and all your dreams will come true!

Love,
Mom, Dad, David, and The Cats

Jordan Anthony Bond

We're So Proud of You

Glory to God for the Great Things He has Done! Your dedication and perseverance paid off. Continue to strive for the best.

Love,
Mom, Dad, John, Julian and Jaya
THE LION'S PRIDE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE CLASS OF 2008

WE WISH YOU A REWARDING AND HEALTHY FUTURE.

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR HIGH SCHOOL ROOTS THROUGH THE LPAA!
REUNION INFORMATION • NEWSLETTERS

www.lionspride.com
Freshman Class
Class 2011

Wishing the Class of 2008 all the best!
Good luck in the future!
From,
The Class of 2011

Sophomore Class
Class 2010

Congratulations and
Good Luck to
The Class of 2011!
Best Wishes from
The Class of 2010

Junior Class
Class of 2009

"The future belongs to
those who believe in the
beauty of their dreams."
-Eleanor Roosevelt

From,
The Class of 2009

"What lies behind us and
what lies before us are
small matters compared
to what lies within us."
- Ralph Waldo Emerson, American Essayist,
Philosopher, and Poet.

Character
Matters
The West
Way
JROTC

Congratulations to the Class of 2008

The JROTC
Salutes the
Graduates of the
Class of 2008

Theatre Workshop

Way to Go Class of 2008

The Theatre Workshop would like to give the Class of 2008 a Standing Ovation!
"There is a good reason they call these ceremonies 'commencement exercises'. Graduation is not the end; it's the beginning."

- Orrin Hatch
We Are...

Best Friends

[Chris Pawling, Bob Sharpe and Marc Dezii]

[Ryan Britton, Cameron Widerman, Andrew Sturmer and Kunal Sharma]

[Alex Lombardi and Frank McDevit]

[Christine Arnold and Amanda Lapinski]

[Laura Maier and Kaitlin Vencus]

[Nicole Semola and Kaitlin Vencus]

[Davd Hinsilveood and Kerwing Hy]

<< [Morgan and Duane Wallace]

[Matt Springer, Bob Sharpe, Cameron Widerman, Kyle Smolsky and Alex Schou]
Congratulations
TO
Class Of 2008!

Aspects
&
Visions

Purple Patrons

Mrs. Diane Benfield
Al "Chief" Gargas
Christine C. Bass
Theresa Driscoll and Savannah Martin
Mrs. Cheryl Melleby
Mrs. Debbie Orrio
Mrs. Andrea Marshall
Mrs. Jane Rickansrud
Miss Allison Staffin
Miss Simone Wexler
Autographs
Front Page Headlines

- As the war in Iraq passes the four-year mark, tours of duty are lengthened and recruitment standards are relaxed.

- To ease the mortgage crisis, the U.S. Senate passes legislation allowing homeowners with delinquent sub-prime mortgages to refinance into federally insured loans.

- Several cities in the southeastern U.S. are mere months away from running out of water as drought conditions persist in the region.

- Six men are trapped when a Utah coal mine collapses on August 6. Ten days later, the mine collapses again, killing three rescue workers. After four weeks the search ends.

- The U.S. Postal Service issues a forever stamp featuring an image of the Liberty Bell. It will always be valid for first class postage on envelopes weighing one ounce or less.

- During televised debates, Democratic and Republican presidential candidates answer tough questions submitted by voters via YouTube.

- The Nobel Peace Prize is awarded to former Vice President Al Gore and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, represented by Dr. Rajendra Pachauri, for their efforts to call attention to global warming.
Schools across the nation are thoroughly disinfected—and some are even shut down—to quell outbreaks of staph infections, including antibiotic-resistant strains.

In late October, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger declares a state of emergency due to wildfires that burn more than half a million acres in southern California.

American consumers lose their confidence in China's manufacturers when children's toys tainted with lead trigger widespread recalls.

The Nintendo "Wii-momenon" sweeps the nation as the game console outsells the competition with sales of more than 13 million units.

Writers hit the picket lines and television production is halted for months when the Writers Guild of America goes on strike to protest compensation policies for new media such as iTunes downloads.

On August 1, a six-lane I-35W bridge stretching across the Mississippi River in Minneapolis collapses into the river during the height of the afternoon rush hour.

In Littleton, Colorado, construction is completed on the $1.5 million Columbine Memorial to the 13 victims of the 1999 shooting at Columbine High School.
Global

People around the world cast more than 100 million online votes to determine the New Seven Wonders of the World. The winning wonders are announced at a gala in Lisbon.

More than 150 of the world’s leading music acts perform in concerts staged around the world for Live Earth, a star-studded event to draw attention to the global climate crisis.

The One Laptop Per Child Foundation launches a limited-time “Give One, Get One” program to spur donations of XO $100 laptops to children in developing nations.

Labour Party leader Gordon Brown succeeds Tony Blair as the new Prime Minister of the United Kingdom of Great Britain.

In December, Pakistani opposition leader Benazir Bhutto is assassinated following a political rally in Rawalpindi, Pakistan.

The melting of the Arctic Sea ice spurs an international network of climate scientists to conclude that global warming is indisputable, and that human activity has been causing temperatures to rise since 1950.

Tropical cyclone Sidr is the deadliest storm to hit Bangladesh in a decade. It destroys thousands of homes, ruins crops and forces more than a million villagers to evacuate.
U.S. astronaut Peggy Whitson is the first female commander at the International Space Station.

Black bears make headlines in Utah, Wyoming and New Mexico as park rangers and wilderness homeowners report raids on backpacks, tents, trash cans and even kitchens.


Using mice, biologists develop a method to reprogram ordinary skin cells into all-purpose stem cells. This discovery is likely to have a positive impact on treatments for a number of diseases.

Crops are threatened when honeybee colonies in the U.S. and Europe suffer from Colony Collapse Disorder, losing up to 70 percent of their bees due to unknown causes.

In a medical experiment, salmonella germs take a ride on the space shuttle. When they return to Earth, the germs are far more lethal than their earthbound counterparts.

An excavation site in Argentina yields the fossilized remains of a previously unknown species of dinosaur, the Futalognkosaurus dukei, measuring more than 106 feet.
Social networking websites continue to surge in popularity. MySpace and Facebook remain dominant as the sites of choice for young people and inspire a host of innovative initiatives.

Concerns about overweight dogs and cats hit the headlines. Veterinarians prescribe a regimen of fewer treats, more walks around the neighborhood and no people food.

The healthy growth trend for vitamin waters and other nutrient-boosted consumables continues with the introduction of specialized formulas for immunity, focus and more.

User-generated content grows more popular as network television shows, mainstream musical acts and wannabe media stars join amateur home moviemakers on YouTube. One of the most-watched videos of 2007 features a feline pianist.

Higher prices for coffee beans do not lessen the nation's craving for coffeehouses. Independents and chains alike continue to be popular with younger consumers.

Concerns over the environment and increasing energy costs create a growing consumer demand for energy-saving, long-lasting compact fluorescent light bulbs.

The Apple iPhone, with its revolutionary touch screen, packs mobile phone, camera, iPod, Web browser, email and IM capabilities into a sleek, portable package.
Cute and comfy baby doll jumpers and dresses with button straps start as a summer trend and morph into fall fashion layered over close-fitting sweaters and matching tights.

The A-line silhouette comes to outerwear, as swingy trapeze coats become one of the year's most surprising fashion must-haves.

Fashion takes a look back to the 1960s with the return of leg warmers, worn as an accessory with short skirts or skinny jeans and fashionable ballet flats or moccasins.

Quilted Vera Bradley handbags and totes sweep college campuses, sororities and high school hallways from coast to coast.

The ubiquitous, slouchy suede Ugg boot is reinvented with cozy knitted uppers that keep toes toasty and add a soft, tweedy, textured look to fall and winter ensembles.

Guys sport patterned hoodies that are worn alone or layered under jackets and blazers for an edgy, urban look.

Stephon Marbury inspires a host of celebrities, including Sarah Jessica Parker and Venus Williams, to battle the high-priced fashion industry by creating their own affordable apparel.

The craze for oversized leather bags—in metallic shades of copper, silver and gold—sparks a trend for matching footwear in daytime and nighttime looks.
The music video game Rock Band is released for Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3. Players perform together in virtual bands, using peripherals to hit notes as they scroll onscreen.

Even after lonelygirl15 is revealed as a fictitious character, her popular storyline continues for a full season as an Internet dramedy series on YouTube and MySpace.

After a two-year format war, Toshiba pulls its HD DVD product out of contention, leaving Sony Blu-ray as the solo next-generation successor to DVD.

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, the seventh and final book in the enormously popular series, is released. Its first U.S. print run is a record-breaking 12 million copies.

Large-scale multiplayer online gaming gives rise to virtual worlds where players interact via avatars and the computer-generated environment is similar to the real world.

Beading makes a comeback as a way to relax and creatively spend time with friends.
Television

- The second season of NBC's Heroes continues the adventures of ordinary people with extraordinary powers and reveals more about the shadowy dealings of "The Company."

- High School Musical 2 becomes the highest-rated cable broadcast in the nation's history when 17.2 million U.S. viewers tune in to the Disney Channel for its debut.

- In the 36th season of CBS's The Price Is Right, host Bob Barker retires and comedian Drew Carey takes over the helm at the world's second-longest-running game show.

- The NBC drama series Friday Night Lights, about a fictional high school football team, is taped documentary-style, without rehearsals, to give it a more authentic feeling.

- On The CW, Blake Lively portrays socialite teen Serena van der Woodsen in Gossip Girl, a drama series that follows the lives of prep school students from New York's Upper East Side.

- America Ferrera, who plays Betty Suarez on the popular ABC comedy-drama Ugly Betty, is the first Latina to win the Emmy for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Comedy Series.

- ABC's Dancing with the Stars rules the ratings thanks to popular celebrity participants such as Sabrina Bryan of The Cheetah Girls.
Movies

Shia LeBeouf portrays a teenager who is plunged into a high-tech battle between good and evil alien robots in Transformers, a live-action adaptation of the 1980s cartoon series.

Disney's National Treasure: Book of Secrets nets the third-highest box-office total ever for a Christmas weekend release.

disturbia, a surprise hit thriller about a bored teenager under house arrest who thinks his next-door neighbor may be a notorious serial killer, spends three weeks at the top of the box office.

Atonement receives seven Golden Globe nominations, including lead acting nods for Keira Knightley and James McAvoy.

The Great Debaters, based on the real-life victories of a black debate team in the 1930s, receives eight NAACP Image Award nominations.

Joel and Ethan Coen write and direct No Country for Old Men, a film adaptation of Cormac McCarthy's bleak, moody modern western novel. The film receives eight Oscar nominations.

A 90-minute episode of The Simpsons takes six years to make. The Simpsons Movie finally makes its big-screen debut and is a major hit.
In *I Am Legend*, Will Smith is the last man alive in New York, after a man-made virus wipes out most of the world's population and turns the survivors into dangerous mutants.

Matt Damon reprises his role as amnesiac CIA assassin Jason Bourne for *The Bourne Ultimatum*, the third film in the Bourne trilogy based on Robert Ludlum's novels.

After a 19-year hiatus, Harrison Ford returns as Steven Spielberg's adventurous archaeologist in *Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull*.

Tim Burton directs and Johnny Depp stars as the title character in *Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street*, an adaptation of the hit Broadway musical.

Using a combination of live action and animation, *Enchanted* tells the story of Giselle, a fairy-tale character seeking a "happily ever after" ending in modern-day Manhattan.
Fall Out Boy headlines the Honda Civic tour, performs at Live Earth concerts and reaches the top of the charts with the release of their album Infinity on High.

British singer Amy Winehouse brings back the beehive and wins five Grammy awards for her work on Back To Black.

Canadian pop singer Feist enjoys soaring sales for her third solo album, The Reminder, after the single "1234" is featured in a commercial for the iPod nano.

Rihanna records her third album, Good Girl Gone Bad, featuring Jay-Z and Ne-Yo. She receives six Grammy nominations.

Newcomer Sean Kingston tops the U.S. Billboard Hot 100 and Pop 100 with "Beautiful Girls," his first single from his self-titled debut album.

Malibu singer-songwriter Colbie Caillat rises to stardom from MySpace. Her song "Bubbly" garners more than 31 million plays and her CD goes platinum.
Carrie Underwood releases her double-platinum second album, "Carnival Ride," and contributes the Oscar-nominated song "Ever Ever After" to the soundtrack for the movie "Enchanted."

After facing off at the MTV Music Awards, rapper rivals Kanye West and 50 Cent release albums on September 11 and vie for top sales. Kanye's "Graduation" is the victor.

Radicalhead invites listeners and fans to pay whatever they want for a digital download of their highly acclaimed seventh album, "In Rainbows." A "physical" edition, with standard CD and vinyl LP, is released in January 2008.

Punk-pop princess Avril Lavigne releases her third album, "The Best Damn Thing," featuring "Girlfriend," her first No.1 single on the "Billboard" Hot 100.


Hip-hop artist T-Pain releases his second album, "Epiphany." The album receives four 2008 Grammy nominations and his single "Crank That (Soulja Boy)" and his distinctive, loose-limbed dance style becomes a nationwide craze.

Soulya Boy reaches the top of the "Billboard" Hot 100 with the single "Crank That (Soulja Boy)" and his distinctive, loose-limbed dance style becomes a nationwide craze.
Sports

Tiger Woods achieves his record 14th World Golf Championships win at the WGC-Bridgestone Invitational and claims his 60th PGA Tour win at the BMW Championship.

Norwegian golfer Suzann Pettersen wins five LPGA events including her first major championship in a break out season.

Former Senator George Mitchell releases a list of Major League Baseball players, including seven MVPs and 31 All-Stars, under investigation for illegal use of steroids and other performance-enhancing drugs.

At X-Games 13, Ricky Carmichael wins the first MotoX Racing Circuit. Simon Tabron does back-to-back 900s in BMX Vert and Jake Brown survives a 40-foot fall.

The veteran San Antonio Spurs, led by Tim Duncan, beat the Cleveland Cavaliers and their young phenom, LeBron James, in a 4-0 sweep to win the 2007 NBA finals.

The LSU Tigers pounce on Ohio State early on their way to a 38-24 victory. LSU is the first two-loss team to compete for and win the BCS National Championship.
California native Jimmie Johnson speeds to victory as the 2007 NASCAR Nextel Cup Champion, defeating his Hendrick Motorsports teammate Jeff Gordon by 77 points.

Athletes from around the world train for the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing as the city prepares for the arrival of hundreds of competitors and millions of spectators.

The Anaheim Ducks claim their first Stanley Cup, beating the Ottawa Senators in five games for the 2007 NHL championship.

Super Bowl XLII MVP Eli Manning leads the New York Giants on a last-minute scoring drive to upset the heavily favored New England Patriots 17-14, shattering the Patriots’ bid for a perfect 19-0 season.

Belgian Justine Henin defeats Russian Svetlana Kuznetsova 6-1, 6-3 to win her second U.S. Open title in New York.

Brett Favre of the Green Bay Packers surpasses Dan Marino’s touchdown pass record with number 422. 2007 NFL MVP Tom Brady of the New England Patriots sets the single regular-season mark for touchdown passes with 50.

Power hitters Barry Bonds, Frank Thomas, Alex “A-Rod” Rodriguez, Craig Biggio and Jim Thome all achieve home run milestones in their Major League Baseball careers.
Election ’08 Candidates

After Super Tuesday primaries on February 5, 2008, the presidential race heats up among frontrunners Hillary Clinton, Mike Huckabee, John McCain and Barack Obama.


- Heartthrob Zac Efron, who came to fame with his performance in the first High School Musical, becomes an even bigger teen star with the release of High School Musical 2.

- The Best of Both Worlds tour, starring Miley Cyrus as Hannah Montana, sells out in every city, prompting ticket lotteries, heartbroken fans and scathing scandals.

- In January 2008, Academy Award-nominated actor Heath Ledger, 28, is found dead in his Lower Manhattan apartment from an accidental overdose of prescription medication.

- Multi-talented star Queen Latifah becomes the latest spokeswoman for Jenny Craig. Her message isn't about getting skinny, but about losing weight to reduce the risk of Type 2 diabetes.

- At London's Wembley Stadium, Princess William and Harry host the Concert for Diana to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the death of their mother, the Princess of Wales.

- As Izzie Stevens on ABC's Grey's Anatomy, Katherine Heigl is a small-screen star. As Annie Fletcher in the comedy 27 Dresses, she conquers the big screen as well.